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dividual and solitary, and which involves
this result, that all our service shall be
done unto God, and all our tasks received
from his hand, °
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These are old, familiar truths.
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Of the crowded thoroughfare!
I approach, and ye vanish away;
1 grasp you, and ve are gone;
But ever, by night and by day,
The melody soundeth on.
the weary traveler sees
In desert, or prairie vast,
Blue lakes, overhung with trees
That a pleasant shadow cast;

vout.

~ And shining roofs of goid,
Like mists together rolled,—

In the beautiful land of dreams,

enter the gate

A
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“

of the
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has: given |
of the

En-

Union, and intimates that he

there was a paper read at one of the

he says nothing.

an

idea

of

of the course of

W.H.
seo

iris

Wood-sled in the Kitchen.

f

may add semething in a future letter.
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,, Increase of Spiritual Life,

of which

even of old
so much as

thought pursued.

he 8

a good report of the meetings

It is not new ma-

this valuable paper; but will give the read-

For the vision to re-appear.

ro

One winter evening, not long since, I
went to call upon a neighbor who was in
very feeble health, and in whom I had

But

taken gremt

interest.

meét-

and humble

Christian woman,

Yet The

devotes three and a half columns

to it, aid says of it, that it was‘ manly,
frank, and left nothing to complain of; it
was to be dédsired to make one wiser.”
"This paper was by a gentleman your readers are well acquainted with: Rev. Thomas

Goadby, B. A”, the recently appointed pres-

She

was

a simple
who

mani-

fested great patience through her sickness, though she enjoyed but few of the
comforts, and none of the luxuries which
an abundance of this world’s goods can bestow.

On
receiving the answer, ‘Come in,
to my knock on the ‘‘keeping-room” deer,
I entered the humble

apartment,

and what

ident of the General Baptist Theological was my surprise to see about half the reom
College, at Chilwell. The theme was a taken up by a great double-sled, such as
very important one, quite as important on we often see drawn by oxen in the winter,
this side of the Atlantic as on the other; working upon which the husband of my
viz.: “How shall the spiritual life of our friend was most vigorously employed.
churches be increased ?” That the readers
«Excuse me, madam,” said the honest
of the Star may know something of this man, rising and making a very civil bow,
paper, I will give an epitome of it.
“My wife was feeling pretty poorly this
Mr. G. commenced by saying that the evening, and the little ones are in bed,
question has been much discussed, and has and so I thought I would bring my woodreceived various. solutions; but he would sled in here to paint, so as to keep her
ask the audience to look to the spiritual life eompany, as 1 have promised to have it
itself for the answer, the spiritual life in finished to-morrow.”
the law of its origin and growth. . The in“That is right, Mr.
Ellis,” I replied.
crease of the spiritual life must be sought «Please make no apology, for I am deafter the manner and in the way in which lighted to see. you so sociable. And how

the spiritual life in its commencement was

much more pleasant for

sought; both alike

here is my friend Janette sitting by the
fire with her knitting in the big cosy chair,

God.

being

the

free gift of

In the commencement of the spirit-

ual life, two things always concur: God
speaks to the inmost soul; man speaks

and you working away

both

at

of you;

your

sled,

for

and

you can chat together move merrily, I
from he heart to God. God comes nigh to dare say, than if you were sitting in some
us; we draw. nigh to God. These two elegant drawing-room, with nothing to
[]
thing®
‘are also connected with: every do.”

subsequent growth

of the spiritual life,

In the erigin of the spiritual life there is
also the realization of the individual relation of the soul to God. God's word in the
gospel of his Son singles us out, and ad:

ae

dresses itself to us individually; “the soul
stands ‘apart by itself and gives back its re-

After

making

a

very

pleasant

eall,

I

bade my friend good evening, and on my
way home I thought, “Here is the secret
of the happiness
of this
unpretending
They are dependent upon each
couple,
other for all their comforts and = pleasures;
and, in their simple

way,

they

enjoy

life

because they do not go heyond their own
limited home circle for all their enjoy:
ments.”
;
This simple picture of my friend, Mr,
of duty and service directly from the hand Ellis, painting his big wood-sled in the
of God, We feel that we are not our own, room, so as to keephis wife company, has
a proverb in our fambecause we are bought with the precions. become alinost like
blood of Christ, and there is consecration ily. “Cap’t you bring in your wood-sled,

spouseto God, So it is also with the increase of the spiritual life, * Unto Thee, O
Lord, do. I lift up my soul.” In the origin
of the spiritual life there is alse the taking

of self and all our powers and serviceto
God, The growth of the divine life is under

similar conditions, after the same man-’

ner, There is solitary converse with God,
individual consecration to his bervice;
there is a spiritual communion which is ink

remin

including

voice,

attitude

and

Lis

penetrating and

They

plane of the

——

i.

RN
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time the precious sands are slipping through whole city united with the whele counrty

.

a lifetime for in its sorrow that so useful a life must netheir moment of triumph, and find it only cegsarily end.
lat their exit from the mortal stage. Happy
TWEED CONVICTED.
are they if at that late period fruition over- |, Boss Tweed is beginning to see what
takes them.
‘The young man awaits his they are *‘going
to do about it.” He has
majority, to begin life for himself; the lately been on his second trial on the
young woman waits the coming of another charge of stealing millions of dellars of the
morn risen on midnoon, which shall give people’s money while he was at the head of
her a mission and a sphere congenial to N.Y. city politics. He had escaped conher nature; and so from the cradle to the viction at the previous trial. But that was
the hour glass.

grave,

‘‘ man

Some wait

never

is,

but

always to be

when Tammany had the N. Y.

blest.”
Now we have a pet theory of life which
gets it to quite another tune than that of
waiting. We believe that there is in human affairs a system of promotion, often
invisible to mortal eyes, by which, when
one is fitted for a higher place ‘than he now

its

purse.

Judge

Davis,

courts in

before whom

Tweed was tried, believes in enforcing law
and punishing crime, so there is little hope
of anything but justice from his court.
But still the people thought this trial
would be

a wretched farce, like

the other.

Judge of their glad surprise, then, when
occupies, he will be advanced to ft. In- the jury brought in a verdict Wednesday
stead-of waiting for the hour when he shall of guilty on every court in the indictment,
step up higher, let'him diligently improve which numbered 204.
The penalty is 4
every ‘moment of time in qualifying him- year’s imprisonment and $250 fine for each
self for the position to which he aspires.

While «absorbed in the

pursuit

offense, so that, if sentence

could

be

im-

of those posed for the lump, it would give the great

which will enable hin to hold successfully thief 204 years in prison and $51,000 fine.
the vantage ground he is fighting for, he But his counsel declare that he can be sen:
may find himself in possession of that van- tenced on only one offense, since they
One Step upward are all alike, and that point was to be
calls all man’s faculties into play, from the tage ground unawares.
ab
a
time,
persevered
in,
will conquer the argued Saturday, Our news column on tke
highest to the lowest, and gathering up the
highest
mountain,
and
give
the climber 8th page will give any result that’ may be
spiritual as the natural reward ?
time
to look on all the vast landscape be- reached.
+e ere
|
.
:
| 0
5
ow.
OUR SAVINGS-BANKS.
New in Christ Jesus.
‘There is nothing so idle as mere waitThe popularidea of a savings-bank is a
Neg
inz; and provision should always be made place where people can put their savings
The paper manufacturer is not nice in the, by which the profitless waste of time may
and have them sacredly taken care of.
He does ; not reject be prevented. A bit.of crotchet work or
| choice of his materials.
.
This ideal has been somewhat marred late‘a torn or filthy piece as unfit for his purpose. embroidery in one’s pocket, an interesting
ly. The officers and directors of these
All come alike to him. The clean aud book, a vexed social question, may fill up
banks have been found making use of the
glancing cloth from the table of the rich and the gap made by a delayed train, a tardy
deposits for their own personal interest,
the filthy rags from a beggar’s- back are guest, or an untoward accident. If dinner loaning the money to each other, and freequally welcome.
The clean can not be is not ready on thc moment, the master of | quently using-it in business where the risk
serviceable without passing through the the house will find space to read the market was so great that nothing but loss and
manufacturer’s process, and the unclean can reports; and, if he is slow to answer the consequent ruin perhaps to the depositors
be made serviceable with it. JIe throws dinner bell, his wife and daughters can imcould ensue. Happily it isonly a few thus
both into the samej machine, puts both prove the'time in gleaning the journals for far of these banks that are engaging in
through the same process, and brings out the latest news. It is monotony of labor such business, and the law is promptly
both new creatures,
The Pharisees. were that wearies. Work can be so adjusted dealing with the delinquents. The greater
scandalized on observing that publicans that one variety shall furnish rest from an- number of the savings-banks are still safe
:
and sinners came in streams to Christ, and other.

intonation,

indescribable

natural; yet some

tones

were absolutely peculiar, and as inimitable
as they were indescribable.
These were
felt by every hearer in all their force. His
feelings were sometimes indicated and ex-

pressed by a long pause, aided

nalural. things.

mind. Every faculty is fed, and there is
more than they can receive that will last
to eternity. Isit not a miserable waste to
work for that which perishes in a day,
when you can get the temporal Vasey and
gather up an eternal reward besides *~ Can
there he any other economy than that which

to hig emo-

subduing

same

reward ol their labor on every

by an elo-

quent aspect and some significant use of his
finger.
Henry owed much to bis insight into the
feelings of thé common mind. In great
cases he formed his estimate of the jury,
and made his appeals to their predilections
and character. He addressed the court
with profound respect.
Dr. Alexander,

and sound.

‘This man receiveth

When one has gone through severe intel-

sinners,” they complained.
Yea, receiveth
them;
sinners are taken in between the
wheels, at the commencement of this process; but at the end of it, saints in white

lectual labor, nothing is more refreshing
than the rest that comes after physical toil.
The broom should succeed the needle and
not the needle succeed the broom.
It is in
the power of many of us to so adjust our

were

such that he felt an instantaneous sympathy with his cause, and it was felt by’
every hearer.
:
" |" Mr, Henry was above the common
hight, and in later years there was a
slight stoop of the shoulders, but when animated he always straightened to his full
stature. He wore abrown wig, and some-

We need life, more

place and power ia his kingdom.
The aboveis a very condensed outline

Of that golden atmosphere,
ft is gone; and I wander, and wait

his

concurs

hearing him in 1794, in defense of three
criminals, declared that his manner was

larger inspiration and mightier spiritual
force. . So wiil God continue to us our

The shining city of song,

ings

our zeal,

still more life.

chinery, nor a re-adjustment
machinery, that we require,

forever before me gleams

Baptist

and

life, and

|

So T wander and wander along;

glish

commensu-

Our activity is out of all proportion

sources

That vanish as he draws nigh,

1850,

instantly recognized as

to our real vital godliness, and our success
is not as ample and abounding as our re-

Fair towns with turrets high,-

wrote

in

play of countenance, In no instance did
be indulge in an expression that was not

reach, in} of

viction is, that our piety is not

de-

A

who

of Henry

| pause,-gesture,

rate with our privilege, that our graces are
not equal to our gifts, that our spiritual
power is not proportionate to our oppertuity, that we are more intelligent than de-

As

Your English corsespondent

pression,

so we

Churches, like em-

They

Alexander,

the

they buy and sell; they dig in the field,
and work in the sooty shop; they make
money and hold office and gain honors and
power. Bit they do much moreythan this.
Theyput a higher purpose into
their words,
and J reap a much larger reward. They
do not work any harder, they do not work
so hard. Their ruling motive is to do good,
and not get good, They work from love
to the Lord and man, and while they get the
same natural wages, they get an amount of
spiritual - gold that fur exceeds in value
their vatural wages, however great they
may he. They are enlarging their souls
and forming them into the image of heaven, and preparing them to receive heavenly
and eternal delights. They reap the fullest

tion and passion, accompanied by a versatility which enabled him to assume at once
any emotion of passion which was suited
to his ends. Not less indispensable was
his matchless perfection of organs of ex-

if they have not already reached it. With
unexampled prosperity, our actual spiritnal condition is such as to awaken our anxjous thought and concern.
1t is felt that’
our churches in their influence and power
are not telling as they should tell upon the
worldliness of the age. The general con-

That tempt me everywhere,
In the lovely fields, and the throng

eo

be increased.

A.

quence, and that they were due

the beginning of the end. Such a period
our churches seem to be fast approaching;

Oh, swéet illusions of song

But when I woull

life

mutual

do

cook and sew, and order the household;

saying, from his observations of Henry
and the American orators. covering this
period, that Henry was an extraordinary and
consummate orator,and verifies the manner
of his speaking and the power of his elo-

God's providence, a period in their history
which is the beginning of new triumphs or

—

«And

Dr.

back to touch the conditions of the

life, and

est,

——

iniscences

for wealth,

Another class, and I fear much the small-

like my friend

Patrick Henry.

in the invigoration, as they go to-

pires, have their crises,

Fata Morgana.
a

i

less of strength, for

first: conditions of our

be a happy couple in

content, all for the want of the

shall stand firm and unconquerable, .
It is vital to our existence that our spirit-

b

—

NOVEMBER

and still

I

pendence, which.alone can make the home,
be it ever so humble, a heaven upon earth.
—Christian Weekly.

origin of the spiritual life and brought face
to face with God, and so will that life be
strong and vigorous. We must go back to

The Horning Star,
WEDNESDAY,

and

the round of public duties, and

all,

driven

is prima

43 When Agents receive premitims, no percentage
on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition.
Sioa, or otherwise, with the
m.

breadth,

gether in the planting, of God's grace in
the soul. The valley of dry bones must
hear the word of the Lord as well as feel
the stirring breath from the four winds,
ere there stands up a mighty army for the
Lord.
In every revival and increase of
spiritual life this is found.
We must be

whether the paper is taken fromthe
.

at

gether

subscribedor not—is

or not.

lose

all day.

ilies, the bar-rooms, the billiard-rooms, and

private communion
with God, solitary
thought and prayer.
y
But the werd of God and prayer go to-

must Pay all arrearages,or the publisher may
con{| tinne
send it until paymentis made, #nd collect the

whole amount,

with

time

NEWSPAPER DECISIONS,
1. Any person who'takes a newspaper regularly
from the post-ofice—whether directed to his name or
or

we

to the delicate

card-rooms would not be quite so well
filled, and peace and happiness would
reign where now are weariness and dis-

the ever-multiplying demands of public religious services, that we have hardly any

expiration of his sub-

responsible for the payment.
2. Ifa person orders his Raper discontinued,

but

ionfor equality with others,

Ellis, and would make it their duty as
well as pleasure to devote more time to
their homes and the comfort of their fam-

depth, add strength, and power. Our time
is so occupied with secular business, with
family caves, with politics, with newspa-

scription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
year, without further reminder from this oflice,

another’s,

spirit,

FUNERAL OF JOHN P. HALE.
honor, and power. Whether they succeed |’ Did any one ever compute the number
of
hours,
days,
months,
years,
mortals
|
The
late
Hon. John P. Hale was buried
or not in the thing they work for, they obin this city Sattain nothing beyond it if they work for these spend in waiting? We wait for the train; from the Unitarian church
Many of Mr. Hale’s old
alone. There are no fragments for them— we ,wait for an expected visitor; we wait urday afternoon,
for the golden opportunity; and all the personal friends were present, and the
no higher soul within.

each other's company I”
Ah! if mere men were

blic and united prayer is offered; but
Rev, I. D: STEWART. Publisher.
solitary communion with God is less and
To whom all letters
y
less practiced in this busy age, and too
red &o., should Rg
Cpl
A
Calton
for’ publication should be addressed to the
seldom enforced upon Christian disciples
as essential to growth in godliness. We
a
ad per year; or If pmd strictly IN AD:
want a deep, earnest, spiritual life; we get
REMITIANOES
must be made in money or- rapidity, activity, a busy, bustling and

ders, b
checks
neither of thoes cap
letter.

dear,” says the *husband

wife, who has been very lonely

beauty, for fash-

Events of the Week.

comfort, for elegance, for

say to myself, **Why. can’t you bring
your wood-sled into the house, and sit

But are

- Waiting.

of ‘husband and wife seems to be. I
must go to my office, this evening, my

all accepted.

clothing are thrown out, fit for the kingdom
of heaven. Christ does not find any pure

POSTAL-CARD

:

EXCHANGE

An arrangement

has

WITH
been

GERMANY.

entered

into

between the United States and Germany.
for an exchange of postal sards between.
the two countries, to go into

effect

on

the

postage on postal
daily lives that bef few of the allotted hours first of December. The
States to GerUnited
the
from
The amount of cards sent
on earth ; he makes them. Those that stand shall be passed in waiting.
is fixed at two cents ‘each, prepaymany
round the throne in white clothing were actual performance one can show who
which is to be made by affixing to
times a scarlet coat, according to the fash- gathered from the mire.
They were once makes a judicious use of every moment of ment of
one-cent
an ordinary
The greatest the postal cards
ion of the day, though, usually, his dress darkness, though they be now light in the time is utterly incredible.
stamp in addition to
postage
States
United
was black, and plain, and sometimes neg- Lord.
worker in this country possesses the happy
or impressed on the
POW
SP
ligent. His fealures were strongly marked
secret of going to sleep when he is tired and the stamp . printed
and his complexion dark.
His eyes were
nothing for the hour to occupy him,and
Woman’s Influence over Men. ofhas waking
hy Ns IMPORTANT BANKRUPT DECISION.
up refreshed when duty sumhazel, or a blue gray, as the shadows fell
er
Attorney-GeneratWilliams, ofi a quesmons him to action. The veil which hides
upon his face, for they were small and
Where is the man of parts and princi
d to him by the Secretary of
deep set. The expression of his face was ples who has not been managed by wom- the future from our eyes is impenetrable, tion submitte
decides that a payment made
ry,
Treasu
the
one of solemnity, Dr. Alexander says that an? What hero of the past (the present is and we can not know to what peculiar end
to a creditor who has commithe knew his sister, Mrs. Meredith, who slow to recognize its heroes) has not had we are polishing our faculties, storing our by a debtor
of bankruptey, and against
act
an
was the finest conversationalist he ever met his heroine, even though she be not so re- minds, eultivating our moral natures; but ted
dings in bankruptcy have
procee
whom
among ladies, and who had a native elo| we may be sure that when wé are ready for
corded ?
beer: instituted and are pending, but who
quence equal to Henry himself. So, it we
Pericles was managed by Aspasia in the niche we are designed to occupy it will has not vet been adjudged bankrupt, will
go back to Dr. Robinson, the historian, and
everything that added to their greatness be ready for us, and theré will be no waiting not be valid in the event of an adjudicatill it is filled.
down to his kinsman, Lord Brougham, and
and to the glory of Greece. He was proud
tion of bankruptcy in such proceedings, if
Pr Ore
his celebrated nephew, Wm. L. Preston,
to admit his indebtedness to her. She
the payment transpired subsequent to the.
‘Woman's Temper.
of Carolina memory, we discover that there
helped him ‘0 his pedestal, and drawing
filing of the petition therein, and that a
is native eloquence in the Ilenry family her after hin, he crowned her with laurels,
a creditor
There are men who suppose they have all payment made by a debtor to
cropping out during the last
century,
and proclaimed her a goddess fit for the
an act of
ted
commit
have
to
known
is
who
the annoyances. They say it is the store
scarcely inferior to that of the Pitts and
Parthenon.
He had no fear to be thought
dings:
procee
whom
agiinst
but
ptey,
bankru
Foxes of English renown.
So we trace inspired or guided by her; for he was a that ruffles the disposition, but if they could
in
valid
is
taken,
ben
time
the.
only stay at home as do their wives, and have not at
the natiye eloquence of Henry, and so we
lotty leader of lofty men, standing so high
pt
bankru
g
existin
by
affcted
is
it
as
far
so
sisters, and daughters, they would be,. all
need not be amazed at the strains of his unthat
he heard the uttered wisdom
of
:
the time, sweet and fair as a white pond- laws.
taught eloquence, for he was not an orator
Olswmpus.
.
THE STORM.
lily. Let some of the masculine lecturers on
like Fox, after a long training in debate,
Hyperides, the rival of Demosthenes, was
The gale and storm on Maaday night
in spite of mature as Pinckney said elo- so managed by Phryne as to render his , ef- placidity of temper, try for one week the
quence ran in his native wood-notes. It fort in her behalf the erown of his elo- cares of the household and the family. Let of last week proved unusually severe for
ran in his blood, and burst out om the first quence. The beauty of the woman flashed the man sleep with a baby on one arm ail this season of the year. All along the New
fiercely
blew
England coast the wind
occasion.
inte his thought; the symmetry of her form night, and one ear open to the children with towards the shore; the snow was blinding,
in the adjoining
Henry was the man of th¢ people. He swept through his sentences, and she stood the whooping-cough
stood by them and they by him. He wgs acquitted by the power ofher reflected love- apartment. Let him see the tray of crock- and wrecks were numerous. The schooner
Robert Raikes, bound from a port in the
the most popular man in Virginia in a rev- liness. Cmsarand A
ny knew from the ery and the cook fall down stairs, and nothto Boston, was wrecked off
oldtionary age, and his popularity remains firat what a siren Cleopatra was. The ing saved but the pieces. Let the pump Provinces
Porall on board perished.
and
Nahant
undiminished to this day.
He was always great. Jalias saw hér consummate
manage- give out on washing-day, and the stove- tions of the wrecks of other vessels were
pipe,
when
too
hot
for
handling,
get,
disloa sincere republican and undaunted defend- ment when she rose, like a rare aromater of liberty. George Mascon and Henry ic flower, fom the bale the swarthy Sicilian cated. Let the pudding. come out of the also driven ashore at various points, and
shipping, especially the rumerous - coast
led the Spartan band of Virgiuia, though
had brought. He felt the presence of the stove stiff as a poker. Let the gossiping lines of steamers, was greatly deranged by
Henry was an Athenian in eloquence. Mr.
gambler
of
next
door
come
in
and
tell
all
splendid apparition kindling a new destiny
forced” delays. We have not for many
Jefferson was never so democratic in his
5 ily his veins, and he advanced to meet it the disagreeable things that neighbors have
ad so fierce a snow-storm so early
yearg-h
sympathies aud tastes. Henry even spoke
ith open arms. Unfortunate as her 'influ- been saying. Let the lungs be worn. out,
against Jefferson's
foreign tastes. His ence was in many respects, she must have by staying indoors without fresh air, and in the season.
sturdy love of eountry and of mankind ani- answered in some way to his noblest nat- the needle be threaded with nerves exhaustTHE
VIRGINIUS AFFAIR.
mated him through all his career, and thus
There is now good reason to believe that
ure. No woman, not even Egypt's en- dd. After one week’s household annoyanhe was an inflexible republican ..n character,
chanting queen,” could have retained him ces, he would conclude that Wall Street is the papers procured by the Virginius when
who, like Brutus, would drive out every for years, unless she had awakened that heaven, and the clatter of the stock ex- she sailed from New York, and under which
tyrant, and banish the Tarquins all. So which was best in him, arid most promising change rich as Beethoven's symphony. We sheg.was sailing when captured, were obhis fame is peculiarly American, for he dethink Mary of Bethany a little to blame for tained in an irregular manner and by false
for the future.
he declared at the opening of the first ConIf representations. This matter is under ins
Antony, magnificent rowdy that he was, not helping Martha get the dinuer.
gress, ‘* I am no longer a Virginian, I am,
detected the
management
of Ptolemy's women sympathize with men in the troubles vestigation at present, and if established
an Ameriean."—National Quarteryy Review.
daughter while she rowed up the Cydnus of store and field, let the men also sympa- will, in connection with the subsequent gale’
reed
with silver oars, to obey his summons, as thize with the women in troubles of house- of the ship and her sailing at different times
Many a housewife has died of under the Venezuelan and Cuban flags, go
the
goddess of youth and love. To’ live in keeping.
Heavenly Economy.
luxarious effeminacy with her, he sank the her annoyances.— Christian at Work.
farto destroy all her claims to be considered
—
Wr
Ar
;
in any respect an American ship. Still the
s Gather up the fragments that remain, Spartan element that was in him, and drew
the
Sybarite
to
the
surface.
,
How
supreme
cause
of complaint made by our governmen,
of
Multitudes
lost.”
be
that nothing
The desire of being either pitied or admirwomen, and children perform their daily la- must have been the tact which could rivet is commonly the true reason of our confi- ment to Spain is not based so ‘much dpon
the Virginius being actually an American
bor because they must. Their necessities to her side the sturdy soldier, and enthral dence.

Z

THE MORNING
STAR

compel them,

They have no other motives

than to procure food, shelter, and clothing
They ave slaves. Necessity is their master,
and they are driven to their toil by his whip.
They get nothing but what they work for—
said,
often
is
and come and sit with us?”
from the lash, and a supply for
freedom
the
in
comes
occupation
slight
where some
wants. They get no intellect
natural
their
:
way of a social meeting.
development. There are no
moral
and
ual
has
picture
home
and often this humble
their feast. They eat everyafter
been brought to my mind, when I have fragments
Others, again, work for
bone,
the
to
thing
witnessed how far apart the employment
LZ]
3
.

him with voluptuousness, while

he saw

his

Roman veterans disowning their allegiance

Passion often makes a.foo!

of a

man

of

in fayor of Octavius, and the empire he had sense: and it sometimes makes a man
gained by mighty prowess and hardships
crumbling under his dazzled eyes.
— Galaxy.

\

of and as she carried the American flag, it was
an insult'to this nation to'capture her and
of condemn and execute her officers and crew

sense of asfool.

Narrowhess of mind is often the cause

obstinacy: we believe no faither than we
The despotism of custom is on the wane ; see,
we ure not content to know that things are;
No encomiums are thought too great
we ask whether they ought to be.—Jokn prudence ; yet can not prudence insure
least event.
Stuart Mill.
’

ship as upon the claim, that as her papers
were American andiregular on their fice,’

can
:

without the least notification to the United

States. Spain has asked for delay in the
for matter, and both nations seém disposed: to
the proceed safely and not become embroiledin
a needless wat,
!
“

THE

MORNING
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QUESTIONS

JESUS

AND

NOTES

BEFORE

BY

PROF.

THE

MATTHEW

J,

HIGH

ed the doctors of the law, who ** spoke as
never man spake,” to sway this council,
disarm prejudice, ‘reverse their judgment
ang secure acquittal ? But he kept silence.

PRIEST,

26: S-%%

him to reply to the witnesses, he said nothGorLpeN Texr:—W "ho, when he was revil- ‘ing. It sted the high priest. “I adjure.
ed, reviled not again: when he suffereds
he threatened not, but commatted hintself

to Him that judged rightéously.
QUESTIONS.
59. Who soughtto put Jesus to death? What
hat is meant by * false witcouncil is meant?
What had the High
nst Jesus”?
nesses
Priest said before this to Jesus? John 18: 19—23.

60. Were

false witnesses

were necessary for

Mark say

bis

of them?

found?

How many

conviction?

What

Mark 14: 56.

does

61. What testimony was at last obtained? Had
Jesus said this? “John 2: rH
How
does
Mark state this? Mark 14:
62, 63. What did the High Priest do? How did

Jesus meet both the witnesses and the High
Priest? Why?! What then did the High Priest
say?

The

meaning

of “1

adjure

living God”? For what

thee,

by

the

se did he wish

Christto answer this inquiry?

Ti
The

* “the Christ”? Of
*‘ the Christ,

meaning

of

the Son of God”?

64. The reply? The meaning of ‘thou hast
said”? Before Jesus gave this answer what did

i

De say?

Luke 22: 67,68.

What
is meant by sit-

on the
the, High t hand of power?
at by coming

heaven

hen

Acts 7: 55;

in the clouds of

will this be?

. What did the High Priest do? The reason
of This conduct? What is blasphemy? Why did
he say *‘what further need have we of witnesses7? Verse 59, To whom did he address
his words?
Why was he eager for the death of
Jesus}
. What was the judgment of the council?
. i
was the blasphemer to be.put to death?

Le.
6

a numeral te thee indignities
in
s I heaped d on

Christ,’ Who did them?

What is it to buffet?

‘What does Mark add? Mark 14: 65. The meaning of * prophesy” here?
Who was it that suffered this?
For whom did he suffer it? How
have we treated him?

NOTES AND HINTS.
59. Having arrested Jesus, the officers
brought him back into Jerusalem, to the
house of the high priest, Annas. In the
open court of his residence, wrongly translated *“ flalace,” ‘they gathered with their

prisoner around a fire of coals.

Then An-

nas, fhe father-in-law of - Caiaphas, called
Jesus to an account for his doctrines, and
endeavored to have him criminate him-

self’ by replyi
various questions. But
Jesus ofl on his right as one accused,
and demanded proof of wrong from those
who had placed him on trial. ** Why ask-

est thon me ? ask them which heard what I
said unto

said.”

them; behold, they know what 1

For

fis answer

to Annas he was

. struck
the Jewish officer that held him.
From Anhas he was sent bound to Caiaphas,
, the high priest for that year.

24. Annas had been deposed
from his office by Roman interference, but
was held by the Jews tobe the lawful high
priest, and Caiaphas an associate or deputy. Since Pilate would not recognize the
authority of Annas, and since Caiaphas presided over the council, Annas sent Jesus to
« his-son-in-law.
By the * chief priests”. are meant the
presidents or heads of the several classes
into which the priests were divided. ‘The
elders” were men of wisdom and influence,
elected for personal worth, to the Sanhedrim.
*‘¢ All the council,” that is, the coun-

cil of
cy, **
This
They

seventy that ruled the Jewish theoerasought false witnesses against Jesus.”
was before his trial formally began,
did not wish for false testimony pri-

marily, but, as any witnesses accusing
Christ of crime would be false, Matthew

designates such as ‘* false witnesses.” The
council in searching for witnesses to testify
of some crime that would convict Jesus,
were, therefore, searching for false witness-

es. The council had kefore determinedto
put him to death. John 11: 53, 57. By
“¢ all the council” is meant the council as a
body.
We can not suppose that Nicodemus
and Joseph consented to this decision.
Luke 23: 51.
60. ** But found none.” That was a striking fact. The effort to obtain witnesses who
would bring any accusation of erime sufficient to justify his execution was futile.
He was innoceat of any crime.
Many persons were ready to report his words and to
give them a meaning, but they disagreed

among themselves, or their testimony denoted nothing criminal. Mark 14: 56. ‘At
the last came two false witnesses.”
It was
necessary, under their law, to have two

witnesses
lender

to sccure

conviction

thée bythe’ living God that thou tell us

whether thou be the Christ,the Son of God,”
he hissed. See how the judge turns witness

himself.

against an

Matthew

John

2: 19,

but

figurative of his death

truth

his

words

k

he

Before

says

of the world,” or ¢lse

ning

u

Jesus

was offered for a yet larger number of con-

few words.

after

this

to

the

experience

time

of

begin-

suffering.

verts, for their growth in intelligence and
in piety, and for the wisdom needed by the
missionaries to deal rightly with the converts whom God has given them. . Two
days were devoted to the receiving of re.
ports as‘to the, work of the ‘year, and to the
consideration of several

fo the future working of thé Mission. The
meetings closed on Sunday, Jannary 12,

heaven” means, either
at ‘the second advent,—or, figuratively, by and through the
success of my kingdom among men: or in-

cludes

the beginning of a work and reign

the end of which will be seen in “the glorious appearing of Christ to judge the world.
65.

per

Caiaphps

seized his garment, his up-

garment, not

which

he would

it.

was

It

priestly

his priestly

dress

with

not now be clad, and tore

forbidden

robes.

to him

Lev.

to tear his

4:6;

21:10.

By

this act he expressed his horror at the Jans
guage of Jesus. He appear ed to be shocked at the irreverence of Christ. The custom of vending raiment to denote grief or
horror at the course of others was expressive and dramatic.
Acts 14: 14. ¢ He
hath spoken blasphemy,” that is, in disrespect of God or the things of God. To

assume
for

us

to possess the attributes of God
to

is

make ourselves equal to him, or

to degrade him to the state of a man. The
high priest did not investigate the works
and character of Christ,but pronounced-him
a blasphemer. The séntence for blasphemy
was death. If the high priest spoke the
opinion of the council, then Jesus would be

condemned to death. How strange that,
they should falsely charge Jesus with the
erime they were truly guilty cof, and adjudge him guilty of death as if they were
innocent.

Hearing

they heard
fpssiter.

more

the

than

words

of

Jesus

the witnesses

had

. *“ What think ye? A vote:on the
caseor Chiist was taken, and he was pronounced a blasphemer, * guilty of death.”
Thus the holiest man that ever appeared
on earth, the orly sinless man was, by sinners, judged guilty of impiety at which
they shuddered.
*¢ Guilty of death” was
the verdict of the jury. Lev. 24: 16. Worthy of death, or guilty.of an act the penalty of which is death, they meant. They
did not proceed to stone him, for fear of
the people, and because it was against the
Roman law of the land.

67, 68. To spit in the facé of another

points with regard

with services in Sonthalee,and in Bengalee,
and with the celebration of the Lord’s Supper.

Mr. Boerrcsen
work of the boys’

gave an account of the
school during the year.

The number in attendance has varied from
48 to 80. The boys all have simple elementary instruction in Bengalee and Sonthalee and daily instruction in Christian
truth, wherein the aim of the

teacher is not

merely to enlighten the understanding
but
also to reach the heart. They have also to
spend two hours a day in manual labor.
The conduct of the boys has been generally
satisfactory. Between fifteen and twenty
of them have been baptized during the year,
The lads keep up a prayer meeting among
themselves.

Many

of them,

accord, make known

of their own

the gospel

to the hea-

then Sonthalees, and spend part of their va-

cation in this manner.

Two

lads, for in-

stance,went to Sultanabad and thus preached Christ, and

six households have

sequence expressed

in con-

the desire to become

Christians. Several of the boys have been
the means of leading their parents to the
Saviour. Mrs. Boerresen gave an equally
interesting account of the girls’ school. At
the last conference the number of girls was
reduced to seven, and special prayer was
offered that the number might be increased.
This prayer bas been-answered.
The giils
have come in twos and threes,and the number now is 34. Seven of the girls have
been baptized during the year, and four
more are candidates for baptism.
In several cases the girls when they went home
made known the truths of the gosp2l to
their parents,and parents and children were
baptized together. Ou one occasion no less
than 85 persons were baptized, including
five Christian households, fathers,

sons, daughters,

the parents

mothers,

having

been

converted in their villages and the children

seven offices, the

ing the village; an officer of morals and

“master of the ceremonies” and his dep-

the village messenger,

As al-

for one whose character excites the wonder and praise of the civilized world, even

for our Redeemer,
They struck him, brutally struck him in his meekness and acquiescence, some with the clenched fist, others

with the palm

of their hands.

To injury

they joined insnlt and mockery.
They
‘‘ covered his eyes,” as Mark says, and
then, smiting him, said, ‘ prophesy unto
us, thou Christ, who is he that smote thee ?”
Thus they. showed derision for his claims
to be the Son of God. * They knew of his
miracles, but attributed them to magic and
Satanic arts, and now wished him to exhibit his skill in this way. . For this, in
part, Jesus came into the world, In view
of this Jesus said, ‘ Thy will be done.”
Matthew does not give us an account of all

were

Hence, their tes-

the indignities that Jesus endured at their

13. The temple represented the religion
honored in it, and words in derogation of
the former animadverted against the latter.

hands,

for

things

blasphemously

Luke

says

that

‘‘ many

spake" they

other

against

him.” He shows also that the indignities
62. ** The high priest arose” to give dig- which Christ suffered were not inflicted by
said unto
What is it

the

members

of the Sanhedrim, but by. the

officers who held him.
This trial over
“which these witness against thee ?” Jesus Jesus was left in charge
of the police un‘had listened to. this testimony in silence; til morning, when
the council re-assembled
had not cross questioned the witnesses ; had and they settled the question of bringing
not explained bis language ; had regarded Jesus to Pilate for sentence of death. Mark
the testimony, if true, as trivial, on which 16: 1. A brief séason between these two
they could not condemn any man however meetings intervened, during which our
vile he might be. He showed, by his si- Lord
underwent many trials by the abuse
lence, a certain freedom of the court, as if of the custodians, Our lesson
closes with
he was not
8 before it to appear in- him in their power,
thus ending another
. nodent. He passes judgment on the feeble geene in this tragedy.
testimony, andon the court. His silence

‘Fhe high priest |
The consummation of madness is to do
what, at the time of doing it, we intend to

be afterwards sorry for—the deliberate and
| intentional making of work for repentance.

signal victeries. The good love to visit those

Swede,

who

has

been

connected

localities and recount the valor and Christian heroism of those soldiers of the cross,
who there successfully wielded the sword
of the Spirit, caught the darts of the ‘enemy
in the shield of faith, and, under the lead

Q. M. wat'in session at Great Falls Village,

in Somersworth. Near the close of the affernoon, Rev. I. D, Stewart announced that it
was 65 years ago that day that Eld. Randall,
the founder ol our Denomination, died at
his home in New Durham, some 20 miles

order

to

devote

three or

himself

to

the

work of spreading the, Gospel among the
Sonthals.
He is very highly spoken of
by all who know him. . The five" laborers,
or rather six, remembering
that Mrs.

Two miles westerly of iret Falls Village
there lived in Randall's time,and much

In

Aug.,

another

after school

The number of church members,
at is,, communicants, was 35 a year ago,

and their number has been increased by 220
who have been since baptized.
The converts show the reality of the change that
has passed over them by the joy they manifest, by the spontaneous

zeal they

in seeking to make known the

by the

remarkable

fact

that

exhibit

Gospel, and

one single

case of immorality bas occurred among
them, although unchastity and drunkenness are the national vices of thg people.
Further acquantaince ‘with the” Sonthals
has very much modified the somewhat favorable impression that used
to be entertained of them.
They are even more
licentious than the Bengalees, and though
naturally truthful and trustworthy, yet intercourse with the Bengalees
has very
much corrupted them in this matter. Besides the actual converts there are hun-

After the morning service they all defiled
turning their salutations we could somewhat
enter into

the

troubles

of

the

American

President when, at a levee, he has to

shake

hands with
everybody.
As the people
passed, Mr. Boerresen stopped oue and
another and told us about them.
“This is
the man whose remarkable dream first led
him to us, and who has since then

brought

people from
many villages to” Christ.”
“This old woman goes from village to village talking to the women, and has led
many of them to the Saviour.” ‘This is
the Pergunait of this district, who was one
of our bitterest opponents, deceived the
people, was

imprisoned

six

months,

now is a humble Chrigfian
baptized next Sunday.” Bo
before

Mr.

us, but

but

and is to be
they passed

we

observed

them

asking

a

question.

He

said—

Boerresen

“They ask “are all these Sahibs God's people, or are somge of them the
ple?” ” We were affected at

devil's ig
the thought

that men just converted from heathenism

should: ask such a question concerning
Englishmen who had been brought up in
Christianity, but we could not but feel that
there was too much reason for the question
:
dreds of inquirers, and the whole district is they put.
In
the
afternoon
we all sat down with
being thoroughly stirred. One ' Pergunait,’
the
members
of
the
native church at the
or chief of a district, who has 86 villages
under him and was formerly a very bitter Lord's Supper. About 150 were present,
opponent of Christianity, has lately been the largest number of Sonthalee Christians
converted and will soon be baptized. It is that, in this district, have ever gathered
together at this solemn ordinance.
Alto-

not impossible that the whole

of the

vil

lages under his influence may in a mas
abandon idolatry.
Jt is necessary to appoint special persons as native preachers—the whole church

is a preashing church.

It

gether

the

devoted

self-denying

missionaries

blessed of God.
him

fact that there is not among thé Sonthalee Sonthals,
we

find among Bengalees; there have been

as

many ‘baptisms among the women
among the men.
The missionaries
deavor to make the native church as
dependent as possible—they have no
sire to introduce among’ ‘the Sonthals

labors

are

of ‘these

being

largely

We cold not but thank

him for what he has done, and look forward hopefully to ayet larger blessing

is a pleasing from

women that reserve or shyness which

thatis, good or evil is promoted
pressed, not

only

by

positive

or sup-

demonstra-

tions on our part, but also, by refraining
to take a certain course of action which
duty prompts when occasion presents . itself.
A reformation may
arise, or a

missionary enterprise be put forth;
matter how eminent maybe the

yet, no

talents of

the leaders, or how arduous their work, if
the people addressed do not allow them.
selves to be ‘moved into actigh, all their

1805,

a Q.

M. was held there.

follow yon, we will not open

our eyes to

the rays of truth which you sre holding up
befdre us,—we are willing to put

up

with

the mummeries and formalities of Roman
Catholicism”?
Where would have been

the present gratifying history of

the hea-

then islands of the sea, of China and India
and Africa,

and all

those couontries

where

missionaries
have
accomplished
such
(page 265) is, ‘Aug. 21, 22 and 23, he at: glorious work for the Gospel, if, in answer
tended Q. M. at Somersworth, which he to their appeals for monéy to ‘sustain them
in their work, the people of Christian
Boerresen’s
work is so
important, thus considered an extraordinary interview.” In
lands had replied,—*‘No, we will not give
the
History
of
the
Freewitl
Baptists
(page
represent five different nationalities, com240), it is said, ‘At the opening of the Aug. you our money; we want. it for our own
ingas they do from Denmark, Norway,
use”? What A ead: record the historian
Sweden, England, Germany.
They have session in Somersworth, praise, prayer, exwould have been compelled to fhake. So
hortations
and
acclamations
ol
joy
were
no fixed salary, but labor on in their selimany islands, so many nations in heathen
heard
for
several
hours.
The
meeting
was
denying work, in faith that the Lord who
darkness, without knowledge of the true
has sent them to Sonthalia will support then organized; but under a temporary
God. But thanks to the generosity of
them in the work to which he has called covering at the door as a screen from the
Christian people, no such dark record is .
sun,
hundreds
continued
their
devotions
the
them.
At the Conference various matters
compelled to be made. And yet, with all
entire
day.”
were discussed connected with the future
he gratifying results of missionary history,
At the close of the day above
named
of the Mission—how to provide for the in(Oct. 22) at Great Falls, I went out to visit fe might have been more gratifying still,
struction of the converts who have no
if the Christian world had more fully done
Bible in their own language, and many of this place. The Baker house is still standits duty.
ing.
It isi Lerge, double on the ground,
whom could not read it if they had one;
Did vou ‘ever think, Christian reader, of
two
stories
high,
with
a
large
wing
near
how to train the village pastors;
whether
on: end, extending back, and evidently old. how you are actinga part in making up
any other station could be taken up, as the
The Q. M. was at this héuse, which it the religious history of the world ? Whethfield is so promising; how to provide for
seems could not contain the assembly.
It er you give or retain, you are still making
the instruction of the girls in the &é¢hool
is a tradition that one day or more the serv- a part,—inevitably so; it may be but a
during the absence of Mrs. Boerresen in
ices were in Mr. Baker's orchard. That small part, but still a part it is. -If you
Europe, and so forth.
It was also decided
was on the other side of the road, a little give, you help to make it bright; if you
that an application should be made to
retain, you help to make it dark.
Youn
farther north, but now gone.
Government
asking that: more Patshalas
may reason, “‘My mite is so small it will
While
on
these
grounds,
that
glorious
Q.
might be established
in Sonthalisthan,
make no difference, it can do no good.”
where the people are so ignorant, and yet M. scene seemed presented to the mind so
So might thousands reason. Suppose they
that
things
were
seen
about
as
they
were.
now, under present influences, so desirous
all use your argument and refrain from
A
few
years
since,
one
was
living
who
was
tolearn. The thanks of the missionaries
Twenty thousand dollars kept
He gave some of the partic- giving?
were presented to the members of the con- in attendance.
back.
Is that nothing to help exert an inulars.
We
beheld
then
the
people
coming
ference present, for the sympathy which
fluence ? How much good, under God's .
they have shown and the substantial aid to the place from all the region round about.
blessing, may even one cent do. Here are
Somersworth
had
no
village,
and
much
of
which they have rendered to the Mission in
some colporters distributing tracts among
the
town,
embracing
what
is
now
Rollinsmany ways; and speeially to the Secretary,
There is one man; who, if
ford, was a wilderness. Carriages were few, the heathen.
the Rev. T. Evans of Allahabad, now about
to visit England for the recruiting of his many came on horseback and multitudes on he had received a tract, through its influhave become a Christian.
health, who has for many years labored foot. The meeting began as above indicat- ence, would
ed,
with
prayer,
exhortation
and
songs
of
And
he
possesses
talents that would have
so earnestly to promote the success of the
And how
praise to God. “The groves were God's first. led him to become a preacher.
Mission.
temple,” says Bryant. Through the groves much good among the people he might
On Sunday, January 12, services were
have done in that capacity. But it lacked
about, the songs of praise resounded.
held in Sonthalee and Bengalee, to open
And a
Some in our time would have wished such just one traet of reaching him,
the new ‘‘Cathedral” which has been late- |
- social exercise to continue.
Eld. Randall tract does not cost but a cent. Think of
ly erected.
The said cathedral consists
-was-a mun for system.- He never-lost sight of this possible influence, Christian reader,
simply of a spaceinclosed by a number of
the special objects of Quarterly Meetings, and be ready to do your part. Men, wom.
poles in the ground connected by leafy
which, besides social worship were reports en and children of the F, B. denomination,
boughs and twigs, an awning of the same
from the churches, and, God's great instru- shall we, God blessing our efforts, continue
material covering
the end where the
mentality for goed, the preaching of the to hold up the hands of Bro. Phillips and
preacher stands, while the rest of the enword. So at the proper time the meeting his devoted co-workers, as well as the misclosure is not covered over.
The expense
was organized by choosing a Moderator and sionary laborers at home? The genius of
of the whole was three rupees, but it is
Clerk. Then reports were called for. They History, holding its pen, is asking,—What
likely that for some months of the year the
were, verbal in those days.
Revivals were kind of a record will you help me to make ?
people, as they git there on the grass, will
glorious.
Somersworth reported conver® Geo. E. PLACE.
feel more at home than in a Gothic edifice.
Danville, N. H.
sions.
Alton, Sandwich, Salisbury and
Two or three hundred people, men, women and a few children, were present. other places were having glorious times.
The

At

record

in

Gilmanton

No

HT

upon
nor

the

work

feelings,

among
however

the
good

as or glowing, can be substituted for glorifyen- ing actions.
fn
The more: you do for God in this world,
de- the more he will do for you in the world to
any come,
/

the, Biography

Iron

Works

of Randall

the

work

near Gilford, the

place sébmed shaken

of God.

One hundred and

thirty conversions were reported there.
‘While these

refreshing reports

were

be-

ing made, Zion was glad,

The lively voice

of Randall was

heard,

Bless God!”

frequently

Others shouted

*‘Amen!

for jov,

and

some wept.
The Holy Ghost fell on the
congregation.
Eld. Elias Smith of the
Christian Connection was in thee hight of
bis prosperity,and

feelings

were

was present,

so

moved

that

His strong

he

alond and was almost overcome.
was

quick

for the occasion,

rains gloriously;

cried

Randall

and

said, “It

we will suspend business

for a time. Speak,Bro. Smith, speak freely.”
This is a specimen of this meeting.
Eld.
Randall died three years after. Bro. Baker
lived long. In 1838—39 he was a member
of the Governor's Council, He died in
Gorham, Me., March 25, 1841, aged 81 years,

A twin brother lived at Fort Hill in Gorham,
and was clerk in our church there,
About a mile north of the Baker place in
Somersworth, in the ‘edge of Rochester,
lived

a Bro.

Hanson.

His wife

Flce to Christ.

was

marvelous.
So in another church in the
same town. Then up near Gunstock Mountby the power

teach one

later,

a Bro. Moses Baker. This place was on the
old road between Rochester and Dover.
Randall frequently. traveled that way. A
stopping place was at Bro. Baker's, and he
held meetings at his house.

other,

and

or small, goodor evil. And these marks
may be made, or results wrought out,
either by a positive or negative influence ;

orth-westerly. It was known that the New “efforts will be in vain.
Martin Luther was a grea¥ man ;—ZwinDurbam Q. M. was then in session in New
Durham, where Eld. Randill died and gle and Calvin and Farrel "and EcolampaBut
where his remains slumber. - After a few dius—all these were great men.
remarks, Rev. A. Cav erfio offered prayer in where would have been the glorious result
special reference to the blessing of God on of their labors, if the people, in answer to
their appeals, had said, *No, we “will not
the Denomination,

ain,

time. The eldest girl goes every evening
to teach the women in the neighboring villages who are candidates for baptism,
Mr. Skrefsrud gave his report of the
general work of the Mission during the

4

may
have greater worldly means; but every
buman’ being makes his mark, be it. large

| tox

four years with the mission, and Mr.
Simmonds, an Englishman.
At the present Conference another was added to their
number, Mr, Hagert, a German, who has
given up a position in the Public Works
Department,
North-weslern
Provinces,
where he had good prospects of advancement, in

of

the “Captain of our salvation,”won victories
that made the regions of darkniesy tremble
and heaven rejoice.
On the.22d of Oct. last} ‘the Rockingham

in the schools. The girls, of their own ac-1. before us saluting us with their Salaam, or,
cord, have evening prayers with [one an- in their own language, their Joha ; and in re-

was significant of the highest contempt.
Deut. 25: 9. They showed this contempt
year

timony was false. To speak ill of the temple was construed as blasphemy. Acts 6:

than, words,

Haut

Lange, *‘ from hence.” * Sitting on the
right hand of power” means exalted above
all cregtures, as elsewhere described, Phil.
2: 9—11.
‘Coming in the- clouds of

resurrection.

nity to his proceeding, ‘‘ and
him, answerest thou nothing ?

there

his . deputy; the priest of the

ready several of the head-men have become
Christians, it is hoped that many of the
villages, in their village councils, will
formally abandon idolatry, and then the
we not see equal results in our own Mission? The piece of land which now belongs to the
inquiry is an important one and deserving a priests will be devoted
towards the supcareful and prayerful consideration. We hope’ port of the pastor and schoolmaster.
The

Alford renders the word, *¢ from this time,»

They applied to the temple of stones yhat
to his body.

was asked.

« Hereafter” refers eithér to what is called in the Scriptures *¢ the last day” or ‘end

They perverted language spoken with one
meaning to a use foreign to that meaning.
he applied

of what

makes this answer
Luke 22: 70.

asserts that the:

and

are

small,

‘The fields of battle, on which her oes fought
A THOUGHT FOR MISSIONARY WORKERS,
and patriots died while contending for the
The great bulk of history is made up by
liberties of nations, will ever be visited with the narration of human
actions.
Some
interest. So in regard to the places Where persons, of course, are enabled
to make a
Christianity, in its conflicts with sinners and greater mark in history than others, as
sin,has fought its hardest battles and gained their talents may be greater, or they

report ought to cheer and encourage the hearts
of all who are watching and praying and giving
for the salvation of this deeply interesting people.
The question has already been asked, Why do

Rampore

witnesses thus testifying were false. Mark
says, * And there arose certain and bare
false witness against him,” and’ then he
gives their testimony substantially as it is
here. Christ did say what is here testified
of him,

Mission” |

Meeting at: Eben-

on the Loop Line of the
the Son of God.
Hence, he asks Jesus if
East
Indian
Railway,
and is surrounded by
he was the Christ, that is, the Messiah, the
Sonthal
villages.
.
The
conference comSon of God.
menced with meetings for special praise
64. Jesus might have said yea, and not and prayer-praise for the conversion of so
have added to the indignation and rage of | many of the heathen during
the year, for
his enemies. They knew he claimed to be the preservation of the health and of the
the Christ.’ Jesus not only says he is the lives of thc Mission. agents, for the sponSon of God, but also * Son of man,” and taneous zeal shown by the converts in makas such destined to sit ‘* on the vight hand ing known the Gospel to their fellowof power,” and to ‘‘ come in the clouds of | countrymen,and for the supply of the founds
heaven.” ' ¢ Thou hast said” affirms the requisite to carry on the work.
Prayer

the temple of God and to build it

in three days.”

He here introduces testimony not

hi

—

how

presented by the witnesses, unless some of to present a few facts in connection with this
aim kept in viow is, as far as possible, to
their words have not been given us, The subject soon. Meantime, I would urge one aud.
retain all the innocent social customs of
all
who
are
interested
in
this
Mission,
to
great
language, “ T adjure thee,” mgans, “1 put,
self-examination; to answer the other question, the people, and to let the® Christianity of
thee under cath.” To adjure-§
by the livviz., “Have I done my duty, my whole duty, in the people, in its outward manifestations
ing God" is to take oath belore’ him, as in this matter #’—J,
PHILLIPS. ]
.| take a Sonthalee form. The traditions of
bis presence, He could not thus compel
As many of the readers of the Friend of the people state that their ancestors abanChrist to speaks but whatever Christ should
India take an interest in the Indian Home doned the worship of Thakoor, the true
now say would be considered as having
Mission to the Sonthals, you may. like to God, to serve the Bongas, or evil spirits.
weight. Jesus: saw that silence wouldbe
have a short accountof a visit recently paid \ The missionaries exhort them to return to
construed against him.
The question is
to Ebenezer, the head-quarters of the Mis- the God of their fathers, whose word is in
not suggested by the witnesses, but is insion, on the occasioh of its annual Confer- the Bible, and who sen( his Son to die for
troduced by the judge of the comrt. To
epce,
It should be stated that I am in no them.
.
answer it was to be charged with blasThere are also'two other missionaries 1a‘way connected with the Mission.
The staphemy, The high priest had learned to
boring in this work, Mr. Cornelius,a
regafd the Messiah as, in some sense, tion is situated about fourteen miles west of

1. ** And said, this fellow said, I am able

to Se

ever

ezer, cut (rom The Friend of India. Sueh a uty: and

To the high priest, rising up and calling on

2;

Indian Home

and the Annual

In every village,

village, and the priest of the land surround:

—

to the Santald

the village system.

chief and

' [Mr. Epitgr:—Herewith 1 send you ‘am interesting Repgrt of “The

26, 1873.

psteshos sn ons du apap | © Min Somersworth, XN. 1. | History Made by Tdividuas

Christianizing the Santals.

him who, at twelve years of age, confound-

A. HOWE.

NOVEMBER

il Communications

opened not his mouth.” His silence was
strange. Would it not have been easy for

30,
Sabbath School Lesson.—Nov.”

STAR,

was'a

Come, my brother, I come to you simple
of speech, and I exhort you to flee to Christ.
Oh, my brother, dost thou know what a loving Christ be is? . Let me tell thee from my
soul what I know of him. I too once despised him.
He knocked at the door of my
heart, and I refused to openit. He came to
me,

times

without

number,

morning by

morning, and night by night; he checked
we in my conscience and spoke to me hy
his Spirit, and when at last the thunders of
the

law

prevailed

in

my

conscience,

I

thought that Christ was cruel and unkind,
Oh! I can nevér forgive myself, that I
should have thought so ill of him. : But

what a loving reception did 1 have when I
went to him! I thought he would smite me,

but his hand was not clenched in anger

but

opened wide in mercy. 1 thought full sure
that kis eyes would dart lightening - flashes
of wrath upon me, but he fell upon my neck

and kissed me; he took off my rags and
clothed me with his righteousness, and

caused my soul to sing aloud for joy. I will:
be boudsman for my Master that you will '
never have cause to regret coming to him.
~8purgeon.

daughter of Ruling Eld., Samuel Runnels, |
THE CHRISTIAN Live. —If I believe in the
of New Durham. Mr, Hanson kept ““Pilname
of Jesus Christ I must acknowledge
grim's Tavern,” and Eld. John. Colby used
to stop there. In an interview with this his precepts as my rule of life; I must be
couplé some years ago, they related that on pure in spirit; I must be pure in heart; 1
one occasion, Eld. Colby spent a large part must be meek and forgiving; 1 must be
of the night in prayer and conversation with temperate and selfdenying. A different 80some convicted persons in the family. - He ciety must be lived in ; new habits formed ;
used to stop with Bro.Bakerof Gorham ,Me., old habits abandoned. Thereis one proof
above mentioned, also.
I was at his house that must be gvident in every man who, bas
years ago, and he said that under the sing- a Christian hope in him, namely, that the
flesh is subdued to. the plrit. Itis a sure
ing of Colby, sinners would be in tears.

It is well to look back occasionally to the mark of 4 Christian that he walks not after
the flesh. —Archbishop Sumner,

good times of old, but better to look a little
forward to the good to come, if faith embiacess, and there is earnest work for it.
| Jos, FuLLONTON.

"When a man hath forfeited the reputation

of his integrity, he is set fast, and nothing
will then serve his turn,

faldehood —Bteele.™

neither

Co nor

Every productive occupation which adds
Wk.
to the capita] of mankind, if followed assiduously with a desire to understand everything connected with it, is an
ascending stair Whigs Summit is nowhere. —
Froude.

If it is truth what does it mater who says :

iextdngp.

fy

101

Sa

sls.

o Sr Ann SUA: Labi mia
Spraiet
Puy 3
rhe
A>
Vy

A

is

and

would

r——

the ideal

a sort of overgrown

mortal

anguish,

even

most

womanly.
His endurance of pain’ and
grief was that of the woman rather than
the man. A tender spirit dissolving into
tears, meeting the dark hour not with the
stern defiance of the man and the stoic, but
with
gentleness, and trust, and love, and
hall,

or

the

mocKevies

more

than

manly

man

by

being,

The conception of the highest blessedness
by being winistered unt» is the conception
of an everlasting babyhood, an everlasting
need and enjoyment of tha pap-spoon. The

develop-

ing the man to greatness.

Itis often said

and

and

the

:

The

2

Piece,

Conscience.
bors, asked for a little tobacco,

and

one

of

ing from

the

anew, has

Holy

sitory.

stant

influence of aigreat crisis is the con-

influence of Christianity,

quickening

and ennobling the whole life with the consciousness of a great trust, a grand respon:
sibility, and an urgent service.

The

Wondrous

ness and glory of life.

Pl :

—

the cultivated fields, golden-hued with grain
| which the harvesters are gathering, sug-

ures measures

are four Chromos representing ‘ Summer
Among the Alps.” They give us four different and exquisite views of the . famous
scenery of Switzerland, in which the warm

If you send

forty years only after

supposing you

you

commence

itself.

or

den

narrow

hovels, threading

alleys,

and

the rear.
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They

to

ure alike in the artist's inten-
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pieces.

To

every

new
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er who shall, before January

After the Chicago Fire.

to the

1,

1874,

pay

the 10 cts. for wrap-

For
50 cts. in addition to the subscription,
we will send any two of the Chromos; for
90 cts., any three ; for $1.20, any four; for
for $1.80, any six; for $2.-

£,

10, any seven; and for $2.40, the ‘whole
fifth floors, lying clotbed in
GRAHAM, PERRY & CO.,
But the world abounds in wretchedness climbing up to and silver and ivory in the
purple
and
gold
make
eight.
‘
which can neither help itself nor
pews, and reposing on the desks REAL
ESTATE AND LOAN AGENTS,
compensation for the help of others, and seh!
land,
the
in
s
architect
THE
CHROMOS
MOUNTED.
graceful
which appeals for velief to those who are of the most
Ofall the money we had placed on loan, we have
about in people's pockets, claimable to render it, Here wehavethe law | ooing thy place
The terms stated above have reference
SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases
notlosta
respecta
certainly in every
service —the
buildings were consumed and the Fire
the
of unrequited or altos
which
in
va uable
most
next
r
to
the Chromos plain, as they come from
whateve
library,
ble
need
v
the weak. Human
Insurance companies have; failed,
strong must serve
;
wanting ; thyself so essential
the
press. Should subscribers wish them
creates a lien on the ability to relieve it. book may be ect
of the humanity of the
NOW IS THE TIME TO INVES
“Every man is debtor, as much asin him is, to the self-respman is’ ashamed to own it
mounted
and varnished, ready for framing,
| here, andto place on loan.
to use his superior power, of whatever age, that the own a Bible !
not
does
they
will
need to send 15 cts. for each of
those
who
to
service
{OFFICE AT PRESENT,
kind, in uncompensated
|
1 wondér at thee, O wondrous pook ! for
,
ater the power tol
who need. . And the
".J'the
seven
smaller pictures, in addition to
of this here is a man who is trying with all his

193 DEARBORN Street,

serve, the greafer the proportion
thee,so glad and joyous is
kind ‘of service that is due—pre-eminent might to praise
he first had just discov:
h
thoug
as
task,
the
|
atness,
service;
nent
= pre-emi
ability,
would bring thee forth
and
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virtue
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teach
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ed renown, when
merit
into
seurity
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from
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men
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or
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hold property and all means of influence all that
not for selfish
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Sabbath

School

Papers,

Little Star,”

“The Myrtle.” .

29tf

These

|,

Messrs. D. LotHROP & Co. keep at their
Bible Warehouse. and Bookstore, 38 and 40
Cornhill, Boston, the largest assortment of

Bibles, American and imported, to be found
in the country; also of choice Books for
Public and Private Librarjes, for the Sunday

balance in small monthly installments. New ?-octave
first class
F*iamos,
modern
improvements,
for

$ 275 cash. The Waters Concerto Parlor
Organs are the most beautiful in style and perfect
tone ever made. Illustrated Catalogue mailed. 1y33
WEEK

and expenses paid.

Terms :—

0

Single copy, per year
Ten eopibs, sent to one address,

cts,
20 cts.

each,—payable in all cases in advance.

Postage :—
The postage on a single copy of the
Little Star
or Myrtle, under the .
mew law, is 24 cents a year;
and
no more on 10 copies or any number
between one and 10, when sent to one
address, than on a single one, The
ostage is payable at the. office of de-

Wire
»

Co., 130
af

Maiden

Lane, N.Y., or
lyeow20

© GREATY|ESTERN

Mons
Double Shot

Guns, $8 to 150, Single Guns, 83 to $20. Rifles, $8
to $75. Revolvers, $6 to $25. Pistols, $1 to $8.Gun
Material, Fishing Tackle, &c. Large discount to
clubs.

Army

bought or traded for.

Guns,

Revolvers,

etc.,

Goods sent by ebro

D. to be examined before paid for,

C.O0.

wild

made from 50 cts. Call and examine, or
10:
Samples sent ( Ogtage free) for 50 cts.,

that retail quick for $10.
Ry L. WOLCOTT, 181 Chatham Square, N. ¥
25.eowly

SURE of SUCCESS were. Business tighly profitable and legitimate. Article needed in every
‘amily,

SON

sells to

t satisfaction.

CHEMICAL

OF

CHURCHES

Superintendents of

Breech-Loading Shot Guns, $40 to $300.

or

volumes begin with Jan-

TO PASTORS

No.
/79
ITRFIELD ST PITTSBURGH PA.

dealers

The

uary.
No percentage is alowed on mogey
sent us for either of these papers.
Sample copies will be sent free on
application.

We

want a reliable prin gon every County
in the U.S. Address Hudson River

Chicago, Ill

PRINT-

of the JRhors should be addressed to
I. D.
WART,
Dover, N. H.

ivery.

PER

published

Dover, N. H.
i
All orders and remittances for either

and fill orders for American and Foreign
books promptly at the lowest prices. 29tf

gans, of first-class makers, including Waters’, at
very low prices for cash, or part cash, and

are

BAPTIST

*“ The Little Star,” or ** The Myrtle}

School, for Pgesentation Schoo! Prizes, &c.,

AdisposeGreat
Offer! HORACE
WATERS & y SONW
of 100 Pianos, Mel
elodeons and Or-

semi- monthlies

by the FREEWILL

" ING ESTABLISHMENT, are printed on
paper of a very superior quality, and
their mechanical excellence is equal to
that of any
other
paper
of their
class.
All communications
intended
fi
publication
should
be addressed t

AddressJEFFER-

MANUFACTURING CO., Puiladeiohia,

a

1yeo

S. 8.

Catalogue of New Sunday School Bookh just

lished

by the: Freewill Baptist

ment.

These Books

livery.

are

pub-

Printing Kstablish-

now ready for sale and

Prize

de-

Series.

Andy Luttrell,
Shining Hours,

$150
150

Master and Pupil,
May Bell
Sabrina Hackett,
Aunt Mattie,
Light from the Cross

-

156
150
156
1560
150

»

.

Contradictions; or, High Life in Edgerton,
Rainy

Day

150

Series.

A Rainy Day at School,

a5

Birthday Present,

5

New Year,
Fireside Angel,

5
a5

:

Rainy Day at Home,

_ Mrs. Child’s
The Christ-Child,
* Geod Little Mitty,
Making Something,

J5

Series.
a5
75
a5

Jamie and Jeannie,
Boy’s

a5

Heaven.

a5

Bright

Day

Series.

Bright Days,
Sunny Skies,

|.
THE

DOVER

Archibald Hamilton,

Cement STONE Pipe,
Manufactured

of Hydraulic

THE! BEST

ARTICLE

will not decay,

but

YRKT

INTRODUCED.
gid City Sewers, &c.,
rbing, and Chimneys,
or

grow

coatinually

as

brick,

harder

Pipe gan be cut at any time. and branch in two.
Mr. SHEA has had ten years experience
fauturing Cement Drain Pipes,

SHEA

&

in

manu-

CO.

All orders at Factory ‘on .Cocheco Street or by
Mail promptly attended to.
Box 597, Dover, N. H.
Also at No. 68 Daniel St., Portsmouth, N. H.

Cement Lined Water Pipe made to order and

125
1.25

Series.

Starlight Stories,
Brother and Sister,

They have a joint which gives no
smoother.
and
trouble in transportation or laying, and the Cement

DENNIS

125
125

- =

Starlight

Cement, for

they are better and cheaper than wood

they

)

Pompeii and Herculaneum,

war-

ranted.

75

Miscellaneous.
*
Anecdotes of Animals,
Bloomfield,
Glencoe Parsonage.
Early Choice,

Strawberry Hill,
Overcoming,
Perfect Man,

‘Willie Maitland,
Who is my Neighbor ?
Triumph over Midiap,
When we were Young,

Sybil’s Way,
Rescued from Egypt,
Claudia.
Child Life,

Any of which will be sent

by mail, free of postage

on receipt of the price.
Parties designingto
braries,or to

x
get

new

replenish old

Sabbath

ones, can

School

send

us

1itheir

orders which will be immediately filled with our own

SWAMSCOT

publications,or will be filled with the books of other
publisisers, and will be furnished to Sabbath sehools
in Libraries.at wholesale prices.
I. D. STEWART, Dover, N. H,

SOMETHING NEW!
THE
og

WORK

MACHINE COMPANY.

has

AMOS PAUL, AGENT,
SOUTH NEWMARKET, N.H.,

as well a8 many of our best Hymns. It is compac
in form, can be easily carried in the pocket, and

MANUFACTURERS

Plain and Galvanized

OF

Wrought Iron Pipe;

team and Gas Fittings of all kinds;

Brass and Iron

Valves ; Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubu

lar, Flue

and

been

revised

and

much

Postage (extra)
48 ots.
Address,
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cently puniehel

Patent

Expansion

Ferules for Repairing Boiler Tubes 3 Ship Tanks ;

STATIONARY
AND

Portablé Steam Engines,
;
SHAFTING.
TURNING LATHES
‘MACHINISTS’ TOOLS
of every description,

kinds of Saw Mill Machinery, (both
ht,) Iron and Brass Castings,Gas
omiorsy nd Gas
Works.
;

on

is well adapted to use in social meetings, Price
per single book, when. bound in cloth, 40 cents; per
doz., $3.84. Price per single book, when bound im
thick pasteboard covers, 30 cents; per doz., $2.88,

Welded

Quinn’s

printed

type throughou

It has a large number of selected and choice Tunes

on

a single copy, 4 ots.; on a dez,

I. D. STEWART,
.
. DOVER, N. H,

Cylinder Boilers; Barlow’s Patent

Boiler Tubes;

improved,

stereotype plates, made from new

Bleaching Kierg; Steam Boxes for Print Works; Lap

‘¢ Boquet of Flowers” (is too large to be
gent safely by mail when mounted. We
will fuinish| that at this office, or send it by
Mill Work, all
express at the expense of the. subscribeny| Ciroular and U
mounted on a stretcher, for 25 ots. extra.

‘The Sacred Melodies

In answer to many
what we think a

NEW

calls, and to meet
want, we have re-

ia

ry neat style, set:-

atour-page tract,
ting forth, in A plain,
brief way, an outline of our history as a denomination, its doe- TRACT
1
trinal basis, its church polity, and some of’ its chief

benevolent institutions. They arc fitting, things tos
put into the hands of those who would learn, by

means of a few words, what are the peculiarities of
the F. Baptists. They will be sold at cost to those
‘who order them for this purpose. Prioe--$4 per 1000;
50 ots. per 100; 7 ots. por dozen, Send orders to

I, D. STEWART,
~

Sli

DOVER,

N.H.
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CARDS, &e.,

done in the best manner, at this Office.
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FOR
Our

Star,

ping and postage,—~we will send any one
of these Chromos that may be selected.

.$1.50, any five;

A7

1.72

\ t . ENTITLED

all arrearages and remit a year's subseription in advance,—with

, 2.00

StoryofJesue,( Ques. Book) Sin
A
o .. do
dozen,
WonderfulWorks
of Jesus,single,
“do
do
dozen,
Butler’s Commentary,
doVol. 1 TheGospels,
single,
Vol. 2 The Acts, Romans,
rinthia ns
o
Lessons for every Sunday ai
the Year, (Ques. Book) single,
do
do
do
dozen,
Communionist,
single,
0
dozen,
Choralist,
single,
do
dozen,
#& Life of Wm. Burr,75 cents,

They are

sending a year’s subscription in advance,—
$2.50,—with 10 cts. additional for wrapping, postage, &c., and to any old subscrib-

ness of the night, at the brook Jabbok, that
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WHAT WE OFFER.

sky, then it is that the lamp of prayer is
Yes, just
kindled in the soul's temple.
when other lamps that have lighted your
pilgrim pathway are quenched in darkness,
rayer lights its lone lamp in the heart's
eserted sanctuary. It was amid the dark-

2
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1.44

single,

do

2, No. 8, No. 4. They accurately and admirably represent the famous scenery that
renders the Alps so impressive.

of your
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TheBook of Worship,

may well enough be

as companion

144
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1
12.00
38
348
29
276
20

distinguished from each other as No. 1, No.

Jacob of old wrestled with the angel and.
prevailed. It isin the soul's dark, lonely
and solitary season still, that the church’s
moral and spiritual wrestlers are crowned
with victory, and, as princes, have power
.
:
liberties, and hopes of the world ; L with God.— Macduff.
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80
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claim
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help,
service of others.

in

pictures
has features and merits peculiar

earthly bliss has gone down in the western

torn thee leaf from leaf; they have called
theea lie; they have langhed at thy thunders, and mocked at thy grief; they have
having
parties’
between
In transactions
a dead letter, T
voted thee a failure and
services
equal ability to render service, the
s book ! at thy
wondrou
O
thee,
at
Teciprocal, and the service render- wonder
must be
of life; at thy mute, uned must be an equivalent, for the service re- tenacity and art
royalty over all the sciences,
_ ceived, This may be called the law of re- questionable ions,
and cultures, and blesscivilizat
exand
business
of
law
the
is
ciprocity. - This

catalogues free on application.

snow-crowaed

Swiss Summer; but are wholly different
Light at Eventide.
—_.,
from each other in specific design and deIt is in the season of trial and sorrow that : tails, and in the objects represented. They
Jesus lends most lovingly his ear to hear
his people’s voice. It is songs in the night are of uniform size, being 8 by 12 inches.
he most delights to listen to. It is prayers, Each is complete in itself, though any two,
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that
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events, for a time.
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the streams and lakes which they embrace,
stand out in fine: contrast with the wild and
magnificent mountains rising majestic and
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literature

and picturesque beauty of the valleys, and

person, only one, happily through each day,

single,
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8 1-2 by 13 1-2 inches.—

Last of all,but by no means least attractive,

By the most simple arithmetic-

Theoh

rCtivistian Buytion, B0iind,

in the most attractive literary and artistic
guises, Standard and Religious Works by

pled hills rise in the distance tomeet the | P
fleecy clouds and the blue sky, and the, peculiarly rich tints of the autumn foliage
are brought out with admirable effect and
reflected in the water. Each of thesepict-

olution to make the day a happy one to your

of birds has ceased,

[ ‘wonder at thee, O wondrous book,
"Chey have tried to burn thee; they have

32mo.

lish Books of Travel and Adventure, Popular Science, Practical and Instructive Stories

shown in their real relations to each other;

from a newspaper, and preserved it for himself :—
5
When you rise in the morning, form a res-

and

Kennebec ;”

the third is * Chocorua Lake and Mountain.”
In these the water and the land are

"Sidney Smith, it is said, cut the-following

course of a ‘year;

onthe

7

do

. Tota I

ra
x

Messrs, D. Loraror & Co., Boston, pub-

The picture is just

the second is ““ A View

’

al sum look at the result.

elevated

for the Family and Sunday School,

completed, is large, and shows the fruits of

| gest the richness of the intervale; the pur-

Every Day.

Volumes.

y 3

i

faction as furnishing an

A fine vase

first is ¢¢ Harvest-on the Banks of the Saco ;”

to eternity.

do

The original $500,00 Prize Stories (8 vols.
ita aud The New $500.00 Prize Series
13 vols. $16.75), published b»D. LoTHROP
Co., Boston, have given universal satis- |

of

the good man say, That is not right ; the to-

Happy

Book.

cpllection

$1.50

while they fascinate the

reader.”

holds the flowers, which wear all the fresh-

that among niissionaries is an extraordinary number of “distinguished persons. The has been instrumental in the conversion of
* reason can not be that they are of a higher: more souls, perhaps, than any one of his
order of natural ability, but is rather that age in this generation.
Men flock around
goes forth if we may so speak, saturated with tears, he
their work trains them to greatness. Also, him, and a marvelous power
by identifying them with the greatest of from him. It was so when we listened to loves best to put into his censer. It was
Lest the express divine injunction regarding the
human enterprises, it lifts them to notice, him, and yet how little did be say!
and concenters on them the interest of all we might have been inappreciative, we | daily incense-offering in the temple-service,
Christians.
turned to an aged philosopher and asked | that on lighting of the lamps at even, Aaron
Great responsibilities develop greatness. him what he thought. ¢ There is not sense was to burn sweet incense on ths golden
:
may be ordinarily a common- enough in his discourse to filla lady’s thim- altar,
A Ee
Afflicted believers, it is so still. At even
lace man; but when his ship is in danger ble, but there is devotion enough to float
.
the bright world is shaded; when the flowBis. responsibility ennobles. him; his form the chariot of Elijah.”
ers have closed their caps, when the song
seems to swell to grander proportions; his

attitude becomes majestic ; fis eye kiudles ;
his voice: deepens ; his mind acts with preternatural energy. Analogous to this tran-

varied

struct and improve

Flowers.”

turn it to the owner ; the bail man say, Why,
he gave it to you, and it is your own now;

\

power of lightning by analyzing the raindrops that fall from the clouds.
A few weeks since, we heard one who

and

Elegant

Rev. Dr. Lincof writes: ‘They meet
the want of the day for books which in-

is a FEloral

of

ance all that could be desired.

re-

bacco is yours, not the money; the bad man
says, Never mind, you got it, go by some
dram ; the good man say, No, no, you must
not do so; so I don't know what to do, and
I think to go to sleep; but the good man
and the bad man keep talking all night and
trouble me; and now I bring the money
back,I feel glad.”

He did not tell

Chromos

Boquet

skill and care. It measares 15 1-2 by 21
inches.—Next, we have three Chromos representing Autumn in New England. The

the good man say it is not mine, I must

had a fresh anoint-

One.’

of these

entitled, ¢“ A

Sixteen

form and coloring perfect, and the appear-

fellow-creatures.
It is easily done: a leftoff garment to the man who needs it, a kind
word to the sorrowful, an encouraging expression to the striving—trifles in themselves light as air—will do it, at least for
the twenty-four hours.
And if you are
young, depend upon it, it will tell when
has been in his closet, has wrestled with. you are old; rest assured it will send you
God and prevailed; he has received. his gently and happily down the stream of time
commission

do . do

the finest products of the parterre, with the

them, having some loose in his pocket, gave
him a handful. - The day following the Indian came back, inquiring for the donor,
saying he had found a quarter of a dollar
among the tobacco. Beiag told that, as it
had been given to him, he might as well
keep it, he answered, pointing to bis breast,
“I got a good man and a bad man here, and

You

first

and

!

price,

So Eubosera Meebo,

“do

The $1000 Prize Series.

of such a character and on

It is a large, rich

RE

you this, but you found it out; you detectconception—of greatness by ministering is- ed thé odor of the divine omtment as the
strength and pow- smell of a field that the Lorti*had blessed,
the conception of magl¥
er to serve, of resources given without im- and therefore the words went forth into
So we assent to the words your heart with power as the words of God.
poverishmeut.
of Jesus,seeing therein our highest dignity : Test the discourses of Whitefield, Massillon,
« Tt is enough for the disciple that he be Summerfield, by logical or rhetorical reas his Master, and the servant as his Lord.” agents, and you will be at an utter loss to
Christian service brings out all the ener- acrount for their results. As well test the

oies into action, and is constantly

other ten,

five,

An Indian, being among his white neigh-

see nothing engaging in his person, nothing musical in his voice, nothing winning
in his manner; he has no reputation for
genius, or learning, or wisdom; no ity:

trious accestry, or secular sources of i (10 :
reveals the di- ence or authority ; he speaks, but when you

like Christ, a servant.

talents,

'The ten gained

|.

*

rises in the pulpit.

ten

such terms as afford us no little pleasure
in announcing.
Something different from
one.” No one else would have said so;
the things heretofore offered seems to be
the clever folks would have said, “Why
did not you make ten as well, you rascal
called for, and in our premiums we have
But the Master said, “Well.done.” And if
the trembling
defaulter had brought but sought to meet the want, We claim nothone added talent to the one given he would ing for these Chromos beyond what the
have heard, with no change in the. tones, truth will warrant.
We do not say they
no lessening of the glory, the same, ‘Well
are the best things in the market, that they
done.”
;
My dull brother, I want you, in the race are worth from five to ten dollars apiece,
of life, to take courage; I want you with
your one talent to glorify God.
I want you nor that no such offer as ours Was ever
made before or ever can be again.
We
to go where the dull ones even shall shine
as the stars, Take courage; you are run- simply say that every one of these pictures
ning the race of life, side by side with
is very excellent in design; Ts really well
others whose feet are swift and strong.
Don’t falter; you can not be first; try not executed, will not only bear but repay
to be last. But you say, “I shall be last, I
fear; in spite of my best efforts, I can not study, and will adorn any wall on which it
keep up with others.” Never mind, Tom, may be hung.
And any one of them would
Somebody must be last, only don't leave | cost, if bought at the stores, several times
‘the race in despair, and throw your crown
away.
If you must be lakt, run your fast- as much a8 ‘we charge for them. Buying
est, be in as soon as you can, and, spite of them in large quantities, and advertising
the wise folks with their wise notions, 1
know One who will come to you and put them as we do by our standing: offer, we
his cool hand upon your heated brow, and are able to obtain them so as to make the
speak in a voice so full of music that the generous terms with our suhseribers indiangels will stop their singing fo listen:
“Never mind, Tom: he hath done what he cated below.
©
DESCRIPTION,
could."—ZLondon Meth. Recorder.

Unetion.
young

What does revelation say}

number of, them,

C0

0

out, If eash of our subscribers will Send

We can furnish all our subscribers, new

Master
said,
“Well
done.”
The five
gained other five, and again he said, “Well

is not won, so long as God has anything
left for us to suffer, or anything left for us
to do.— Robertson.
:

A

the offer of this fine lot of premiums holds

at once.

one to eight,

one.

«

Paakiody,18ma. in Shoop,

They will be fur-

to hear from a large

°
'%
EIGHT DIFFERENT CHROMOS.

or old, with any number of Chromos, from

is found in her

On

tion:

respectively

like Elijah may be tempt-

—

}d—a

moon,

given

life is not done, and our Christian character

\

for new subseribers.

without paying the rather high prices charg- on but a eingle name with his: own;—and
ed at the stores where they are bought that is a small thing,—the result would be
singly. Desiringto serve our friends in very large and equally grateful. The Chro-

in glorv.

viné in thé himan, and the human in its: come to analyze his speech you may find
ideal
perfection. That idgal is found in his neither logical ability nor rhetorical charms
life of service; he came
to be minister- in it; indeed, it may be wanting in coned unto, but to mister.
first tempter nection and void of new thought, vet all
promised: ** Ye shall be as gods,” and the listen with eager interest—the giddy aye
sromise was to be realized through self-in- sobered, the worldling feels (hat he isa
Hulgence and gratification,
It bas been fool, the sinner shudders as if brought to
the mistake of the world, from sthat day the mouth of hell, the saint resolves to live
* until now, to expect to become as gods by a better life, the minister who has preached
getting and being ministered unto. The for fame turns pale, the whole crowd tremgospel gives us the same promise: ** Ye bles as in the presence of God. What is
“shall be partakers of the divine nature ;” the canse ? We eall it unction. The man
it is

popular, Many persons and families wish
a fair supply of them, if they can be had

er star

ed to cast himself beneath the juniper-tree
and say, *“ It is enough: now, O “Lord!”

supe-

and ‘exe-

The Master tells of servants to whom were

stead. This is the ‘“‘patience” for us to cultivate: ‘To bear and to persevere. However dark and profitless, however painful
and weary existence may. have become,
however any man

well-designed

cuted they ‘are very attractive ornaments nished with information respecting terms,
for the home, —beautiful, cheap, cultivators &o., by writing to this office, and can ob-

another of’ the stars, terrestrial glory, celestinl gloywone faa differing from anoth-

of Herod’s men of

daring,

~ When

Swngle andby the dozen aise. Postage
on te same

for lutely and at once the work of canvassing

object was of equal value and beauty ? No.
He filled the tropics with gorgeous trees
and. flowers.
He painted the skyin its this respect, we have, after much effort and mos can be furnished at once, and will be
tints of beauty. But he¢ made the ‘violet
ind the daisy. Who would have the banks painstaking, made the arrangements set sent to subscribers who order and are enwithout violets? God has orders and de- forth below, and to which we invite atten- titled to them, with promptness. We hope

war, or the discussion with the Pharisees,
or the exposure of the hollow falsehoods
by which secial; domestic and religious life
were sapped, the woman has disappeared,
and the hardy resolution of the man, with

reverses this doctrine. He who needs and
receives service is, in that particular, the
inferior and the dependent.
The character expressed and developed
in loving service is the
fNghest and noblest

but

Chromos.

trine of mine that a thing njay have value
without having the first value, that a thing

shrinking, like a woman.
But when it
cameto the question in Pilate’s judgment-

attending the reign of force, when service
was rendered on compulsion, Christianity

Jesup

Carry

all that was manliest and all that was

rior to him to whom the service is rendered.
The common opinion, that he who serves
is the inferior, belongs
to the civilization

type of character.

as othgrs.

that out into the next world, and you have
wrath to come.”
One thee was in whom human nature
was exhibited in all its elements symmetrically complete. One in whom there met

baby, like

particular,

to the

that which says they shall not he shielded.
They shall weeppgand fade, and taste of

The giver is always the superior of the
receiver. He that confers a favor is, so far
as that particular is concerned, the supevior of him who receives it. He that renin that

be lost, and it would amount

should shield them if we could, but there is

service due only to the babe.

is,

produce

and you will suffer—that law is not reversed. The young and the gentle, and the
tender, are inexorably subjected toit. We

a stout, selfish boy, whouses the strength
of youth to compel from all the family the

ders
a service

health,

There is a law of infinite mercy here, but
there is a law of boundless rigor too.- Sin,

man,

he reveals in service and sacrifice the image
of God perfected in the human character.
The best instincts and the moral iutuitions of the human soul accord with this
law. If any accident happens, the better
impulses of the heart are roused, men run
to help the weak and the suffering.
The
strong man who calls for help 1s thrust
aside with scorn.
It is not greatness and
strength which establish-y claim for service; 1t is weakness, helplessness, suffering.
The babe comes into the house, and by its
very helplessness commands the service of
all. It rules the heart by its weakness.
But when the yearling has grown to be a
great, strong boy, then, if he demands the
service rendered to the babe, he is only
laughed at. Thus the uifperverted instincts
and moral sentiments of human nature assent to the principle that the weak are entitled to the service of the strong. Whoever is growing rich and great with the belief that he is entitled to use his strength
to compel the service of others, and to live
ouly to be ministered unto, is, in the family of God,

the

creation of a mew soul? Say you that
God is love ?
Oh, bus look round this
world. The.aspect of things is stern—very
stern, If they be ruled by love, it is a love
which does notshrink from human agony.

x

As

undermine

restlessness!
Think you the grave will
end all that—that by some magic change in
the moral being it shall be buried there, and
the soul rise again so chan
in every
feeling
that the very identity of being

Law of Service.

sacrifice.

won-

" Pricesof Freewill Baptist Books.

~ We want 100. agentsto undertake reso-

Butler's
of taste, and sources of high enjoyment. tain copies of the Chromos toaid them in
He
History,
my dull friends, this doc- ‘Nothing else, in this line, is just now so their work, It is a rare opportunity which

Remember,

the infinite terror; this is wrath to come.

tenance,

4 The Son of Man came not to be ministered unto, but to minister, and to give
his life a ransom for many.” I.sometimes
think these the most'touching and eloquent
of our Saviour’s words, As the brightness
» the Father's glory, he discloses the love
of appearing ‘under human limitations in
service

of

Have you ever marked that striking fact,
the connection of the successive stages of
the soul? How sin can change the coun

Borrow over, peace begun!

a

be a bed

AGENTS WANTED.

Prémiums for 1874.

Just now
there: is a .great demand

Words for Dull People.

chance of excellence, and every .opportunity of igood has: been lost forever. This

how!

that seemeth
right,
to wait and Hf Ry
our limbs and
fight.
or standing
still,
when ’tis thy will.

Christian

.

of thee.

through time and through. eternity never
| can
undone—infinite, maddening re- grees of value, yet all are very
morse—the hell of knowing that every Bhuyer the sun, ‘another of the

What, O'Lord, is Death but this,
Door of our dear Father's home,
‘Entrance into
perfect bliss,
Peril past, and labor done,

The

all these would

degraded its desires—the hell of having
quenched a light brighter than the sun’s—
of having done to another an injury that

When at last the end shall come,

*.

To

pure, with bigh aspirations, and to be conscious of having dulled its delicacy and

Use us for thy glory, Lord,

the way
r but
<
~OrYo gird
Marching on
Each is best

dost

may be good without being the best, is in
harmony with nature and revelation, ' Did
roses. ' It is the hell of having done wron
=the hell of having had a spirit from
, the All-Wise make a world in which every

now,

Onlywilt thou teach us

things

.

whole

yet

i

with which

ht behind
ing

kind, honorable

thee,

til Samdel

others, the infinite terror is that ‘compared

etn coming
3 wind; cloud,

then, or

Honor me now, 1]

pd from the abject thing in scorn.

CK.

will shun no future storm,

ing

“¢

before the people,” cries Saul,

O Lord, we see!

Sure the sun 1 b

the

thy excellences;

aa

Al

oy Yoieeach
. aeWe'l confront

:

soul,

of

thou éver imperiously keep us say ing

ou or submit to any reptile

before

meanness.

Looking back the way we've come,

e

curriculnm

A

ee

| crawl

BAA RL,
yo
And tears that tall,

What a high!

¥

radation, To another it. is public shame.
Save him from that, and he will creep and

INOve. thats what we speak,

§ Thoughts that

cent operations, have traversed

Soul.
by

Hell is "the infinite’ terror of the

Take the praise we bring thee, Lord
3

{

whatever that may be. To oue man it is drous book! thou art thine own best eulopain, , Rid him of that, he can\bear all deg- gy.— Tudor.
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our ‘late “terrible strife imposed. We are species of relianceon something. And so without complaint to the call of Him whose member with one of ifs churches
,
And a
- our thanksgiv-|:
just now in the midst of financial diffical- when the temporal is removed, it seeks. the | servanthe was, and lift-up
10"
Such
“connectio
15
not
n
eternal.
Also,
the
fleeting
nature
of
earthing for the blessing which, came tous i» properly
ties which a war would increase beyond
authorized to undertake the work
calculation, The scarred and maimed sol. ly goods is shown by. these panics. If the the lending ‘of such ‘a life to” the world. of organizing F. Baptist churches or Quarmoney market had remained firm, the atriend, patriot, statesman,
diers, smitten by our late contest, are found

yield real ‘satisfaction and pleasureto all

in almost every hamlet. Hundreds of thou- tention would have continued absorbed in
sands of graves where our brave boys lie the increase of wealth. The very fact of
are scattered over the country, and the failure suggests a reason and a desire for
tears of wives and mothers and children the higher riches. Thus it has always been,
still keep the sod above them moist with and thus it will doubtless be this winter.
tears and pathetic with wreaths of forget- In fact, the awakening is already appearing.
me-nots and immortelles. To bully Spain The city churches are experiencing revivals.
just-now, when she is nobly and painfully ‘The famous Fulton St. prayer meeting was
or more awake.
struggling toward the very civil liberty ‘hardly ever more crowded
which we glorify in words, is unworthy of Our own churches should naturally share in
the Great Republic. To talk about indem- the reviving. Let both pastors and memnifying ourselves by hastening to wrest bers put themselves to the work, and gather
away Cuba and add it to our possessions, is sheaves for the great harvest.

who see thems . Everybody likes them.
The verdict from various quarters more

to.-invite the charge of being a nation of
fillibusters, ready” to trump up a quarrel

than justifies the painstaking in selecting

to gain a pretext for plunder. At such an
hour as this, when we are making history,
illustrating the good government of which
we boast so much, fixing our reputation,

GEORGE

Tf. DAY,

Editor.

G. F. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor.
ere
-

fit

for

designed

All communications

Aa

publication

suould be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
business, remittances of money, &o., should be ad®
;
dressed to the Publisher.
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New

Premiums;
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The several Chromos offered as Premiums,
both to new and old subscribers to the Star,

them, and the

liberal

policy

which

them on such favorable terms.
help to beautify any home into

offers

They will
which

they

_ may go, and carry a pure pleasure to the
inmates. We shall be glad, especially on
.our subscribers’ aceount, to send out a large
“number of them. We now have ind expect to keep on hand a good supply, so that
the orders may be filled without delay.
Let the new subscriptions and.the renewals
«come in at once, and both the paper and
the pictures will be

promptly

sent accord-

ing to the orders.
The full statement

of our

plans

and of-

fers will be found on the third page of this
paper. Tarn to that statement. Subscribers willbe kind enough

to

read

carefully,

to decide just what they want, and make
their orders and remittances conform precisely to our announcements and offers.
We hope to hear at once from many -of

them ; and we ask those who

prize the ph-

per, to call the attention of their acquaintances to it, and do a little work in the way
of canvassing

righv

at ‘home.

They

will

thus render a double service.
P.S.

New subscribers who prefer litera-

ture to pictures,

by

sending

a year’s

sub-

scription price,—$2.50,—will be credited to
Jan. 1, 1875, and so

oftain

the

remainder

The

of

in the future, it will be - pitiable
into a spasm of passion and let
dogs of war, instead of setting
thoughtful bravery and dignity of

a great nation that refuses to be unjust,
that insists on keeping its patience, and
that will not forget its duty as the promoter
of peace.
We need not fear that we shall lose our
reputation for bravery, for a sense of honor, for self-respect, for a proper devotion
to our rights and interests. We have amp
ply proved that all these things ave ours.
We are in little danger of inviting insults
by our moderation.
We shall gain no valuable laurels in a war which we now needlessly provoke with Spain.
If we win real

distinctions at this hour,

they will come

through that dignified and

generous

lute,

which

surrenders

humblest citizen, yet bids

bility

tion of the world.

moderation

has

seldom

we
we

the

American

The

flag and carrying American

papers, by a Spanish iron-clad, the speedy
trial and execution of the larger part of the

passengers

as fillibusters and

pirates, and

the delay

of the Home Gov-

ernment

disavow or apologize or atone

for the act,—all this has fanned the warspirit here at home into an activity that
seems about as headlong as it is fierce.
are

ready

it

show

its

no-

We

pray

that

America

may well be grateful, and from which
may properly learn a practical lesson

for the future.

Men

but in-

may just now prove itself ambitious of
such glory as this, and gain it.
P..S. The latest dispatches relating to
the topic above considered are more cheering. Passion is gradually giving way to

capture of the “Virginius, while flying

to

honor

and wield its power for the pacifica-

The

and

no

dulges no heated passion, and which, while
it sets a nation to guard the rights of its

beg in greater demand than at this hour.

crew

mod-

eration which is equally patient and reso-

ly to spend its forces in verbal bluster than
in a tempest of fire and blood. For which

Passionate War-cry.
virtue

be quoted
if we fall
slip the
forth the

reason, and the war-cloud seems more like-

of the present volume free.

[The

and furnishing precedents that are sure to

to assume at once that the

Time

and its Opportunity.
——

»

There is usually a batch oftdpics suggest
ed by each approaching season, and one of
these, even though it be worn threadbare by
previous treatmept, we venture to deal with
here. .

It is generally admitted that the winter
season presents to the church its great opportunity to increase its membership.
The
members themselves are then at liberty to
give greater attention to spiritual matters,
and the public mind, less engrossed by business or diverted by pleasure, is comparatively free {o seek its highest good. And
then there seems to be some subtile influence in the very presence of winter that
puts the mind more in sympathy with eternal interests. With the poor, their temporal wants, being greater, are less easily supplied, and so they are naturally led to think
of the source that never fails. In the coun-

flag has been oulraged, that our national
reputation and honor are at stake, thal
American
citizens
have been treated as
though they had “no rights that should be
respected, that the Spanish authorities in
Cuba have shown themselves unpardonably
audacious and brutal, that the Cuban reyolutionists deserve our intervention to se«cure the independence for which they are
struggling, and that the proper thing for
us is to declare war at once, unless the
amplest redress is afforded by Spain, and* try, there is the great company that has the
pay ourselves for the terrible wrong we spectacle of death and decay in nature conhave suffered by the conquest and annexa- stantly before its eye, and its suggestions
tion of Cuba to the United States. There
of their own dissolution are a thousand fold
are, of course, soberer counsels heard here
more than come from summer's glad and
and there, but, from _the Cabinet downward, there seems to be a prevalent ten-

dency to fin the belligerent passions of the

people, rather than to nurture a deliberat-

what these’ really are. We do not defend
the Spanish rule in Cuba.
It has been

fled at the approach

of death ;—all these

attendants of the season beckon man
in a hundred ways to the everlasting summer of his soul.

Now it depends on the church to take ndvantage
of this mental condition into: which
savage, ‘We do not endorse the summary
vengeance taken upon these lately execut- the public is brought,and fix the thought on
the love of God. By the use of proper
ed captives. In the light ‘of present evimeans the prayer-meeting may be more
dence it looks like the high-handed asreadily filled than during the preceding six
sumption of the tyrant and the vindictive
{ or eight months. The mind will be in a
fary of the mb. It does appear as though better mood to weigh and aceept the truth
the Spanish rnle was a wretched affair, and that is presented. A certain invigorating
more

the

cr less vacillating, unreasonable and

weakness

were

of

the

Home

Government

the prophecy of a chaos instead of a

repablic,
Bat,

after all,

this

clamor

for war isa

sad surprise and a pitiable picture. As yet,
we do not know that the Virginius was
anything else than the instrument of a band
of insurgents, who prostituted our flag to
\the meanest purposes, and whose projects
made them outlaws that deserved their fate.

Or, it they were something

better than

this, we do not know that they could furnish proof of it to the court that tried them’,
We do not know but Spain will be ready
to redress every wrong we have suffered
when she has had time to discover and

measure it.
And so this hot and hurried clamor for
war is unworthy of us.

We

have

not yet

~ ended our complaint and ridicule of Eng-

land for blustering
so over the faking of
Mason and Slidell

from

the cabin

of the

Trent. We are still busy with the work of

eulogizing ourselves for having exalted ar-

to the place of honor in the set-

‘national differences in the Con-

pn

sted:

ls

Geneva, and so of having indumew and nobler method which is

psp

t way. We are still staggering
»f debt and taxation which

BA

10 §
unde

‘

ry

.

}

—

influence of the season will also attend its

other effects, and by that mysterious relation between mind and matter which no
ong can explain, the moral appetite will
be: more eager for the truth that is
prédsented.—But we do not assume to call
the attention of Ch¥istian laborers to these
matters, They are already aware of them.

We would only seek to confirm them in the
expectation of rich blessings ‘upon faithful
labor.
This season offers not only the ordinary
inducements to more active Christian labor,

well!

i—

Mortality

with

the

Wn

tables,

orderly methods are in danger of issuing

doubtfully or worse, and the example is un-

over by all

those interested in foreign mission work,

favorable to wholesome church order and
unity,and tends to that liberty which speedily runs to license.
A certificate of ordination

he
simply shows

The statistical tables comprise a record
that, at the time it was issued, the bearer
of the mortality experience of over one:
was duly approved as one who might fit
thbusand of these missionaries, whose time
tingly
exercise the functions of a F.B.
of service aggregated more than thirteen

evening last,

minister ; it does not clearly show that he

thousand years,
Although we do not asa
denomination operate through the Ameri-

His sojourn, service and

in Spain, as Foreign

as is mentioned; and
churches and Quarterly Meetings organized by them may perchance prove to be
thoroughly denominational in sympathy,
relation and work ; but such loose and dis-

furnishes considerable valuable information.
It is based on the mogtality of the foreign
missionaries of the American Board, from
its organization to the first of last July, and
both what it plainly shows and what it suglooking

Minister,

has or.could obtain the

denominational ap-

Present membership in a ¥.
Gan Board, stili the general experieyce set proval now.
B.
church
is
the
only clear proof of that.
elastic constitution, so that, soon after his: forth by the article referred to is so largely
EE aut gm—
shared
in
by
our
own
missionaries
that
brief
return, it became apparent that his active
reference
to
it
can
not
be
wholly
out
of
and laborious life was surely drawing to a
Current Topics.
place. An interesting feature of these taclose.
For two years past, he has been
very feeble, largely confined to his house, bles is that showing the wide difference, in ——AN ITEM OF EXPERIENCE.
Life Inand exhibiting little of that peculiar’ and manyy,localities, between the actual and pre- saranceis without doubt an excellent ingenial vivacity which distinguished him figured death-rate of missionaries. In west- vestment and
an honorable
business.
during his long and significant career as a ern Africa, for instance, nearly seven times That we have not suddenly reached: this
public man. His death is a heavy blow as many missionaries have died since the conclusion since dinner, all interested may
whose force will be widely felt, though Board commenced operation, as the mortal- see by referring to an article on the same
there is a feeling of relief mingling wish the ity statistics of that country had led the subject, which appeared in these columns
pain suffered by the members of his family managers to expect. In Persia the death- Nov. 12. Butthat same articlé bas prowho havg so tenderly ministered about his rate has been four times as great, and in voked the charge from a*‘surprised”
readIndia and south China nearly three times as
sick couch.
For his sake, the rest from
er that in it we made ‘‘an almost wholesuffering, which finally came, was a real great, as was expected in each case, while sale attack on the system of pushing the
relief, and they give him back to God with in the Sandwich Islands and southern Africa, business of Life Insurance by Agents.”
a sorrow that is chastened
with grati- though lying within the tropics, the aggre- Such an attack, or any attack ‘at
all, we
gate of moitality has been less, A capricious
tude.
have certainly never made.
We simply
Mr. Hale's death recalls his public ca- climate and the failure of Americans to adapt stated the gpinion that the business was
reer.
One's thought is borne back to the themselves thereto, is donbtless tg expla:
burdened and brought into some disrepute
4
‘stornay years that witnessed the inaugura- nation.
by the urgent and frequently injudicious
Another important and instructive feature
tion of that political policy which. decreed
methods ofits Agents.
That has been our
of these tables is the comparative mortality

taxed and partially broke

a vigorous and

—

the death of American slavery,

that northern statesmen
conscience

and

aml

proved

of males and females.

had convictions,

courage.

At

the

risk

countries,

of

private friendships and public position, he
early chose the strait and heroic way of
justice, that liberty might be the soul of
law,and that the slave might keep the hope |
of one day

becoming

a ghan

and

a

citizen.

listened to

hear

bitter and

with

the

In all the
singular

unhealthy

exception

of

Persia, the mortality among women ig much
greater than among men.
Turning'to the
tables for an explanation, we find that the
figures indicate a younger age of entering

| the

service

and

thevefore

less previous ex-

Female missionaries
For
a time he stood almost alone in the posure to hardship.
Senate Chamber at Washington as the ex- | have embarked for western Africa when
they were only twenty years of age, while
ponent of pur
anti-slavery purpose and
policy. ‘He looked about him to sce hos- no male went until he was twenty-two, and
tile forces, and

threatening words,
from

New

tremist,

Most of his colleagues

England

and

gave

counted
him

him

suspicion

an ex:
and re-

monstrance instead of sympathy and help.
A majority of his fellow citizens in N. H.,
while proud of his talents and <ilent with
admiration in the presence of his pluck and
his skill, gave him a qualified and reluctant
support, and warned him against radicalism and rashness.
But none of these things moved him.
He held on his way. He conceded nothing.
He was frdnkness itself. He never equivocated on the great guestion. He used no
words with a double meaning.

He

was as

impervious to blandishment as he was unawed by menace. He reafiirmed with new
emphasis,

in private

intercourse,

what

had forcibly uttered in public debate.
words ever carried his real thought,

he

His
ard

his speeches crystallized in his votes, He
could hardly have been enough of a seer to
anticipate the overwhelming triumph of his
views before his public life closed. But he
had faith in the truth, and felt that he could

thies and his rare personal magnetism won
to his side the very men

ures and rebukes had
who
bang

whom

had at first threatened
him, were afterward

and throw their

arms

his expos-

maddened.
about

Thly

to, shoot or

wont

to come

his

shoulder,

give him the amplest proofs of their friendliness, fling the doors of their hearts wide
open before his eye, and clap their hands
and shake with sympathetic laughter over

the sallies of wit which satirized their own
arrogance, and the flashes of humor which
brought their own follies out into the clear
light of day. Smiting organized wrongs
with his brave words as Cromwell’s soldiers struck at the symbols of prelacy with
their terrible battle-axes, he yet kept no
malice in his heart toward men. He made

his own" soul

happier

and

stronger by

keeping this genial and generous spirit, he
proved that fidelity could be sweet rather

than acid, and he added immensely, to his
effective power as a worker for freedom, And he went on as he began. He largely kept the confidence and esteem which
he had gained. Through all the later years
of the great struggle. in which he bore a
conspicuous part, he held fast to his
earlier principles, and continued to urge
them with courage and courtesy. He wel-

he only remained six months.
Several females entered the mission fields of Persia
at the ages of eighteen, nineteen and twenty,while no man entered untii he was twentyone, Also among the missignaries to Turkey, the mortality among females who embarked under the age of twenty-five has
been about two and a half times as great as
among those who waited till they were of a
more suitable age. The lesson is apparent.
What one gains by haste is too often dead
loss.
:
;
.
Another fact, which we state for the bene-

fit of those who

are interested in the

moral

effect of climate on character, is this,—that
nearly all the missionaries of the Board

have been from the Northern States, hardly
one in two hundred going from the South,
The inference is obvious. But it will hardly do to make a sweeping moral deduction
therefrom.
Northern climates have seemed
to develop a greater martial as well as a
higher moral nature. Egypt, Assyria, and
Babylon were conquered by forces from the

north.
quered
China.

India has been

repeatedly

con-

by northern invaders. So with
The Romans conquered the nations

south of them,

and

were in turn overcome

by northern foes.
France has generally
proved victorious over Spain, England over
France,

fire.

and

German

Alexander

and

nerve

over

Tamerlane

their conquests towards the

experience.
We are sure'that it has also
been fhe experience of thousands of others.

We still hold the same

chromos,

And

&c., to do a handsome

Our objection

is plainly

Whenever it can be shown

we

that any Agent

has

‘“pushed”

subscribers, or

has

received

the

parties

unfairly

for

subscriptions

themselves
or

business”.

misapprehended.

of this paper

what they were doing,

knew

just

one

com-

when

plains that he has been influenced to subscribe for a paper which is not in every
sense as good as

it is represented

to be, or

when one thiaks that he can take his subscription price and use it to better personal
advantage, then we should do only the fiir
thing in discharging that Agent and refunding all such subscriptions. And we
should not consider the subscribers as making an attack upon our Agents either, nor
upon their business. But rather, that the
Agents were alittle too smart for
themselves
and that they allowed

them,
to he

wards prolonging their lives and theic serv- slightly but unwittingly taken in. This
we also judge to be the main reason why

ice highly valuable.
:
Moreover, should there mot be some
measures tried to lessen the great excess of
wortality among the female missionaries ?
It seems that their mortality is nearly one
balf greater

than

among

males, which is

have dropped
policy-holders
go wany
their policies during the year. Which we
suppose will answer our correspondent's
How are the Agents to blame
question,—*

for

that?” — We

needn't

re-affirm

here

our good opinion of Life Insurance. We
ing among the sexes in the United States. have risked some of our own scanty but
Their ‘‘silent and uncomplaining lives,” hard-earned dollars in it, and do not wish
and the great death-rate which follows to take them back, nor do we consider the
them in the foreign service, should prompt risk very great, either. And we have no
the American Boardto a careful study of attack to make on the Agency system.
considerably out of proportion to that exist-

their case.—We have tried to call attention The business could not be so well conduct
only to the mostobvious suggestions of these

‘“ experience

tables,”

which

would

well

merit a fuller treatment than they have here
received.

Practical Questions.

ed without it. Hosts of honorable gentlomen are honorably engaged in it. ‘They
know who they are, and will not consider
themselves included when we say that we
do believe quite too many of these Agents
come out of that class, whose main boast
is that “‘they live by their wits.”

Sa
A correspondent instances the case ofal’
He had thanks instead of jealousy and envy man who was ordained many years since, ~——A BURLESQUE BECOMES A REALITY.
times, and experience has shown that that.
can find his baby in Chicago if he
even
for those who came at the eleventh by a council of F. Baptist ministers, and Ginx
is equal to a whole company of the most
who still holds the certificate of his ordina- wants her. She was thrown into the guthour,
and
who
carried
off
a
large
share
of
famous revivalists. Think over the crises
tion, but who has had no’ membership in a ter by her drunken mother,
whence she
‘that have occurred in the money market for the honors without any of the scars of church during the last five years, and holds
was dragged by the police, who, as she had
battle.
For
he
loved
his
countty
and
kis.
the last forty years. Have they not all
no letter of dismission from
any living nowhere else to go, took: her to the
city
been attended and followed by an unusual race too well and unselfishly to be ever church ; and asks whether such a mau is, in
orphan asylum, There she soon became
clamoring
for
personal
distinctions,
and
outpouring of the Holy Spirit? We will
any real sense, a member of the F. Baptist sick, and in time her mother
came to see
not put it that way. Has there not rather quarreling with those who" wére ready to denomination,—and whether it ‘is a legitiher, and judging her to be at the point of
serve
America
and
lift
ip
mankind,
heen a greater disposition to yield to the inmate and orderly. proceeding for him to or- death sent a Priest to offer religious con* It is an honorable and an honored career
fluences of that Spirit that is ever about
ganize churchef] Quarterly Meetings, &o., solation. But the orphanage is a Protesthem?
And the experience is natural which ends with his death, The nation as F. Baptist bodies.
be Ah tant institution, so the Priest was refuséd
‘enough. Temporal security really amounts may well mourn over the loss of a faithful
The case, as thus stated, seems a very admittance.
But his church claimed her,
to something. Give a mia a large bank son. The souls are many and tender which plain one. No person, in any ordinary or and 80
did the orphanage, and finally the
feel
themselvgs
bereaved
by
the
blow
that
account, and that is so much towards patproper sense of the word, is or can bea case went for set{lemént
to court. The
ting him in a state of comparative ' satisfac- stills the heart whose beating was always fiember of the F. Baptist denomination,
court
appoint
ed
a
guardia
n,
and ordered
tion. But the mind must be able to fix a so friendly. But we yield the fallen man except by virtue of being connected as a the innocen

but here is the influence; of these pressing

comed

every new

-

ry

¥

comer

peared and was not to be found. Another
law-suit followed, -but at the judicial bar
the orphanage managers affirmed that the

knew" WY

how foolish the conduct

of religious insti-

tutions which thus lay themselves open to
satire ‘and ridicule, and, bring needless
suffering upon the objects of their care.
1f this was a solitary case it wouldnt deserve the attention thatit gets. However,
there

are multitudes

of

charity

subjects

who are never subjected to these hide-andseek-tactics,

Paik

:

——OQur NEw
TerLescore.
Congress,
liberal patron of: scientific research, lately
appropriated $50,000 for the, construction
ofa telescope to be placed in. the National
observatory

at

Washington.

It

has just

been put iv place, and is really one of the
things of which the country may justly feel

proud. It is entirely of home manufacture,
excepting the 26 inch object glass, and is

undoubtedly the best instrument in the
country. Itis821-2 feet long, of great
the
power and the nicest workmanship,

costing $7000.

26 inch object glass alone
the

It is from

of the

manufactory

that line were in the

Clarks,

whose first efforts\in

of Cambridge, Mass.,

constructionof a toy

telescope from a piece of old tin piping, by
one of the sons while a student at Exeter
Academy. Itis hoped "that our scientific
men will prove themselves equal to the

unusual opportunity which is thus furnishFi

ed them.

When a French Mar-

—~——BazAINE'S TRIAL.

shal is on trial for treason all the world beThe charges against Bacomes interested.
zaine seem to be substantiated. These are,
that he signed a capitulation in the presence
of the enemy ; that in consequence of this
capitulation his army was disarmed; and
that he capitulated before doing all that
of him. The
honor and duty required
court has no discretion in the sentence,
which must be pronounced, provided the Marshal be found guilty on any or all of «these

if we did vot like the method by which
some of the friends of Horace Greeley con- | points. If on all, the penalty is’ death; if
ducted the campaign for him, did we at- | on any one of the three, he will lose all miltack either the great Commoner or fiat | itary rank and be dismissed from the Leclass of his friends in saying so ? Of course || gion of Honor.
there are whole regiments of Agents who |
push their business in a svay that neither
——Tue CODE oF DisONOR. Harvard
confuses, nor bores, nor disgusts,
We College has almost revived the *‘code of
must be. pardoned for liking their tactics honor.” A chivalrous son
‘of the sunny
better,
:
i
South, which is the poetic form for snob,
One rather serious objection that we at- imagined himself insulted last week by a
tempted to raise against the Agency busi- playful remark of a classmate, when a
ness was this, thatit so frequently resalt- challenge foljowed, which was promptly aced in leading parlies to invest in Life Io- cepted, the northern adversary naming** fists”
surance before
they
fairly understood as the weapons. This rather cooled the
what they were doing, many of whom southern fire, and the event completely exsubsequently felt obliged to get out of the tinguished it, for it left *‘the Kuight" hors
arrangement even at considerable pecuni- de combat. This is disgraceful enough, but
ary loss, It may be replied indeed that we should be thankful that only one such afthat is the lookout of the parties who be- fair has defaced the recent history of our leading literary institution. "All classes in Gercome insured, and not ours.
But.it may
aiso be fairly asked if we are not bound to many, even to children, settle their disputes
caution our readers against being caught with the sword to this day.
We in Ameriin any such way.—Our correspondent goes ca advertise to do better than that, and the
on to say :—*‘‘Ace not Agents just us wise- fact that we bave succeeded so well speaks
ly employed and paid commissions in volumes in favor of our essential dignityand
gust Life Insurance as in pushing for manhood—or of our lack of nerve—which ?
gubscribers t¢ the Morning Star ? Yet you |
want 100 Agents,’ to push for ‘new. sub- ——A SIGNIFICANT CEREMONY.
The eighscribers’ to the Star.
And you offer teenth ward Germans in Chicago celebrated
them ‘a rare opportunity,’ with your new
theil victory at the polls by a mock funeral

until

every hint to-

opinion.

do not see that a statement of it i¥ making
any sort of attack upon the system either.

pushed

south, and—

there, make

Wr

French

but we were speaking of something else.
The publication of these tables ought to
call attention to the sanitary and mortality
experience of our -missionaries, suggesting
as they do the probable inference, that many
years might be added to the aggregate of
missionary service if the laws of climate,
&c., to which foreign laborers are obliged
to subject
themselves,
were
critically
studied. The scarcity of those who stand
ready to go to foreign fields, and the great
need of laborers

t Priest, when, n

strange to relate, the sick girl had disap-

iy the dis
: #4
pointand employ him as their agent. Per- And there
is
where
the case résts at pressons thus standing outside of the denomi- ent.
Soit is quite doubtful if Ginx could
nation may perchance be useful in under
find his baby in Chicago, after all. But
taking snch work

Missionaries,

accompanying statistical

byTregu-

larly constituted F. Baptist bodies that ap-

perience of American Missionaries,” which,

Nov. 19, after anillness that has been longcontinued, and painful both to himself and
experiences

of
—

Hon. John P. Hale died at his residence,

his muny friends.

terly Meetings, unless he has been duly and

The Insurance Monitor, for November,
contains an article on “The Mortality Ex-

[

in this city, on Wednesday

fare-

formally chosen to® do that work

gests render it worth

wait whole centuries, if there was need of
it, for the coronation of his principles. And
springing life. And for all, there is the so he filled the present with a brave and
voice of the gloomy wind, which we supworking zeal, and looked calmly into the
pose even the least imaginative can hear,
future for his justification and reward.
and the cold, chilling breezes from the
And it was much for such a man as be
North, as though they had blown across the.
to
mix a genial and generous kindness with
forms of a thousand unburied dead, and the
his ‘almost stern and unyielding fidelity.
forests clothed in ghostly garments or leanHe was no pharisee, or cynic, or hot-head«ing motionless against the darkness with
ed
and rash crusader. His warm sympawhich they seem to be filled, and the long

ing dignity and exercise the spirit of generous conciliation.
We do not attempt to discuss the principles of international law that are involved in this case. We claim no competency
for that. We do net try to recite the facts,
evenings and lingering mornings,—hours of
in. .detail that give character and color (0
the transaction. They have not yet been darkness when the soul naturally seeks light
within, the absence of singing birds and all
fully reported. We do not hasten to proanimation
in. Nature, as though life had
test against the position assumed and the
purpose entertained by the President. Amid
_ the coudieting statements, ond can not tell

A Fallen Veteran.

hail and

dito
his hands,by the
He jubilan
w
accompanied

into the field.

t cause of contention to be given
/

ceremony over an impersonation of Temper.
ance, which they buried beneath the waves
of the lake.
This, since the issues of the

contest were manifestly between the lawand-order partly on the one hand and the
no-Sunday and free-ram party on the other,

is rather a severe commentary on the prin-

ciples of the winning party.

But there is

integrity and justice in the judicial arm of
the City, and there is hope that its force
will be felt in restraining these mockers

of

humanity and morality.

— A Worp ror THE ENGLISH PRESS.
Geo. W. Smalley highly compliments the
English press for its steady opposition to
the late Bourbon-restoration intrigue in
France. It is certainly ‘something new to
find England ranging itself on the side of
a Republic and against a Monarchy.
Of
English opinion in general perhaps that

can not

be

affirmed,

and

because

it can

not the eredit due the press is all the greater. And especially is this the case when

we remember
Mr, Smalley’s statement .
that *‘there is hardly such a thing as a Republican journal in England.”
But the
-opposition of the press was based on this
single principle, the right of the people to
choose their form of government, and becanse the Bourbons would refuse them

right was the opposition

yielding.
ored

for

cause,

prompt

and

this

un-

Let English journalism be hon-

thus

championing

the people’s

1

lm

——THE INDIAN QUESTION.
The sermon
of Right Rev. Bishop Huntington, of New
York, Wednesday evening, in Boston, be:
fore the Dakota League, is an interesting
and valuable contribution to the literature

of the Indian question.

The Dakota League .

has for its objects the civilizing and Chrfs-

tianizing of the Indians, and the argnment
which the Bishop was able to present in

favor is striking

and forcible.

The

main

feature of the discourse was the efieacy of
missionary work. This hard problem of
American civilizgtion must be taken up
and solved. And certainly in order to civilize them we must give them land to cultivate, for civilization can not conquer idle-

ness in a race. without permanent homes. :
We must carry to them the arts and sciences'of eivilization.;

Then, too, we must

instruct them in the ordinances of Chris-

tianity, and thus, by the practice of virtue,

by marriage, by the sanctity of holiness, by
industry,

by

banishing
”.

the
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and
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roti = H., :July 2, by Rev. L. Giveti, Mt
ortanized in| fu] S2\d8sand
feces" organized
of ‘edoly| n A how | hut at § recently
oA In Meredi
are not met in otfier. the affections'of. tte the }
and the neglect of two “hundred years be set are wanted for the year, and send their ‘Lebanon, Ct., through the labors of Rev. D. C. dote, they may je Desimmine fata, EE
£- Cotton of Cen {iculinto 29 ad Mion Mary
J
Tar. Itisin: | I0 the IF Baptist cnuroh in
ization, and | With Hale's Honey of Horehound and
Wheeler, It is a promis
:
blotted out. Bishop Paddock added earewatt and Miss Tavite i.
HS
BorShiunignd fs 1 W431 waht
199 7
orders and remittances without delay. We | hoy would like to find a rea to. carsyon | milible,
wrongs

the

nest words to Dr. Huntingtou’s address,
firmly contending. for the utter realization
£0 cor
of the peace-policy as the surest way

ought to have orders for at least 20,000 of | the work. They have a good church edifice, | Crittenton’s,
7 6th Avenue. Sold by all Dfuggfts.
;
Pikes Toopjuache Drops cure fn Tfiilnute,
them during the next fortnight. We trust furnished with bell, &c., and a working mem-

so justly complain.—There are, as usual, | it reaches 40,000, we shall neither scold nor
seems that kind and brotherly treatment of

- wil} accord
pation.

With.

with

continue

will

' Prof. Howe

:

that unfortunate race is the only kind that

1

poe

But it | pe scared.

views on this question.

numerous

wipte case of Ervaipelas,

Parsonage.

J, Christian Notes on the Lessons during the coming | ces edifying. Any
session will please notify the clerk at. their car. | 100 rolls of the celebrated Quaker Wool Carpets
:
:
for
Chnstiy ©
a
year, for the columns of the Morning Siar. | liest convenience. Last session chose J. Chick | 7 cents, never before sold for less than $1.
r

iti

our pomttionsag

"vest, and crowning the year with his boun- | subscribe for this paper, dspecially with a
Cd

Hie

ppl

.

’

felt and spoken gratitude

ieties and burdens, especially
ring classes, who

Competing Theological Seminaries.

wait

Au esteemed F, Baptist brother,

for the

at-

by his own request not announced,
. has given |
$100,000 to Union College, Schenectady.
| On the second Sabbath afternoon of évery |

tending one of the best Theological Seminaries under the care of anothér denomina-

begin to feel the pressure of want; in view

of
ji

now

in which he takes courteous but decided ex-

while the threat of national

strife

is mut-

pray that bloody conflicts may

not easily provoked, thinketh no evil,
and rejoiceth not in imquity, but rejoiceth

in the truth. Using the festival for these
high énds, it will be a joy in experience
and leave an abiding blessing behind it.

A Volume of History.
the

sixth

page of this paper, under

to anpounce,

which
office,

in a week

or two,the

said as wu sort of a reply to the objectionable

the work can be furnished at this
and by that time it will also be

This

ready for delivery,

For the especial information and
friends on

the

benefit

West, we announce

that an office for the sale of our

tional and Sabbath school books; and

other

State

St., Chicago,

where purchases

When that is preferred, remittances and orand

the Little Star may be sent to tlie same ad-

operate

meaning I had in mind when

We confidently expect our ministers
to co-

and brethren generally in the West

literature,

in the circulation of our

a full supplyjof which is thus provided for at
Our friends visiting
their own
doors.

Chicago are generally invited to call at the
where they will meet a cordial

Book-Room,

welcome, and find a most genfaland friendly
spirit in the person of cur agent; and those
stead of a visit in person, will be courteous-

ly and promptly dealt with. Address the
Agent,—REv. D. S. HEFFRON, 2560 STATE
Sx., CHICAGO,

ILL.

a

- Arrangements are made to issue two sets
of Lesson Papers at this office, containing
&c., on
Questions,

Series

the International

One

oF Sunday School Lessons for 1874.

set will bear the same general character as
these now appearing in the’ Star,and will be
issued separately for the use of our Sunday
schools; the other set will be adapted to
the younger classes, and the answers to the

so as’to

questions will be generally given

to

St. Matthew's Lutheran

Dr. Adams’s

be committed to memory by the smaller
The need of something of this
children.
kind, for the juvenile pupils, has been
widely and generally felt, and, in answer
to urgent and repeated requests, we have
decided to try and serve the smdller Sunday
school people, as well as the larger, by the
issue of what is especially adapted to meet

his day.

quent.

The church in Rich-

100 for the year iv advance. It will be better
for our schools to order for the year, beginning with

the

issue

for

than to

January,

send in orders from month

Lessons for January will be ready to send
out by December 15th, and

them

should

have

their

those who wish

by

orders here

December 10th, so that we may know how
large an edition to issue, and avoid disap-

pointing applicants who lack promptness.
month’

iach

only

in

the

month

Farewell

Visit.
Our numerous friends fn North

and

Lebanon

vicinity made us a farewell visit on the afternoon

and evening of Oct. 80th, 1873; and after a pleasant time of social enjoyment, singing and prayer,
their
left us twenty-five dollars as a *‘ token of

our

For which they have

respect and esteem.”

hearty thanks, as it was above all financial obliEzrA TUTTLE,
gation.

MARY H. TUTTLE.

Ordination.
J.

Wm.

Bro.

church,

of Campaign

Fulton,

min-

Gallia Co., O., was ordained to the gospel

usages of

istry<om the 12th ult., according to the

Baptist

Freewill

the

Council,

denomination,

CoM.

1. Z. Haning and B, V. Tewksbury.
°

A Pleasant

Reception,

in‘ Charlestown gave

Our people

evening

agreeable reception on the

us a very
11th

of the

we
Our goods had just arrived, and before

inst.

in our tenehad succeeded in arranging them
ing with
ment, our people'came en masse, bring
of life
them a liberal amount of the necessaries
d their
towar
gs
feelin
kindly
their
of
as tokens
them.
pastor and his family just coming among

impor-

We assume the responsibilities of this

and

on,
and that the establishment of this missi
Charlestown

of the

organization

the

Mission

se
wed; windy uavthose*fop
same
¢r byOilerthe telisiet
red
Y
BEX! year
will be prepa

person as those now issued, and as those
for the younger classes will be furnished by

d with
stantly increasing, and géveral Py have unite

nity
churels efuce ifs poi
are waiting’ an oppor unity
others
| ts
f

same.

our
We wish publicly to acknowledge
very
this
for
s
friend
tude to our numerous
ral
ly remembrance of our tempo

oné who has both skill and experience A in
it saves us of
:
the work, we do not hesitate to promise she prophesy | . future.
co-operd
;
| Charléstown, Mass..
Shi
good things.
font
’
A

i

fisto gn
do

Niven

i

gratitime-

wants, and

who

Rev
*
‘“
“
“
*

E Allen. E Dixmont, Me,
( B Mills, New Haven, Mich. (2)
1B Coleman, West Stephentown, NX.
L Hanson, Prattsburg, NY. (2)
D 8 Frost, Jonesville, Vt.
D C Wheeler, Westford, Conn.
(Richmond
vil) 2)
‘J Granville, Wilmot Flat, N H.
“ Wm Walker, N Parma, NY,
A

der. Eufaula, Ala, (2) ©
;,
H Day, 8 Parsonsfield, Me.
J W Leighton, Dexter, Me.
C L Giles, Warren, Ill.
Arial Proctor. Rapids Ohio.
Benj Crafts, Auburn, Ohio.
8 G Smutz, Cornellsville, Pa.
Albert Brown, Kenduskeag, Me.

chines.

Maine

Central

he

sug-

Reinkens

of

ma-

These have been distributed among

the

poor families who find it difficult to obtain employment during the winter, The mite society

of the church will furnish material, and a deacon
the families for their york.

pay

it is

Ju this

who
hoped to aid all worthy but poor members
fellowwould not like to be dependent on their
members,
t
rt

= }

pros

REGISTERS for 1874 now published.

game

See Notice.
tal

of Avilude, or Game o

Birds,

as a game So -

TIME

TO

COM-

also

best

Maps

Charts

H.

and:
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incadents,
fearful disasters, piracies, perils, &c.,
ABOVE, also, the WONDERS BENEATH the 8¥A, Div-

Address,

ing, Dredging, Telegraphing, &c., 235 spir‘ted lllustrations. Agents just started report 101 orders in
four days,
127 in five days, 75 in two days, &e.;
sells wonderfully fast. 3000 Agents Wanted. Send
for full description
and
cireulars.
BROS., Pub’s, 723 Sanson St., Phila.

‘hildren a

HUBBARD
1y47

is

AM. SUNDAY SCHOOL WORKER
inLESSON
PAPERS.

1800

16.75
00
30,00
5.00
75.00

300.00
101.25
+1.00
3.00

Treas.

Mission.

8 Limington. Me. per J M Hopkinson,

HD

17.60
11.00
13.00
2.00

- Special Notices.
|

MILLER’S

HOOL WORKER

Lessons, Infant Class

Exercises, Intelligence,Orig-

inal Articles, Selections, &c. Price, $1.50 a year.

PAPERS.

The

Sold by druggists.

price

so on.
paya
where
tf

WANTED,

our

SIGHT.

store

Tells

Impaired

Overworked

- pAGEY

Jysowsl

ANTED.

illustrated

RUBBER

how

to Re-

Eyes;

how

Vision and
and

ere

{

male, to introduce the GENUINE IMPROVED
COMMON
SENSE
FAMILY
SEWING
MA-

&

CHINE,

This

Machine

will

stitch,

most superior manner. Price only $15. Full
licensed and warranted for five years. We will
pay $100 for any machine that will sew a
stronger, more beautiful, or more elastic seam
than ours. It makes the “ Elastic Lock stitch.”
Every second

stitch

can

be

cut, and. still

.

:

the

cloth can not be pulled apart without tearing it.
We pay Agents

from $75 to $250 per mouth, and

expenses, or a commission

from

Ill, or St. Louis, Mo.

which

:/

twice

13t40

Thing under the Sun.”

oe

cure

Sixteen Oil Paintings in a Book

Weak,

Near-Sighted

!

Never before was such an idea attempted for book- illustration ; every one who has seen it pronounces it

SUPERB. Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe’s latest work,

Woman

in Sacred

History,

& CO., (».0.Box 97.)

rich and magnificent variety of Oriental costume
and beauty.
rs. Stowe in her most charming
style
has written a book full of interest; and withouta
gull

WORKING CLASS “emai;

make it one of the most unique, original, and remarkable books ever offered.
The pictures,if pub-

DR. J. BALL

with sixteen choice oil-chromos, after painti
by
the most celebrated artists of the world, giving a

page in it, which even if not illustrated would. sell
rapidly and widely; but the

No; 91 Liberty Street, New York City, N. Y,

1y4b

Brilliant Oil-Color

goods sent free by
turn stamp, M.

mail.

Address with six cent re-

YOUNG & Co.,173 Greinwich St, N.Y.

13wi4l

Clarke’s New Method

for the Plano-Forte carries the
to

Wanted,

CLAREMONT,

N. H,,

Paper,

4

“The Queen”
Magazine of America is OREVER

Bool Paper.

trated.

BOOK AND JOB PRINT ING
BINDING
STEREOTYPING,
and are constantly making contracts for the same,
with those who desire to do their own publishing.
Please let them know what you wish in any of the above

“The

Coming Wave,”

1lluminated covers of variows colors.
DURKEE
13639

& FOXCROFT, Publishers,
151 Washington S8t., Boston, Mags.

NEW PERFUME |

/

publish, annually, a

public

that

For full par-

ticulars apply to or address

=

Man’(’g Co., Claremont,
to the

an ele

gant PASTELLR, size 16 x 29, is given to every
subscriber. Now is the time. to sabscribe or send
15 cents for specimen number. Agents wanted in
every city and town to canvass fox it and three spe.
cial Holiday Books, just published, goutainiug
over 100 full page engravings each, gilt edged, and

lines of business, before contracting elsewhere.

to announce

OPTICS

for Old and Young, 80 page and beautifully 11s:

They also do, to order, all kinds of

Bi., wish

Folks’ Magazine.
yy fine SE Ree SSE

J. W. DAUGHADAY & GO:
436 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Ps,

+

Years,

and keep on:hand, as well, an assortment of

N.

pleasant

MACAZINE.

heat; RC
i) lished.

still continue, with Sonstantly increasing facilities
to execute orders for all qualities, sizes and weights o

The Claremont

wants

work and good pay should

Eighteonth year, The Cheapestan®

Claremont Man'f 'g Co.
News

Whoever

SCHOOLDAY

TEE

Established more than Forty

Agents,

send for terms, circulars, &c., to J. B. FORD & CO.,
New York, Boston, Chichgo, San Francisco or Cincinnati.
4Ttf

Lo

&S WALKER,

:

Agents

the

Sentby Mall, Price, $8.75.

LEE

among

Pecanse it is absolutely a new thing, and “has money
n it.”

Teaches practical piano playing
and theoretical music thoroughly.

pueil by sasy gradations
ighest practical results.

lished separately, would readily sell. for $2-each—or
$32, while the entire book, with the sixteen pictures,
together with the sumptuous bindings of the volume, can be bad for one-fifth of that amount.’ The
book is published in ENGLISH and GERMAN, and is
making a tremendous

Sensation

HAS NEVER BEEN EQUALED,»

Pictures:

they

th

Register and Business Directory
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE,

containing
a eorrect list “of all the business men in

“tate, at the time of going

the

ublish a work of the same

press.

to

kind for Vermont,

‘WALTON'S

Vermont

bat23

And the:

Register,

which 48 now in the 57th year of its age!

Ww

A

NTE

Agents for COthe |

or “THE

e's iy yi

3 sixteohsphie undendmiition, religious, fun wv
rtoen de artments. Rev. A. , Earle
journal.

writes for it. One of the most elegant premiums

ever offered. Only #1 @ pear. Agents meet’ great
success. One says: *‘ Have made $20 a day for days
in succession.”
Another: ‘' Made $6 in Ahroe hours.”

i
It sells
to || Another:
sent for
either book
have a copy eof Cents,
ee ren CT missions ) g For
eto itself.”
terms, samples,
or both
mail forcan Twenty-fiv
himAny byperson
Eaton, Mass,
pir
rigue
Forty Cents.

SE ;

:

,

hem, fell,

tuck, qui't, cord, bind, braid and embroider ina

“A New
to

.

a0 that amount can be made.
Address
SECOMB
& CO., Boston, Mass. ; Pittsburgh, Pa., Chicago,

<«

A

cata-

CO.,%

13t40

$5 to $10 a day guaranteed.
Gentlemen or Ladies.
Full particulars sent free. Write immediately, to

call
also

.

our

Agents Wanted

November 20, 1872.

McKee Manufacturing Co.,
809 Broadway, New York.

Address The

for

PERLE

New York.

= $75 to $250 per month, SaTriere:

Ministers and

AND

This simple and ingenious Machine is as useful as
the Sewing Machine, and is fast becoming popular
with ladies, in the piace of expensive needle-work,
its work belpg much more handsome, Jequining less
lady’s
time and not'one-tenth part the expense. NO
toilet is now complete without it. A Machine with

Send

Goods
rapidly,

is a series of narrative-sketches, drawn from Seriptural, historical, and legendary sources. Illustrated

and Fluting Machines.

New York,

LA

sell

#

Kyes.
Eyes, and all other Diseases of the
BY ADJUSTING
MONEY
WASTE NO MORE
DISFIGAND
NOSE
YOUR
ON
GLASSES
HUGE
Pamphlet of 100 pages
URING YOUR FACE.
Send your addressto od
Mailed Free.

FOR

“It is Ingenions and will meet the wants of every
matron id the land.”
Exhibition of 1872.
F. A. Barnard, Prés.
John E. Gavit, Rec. Sec’y.,
SamuelD. Tillman, Corresponding Sec’y.

St.,

They

Active agents can real-

eve

\

Illustra=-

Inflamed,

Watery,

fortunes.

Addresy

Chambers

ted PAY SHOLOGY
AND
ANATOMY of the EYE=-

BOOK

American Institute,
TO J. W. McKERE,

“wm

logue.

RESTORE your SIGHT,

three cents a

DIPLOMA,
+

ize small

THROW AWAY YOUR SPECTACLES,

over four ounces and

not over eight ounces, double this rate, and
On 50 Lesson Papers, one quarter, six cents,
ble quarterly or yearly in advance, at the office
received.
yoru

Embroidering

and give perfect satisfaction.

A Gem worth Reading!-—A Diamo nd worth Seeing
SAVE YOUR EYES
reading

children’s wear.

Magazine and list

sent. free on application,

Price

8S. 8. Lesson

of the

ing over four ounces, one cent, or,
quarter or twelve cents a year;

for ladies’ and

1448

By

AGENTS
Rubber

Wanted to introdice our celebrated

Clubs of 5 or more receive 6 Lesson Papers
ree with each m:
ine.
ORKER without
Lesson Papers—5 copies, and
less than 10, $1.25 each ; 10
and less than
20, $1.15 each; 20 copies, and less than 40, $1

BABY SYRUP

MADAME DE ROSSA’S
ANTHEO
best preparation mn the world for beautkiying

LESSON

LADY

Notes on the Jafernational |

on hand, and your children will never be sick. It |
will instantly cure sour stomach, dysentery, griping
in the bowels, wind colic, &c. Gives relief in teething. Pleasantto take. Contains no opium or morphine. Relieves your child by curing, not by causmg it to sleep,as its restored health and thrifty
growth will soon indicate.
35 cents per bottle.

Agents
Wanted.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
14t36] DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINE CO., NEW YORK.

$30 a week employmentat home, day or evening,
no capital; instructions and valuable package of

MOTHERS, READ THIS!
KEEP

un-

vangelical, Undenominaticnal Monthly
for Teachers.

Contains Expository

$61.83
Treas.

;
C.0.L1BBY,

Dover, N. H.

regarded as the best ;—being

denominational, and following the International
Texts, they can be used with any magazine or
paper used
by the Teachers.
ublished at 75 cents
per 100, monthl

J ps
0

$668.

BEAN,

EW orter. y
North St, : Bath. Me, per
Blue Earth Valley Q M, Minn, per S A Stowe,
Ladies’ For. Miss. So., Johnstown, Wis, per
.
Cooley,
\

k

?

] Ed

YOUR

Wanted:

By the gifted son of the famous *‘ Peter Parley.”
-'A
graphic History of Ocean Navigation, Adventure
and Discovery since the Ark. Replete with startling

3.

1
and | phe Eureka 10 yds. twist for Button Hole and the
Druggist for it. BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.
J. RAND. | 60 and 100 ys. spools for hand or machine sewing | your
1veow
t | are the best.
i 1

.

IS

Agents

OCEAN'S STORY.

Agents

No. 4 South Fifth Street, St. Louis, Mo.

Debility, Sick-headache, Bilious' Attacks, and all
derangements of Liver, Stomach and Bowels. Ask

:

CHEAPEST.

A new work of infense INTEREST and énfrinsic VALUE.

Ar-Lesson Papers and Magazines of
previous years
we still furnish to many schools who wish
to study Lessons on Matt., John, Acts and Gen.

mily Medicine. —SAN:
by all dealers, or gent post paid, on receipt of | West and Oldest
ter, Mass.
FORD’S LIVER INVIGORATOR.—A purely Vegetable,
seventy-five cents, by West & Lee, Worces
I
Cathartic and Tonioc—For Dyspepsia, Constipation,
a
247

for

NOW

owners.

Pub's, 53 Washington St., Boston.

AGENTS

:

Foreign

with its thifty-two beautiful pictures of birds and

and instruction.
thirty-two descriptions.
18
y Unequaled
8OUrco of enjoyment
continued

THE

lished by their denomination or not.

and full instructions sent on reWhat so fine and appropriate for a Christmas or | jjlugtrated$2, circular
or finished in silver plate for $2.75.
new and | oceipt-of
New Yeai’s present for the childrenas that
splendid card

NOW

Pub., Concord, N.

Africa.

ready.

NCE

< Pictures. Apply at once to D. L. GUERNSEY.

others, Ladies or Gentlemen.
Full particulars
on application or by addressing
a W. Me
Publisher and Bookseller,

8 Coburn, Mrs i Pettingill, E Hodgkins, Green ch,
each,
Dover & Foxcroft F Baptist Soc. & friends,
C C Nelson, J F adams, Mary Adams. each 5.00, EC
Heath, 2,00 Cash, , $1 Brunswick ch,
A F Hutchinson, Washington Jordan. 5.00 each, L
H Jordan, H B 8
ns. G H Bailey. a friend.
1.00 each, Mary S Kidder, 2.00, Wm Parvis,.50,
Cash. .25, New Gloucester,
C E Bisbee, bal. of note,
E L Sawyer, F L Emery, C A Bates, 10.00 each,
J A Howe,
J F Merrill, J P Longley, A E Frost, 25.00 each,
Geo Winthrop, 8 E Morrill, L L Harmon, Int.. on
note. 100.00 cach,
F & W P Kinney, amt. of note,
Miss F Lewis,
J W Bixby, Int,

G.W.

but

etc. and

More

in

just

Machine for

i365

NTERNATIONAL
LESSONS
Sunday Schools invited to send for samplesof

Enstitute.

Lewiston, Nov. 19, 1873.

knitting

will dispose of the socks, gloves,

Years
Bible,

wigationto Christ and

Rev L C Preston, Hillsdale, Mich.

The pastor of the Baptist church of Lexington,
Ky., Rev. L. B. Woolfolk, has inaugurated a
unique method of providing for the poor mem-

a dozen

BROS,

28
new

Samples of Lesson Papers,

Papers will be one cent each per month, or 75 eents
per hundred.
Postage :—In packages to one address, not weigh-

He has purchased

¥
PRECES

IZ ARY BIBLES (a mew feature.) Best,
Cheapest and Largest Bibles for Agents in
] America. $100 to 200 per month cleared on
Bibles and our New Cyclopoedia of tlie’
Horse; reommended a necessity for all horse

risk. 32-page pamphlet free.

“that Schools GET TEBE BEST, whither pub-

EXPRESS.

asked

church

splendid

of Lessons,

himself to a

in the

2

each ; 40 copies and over, at 90 cts. each.

reform which will promote, as he believes, the:
fraternal union of Christians of various denominations, and accomplish among Episcopalians a

aiming

lyeowi4

MENCE
on our NEW
PICTORIAL
Et HISTORY, REFERENCE DICTION

to $100 invested in Wall St.
often leads to a Fortune. No

beneath the great Oceans.

ever ;—by

The controversy on the Joint Communion
Asquestion bas led to an unexpected result.
gistant Bishop Commins of Kentucky has re-

result similar to that at which Bishop

IT IS

y

Monroe—A-4-4

is the
the complexion. It imparts smoothness, transparency and rosy freshness to the skin. Cures all eruptions of the face. 1s not injurious. Sold by Druggists, or sent by Mail. Price 5¢icents per box.
MILLER BROS.,
Address
113 Maiden Lane, N.Y.
25t39

bers.
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gested by the Prudential Committee
American Board as a day of prayer for missions.
Congregational pastors are requested to preach
on the subject with the special object of persuading young men and women to offer themselves,
and all Christians to offer their money, freely to
The Episcopal church, both
the mission work.
English and American, has set apatt the first
Wednesday of December for the same pur:
pose.
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him the reason for the great increase in the con-,
gregation at Trinity, ¢ The blessing of God, sir,
and have gone to
upon good music.” There are, however, church-

them,

trom

Clarke
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Andrew Fuller, who died in 1815, de-

his tobacco money
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work in a, spirit of Christian love. Nine. es which ignore * the blessing of God” and rely
teen have* united with the church since wholly for an increase of pew rents ‘ upon good
March, among whom are some promising music.” The manager of an Opera House does
;
The church is also prospering the same thing.
members.
been
The
church
in
Fergus
Falls,
Minnesota,
mean
having
bell
new
a
affairs,
l
in tempora
“Io complete their new meeting-house, so far as
lately added to its furniture.
the power is in them to do it. One: member :ireBro. Wheeler's time of service expires cently put his pipe into the stove, and promised
Com.
here next April.
fund; and a

is 75 cts. per

100, for each monthly issue, or $9.00 per

in

~The late Dr. Vinton

their wants.

The price of these Papers

the Stephentown and
Friday, P. M., Dec. 12.

war-path, and are never seen except in war
paint, with club in hand.”
The Lutherans in this country are talking of
holding a sort of Evangelical Alliance of fheir
own in order to secure the unity among themselves now so sadly marred by their various
divisions and dissensions.
Four of the Lutheran organizations are in such a state of schism
that they do not even exchange delegates with
each other.

mond Village in tbis town iS now in a
The
hopeful and prosperous condition.
members have arisen from amid the trials
threatened

church

of Prairie

and

THE
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Fa

clined it when bestowed by Yale, and his letter
of declination is to be found in his published
works.
¢ Kentucky,” writes a correspondent of The
Standard, ** is a Baptist State ; but she does “hot
know her own strength. The Baptists are of
the fighting sort, and discussions are not infre-

Revivals, &c.
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Brethren

village
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infant son of Mr. Wm.

failed
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has often cured in a fewdays or

$45, and other styles

the Hun-

RENSSELAER Q. M. will hold its next session with

evening.
It has been stated that Rev. Albert Barnes
was the first minister to decline the title of doetor of divinity, but several cases occurred before

y
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Dec. 12—14.
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(1 WE fyi) everything

and will hereafter se

find teams to

its next

eames
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ng

R., will stop at Merrimac, where teams will be in
readiness for them.
- B.F. ry
MCKENNEY, Clerk,

Rev. N. Sheshadrai sailed for Europe on Saturday last. His final addresses were at Dr.
Episcopal. church and
Plymouth |
Schenck’s
church, Brooklyn, the Sunday previous, and at

that there are institutions which possess and
use generous means for aiding young men
ina manner honorable and creditable to
themselves, and yet “in éffect” are as described. —J. F.

church, in

In fulfillment of Isaiah 2: 4?

It

writing.

church

M. will hold

ett

i
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By

saring natady -

Remedy.

We have certificates Snouzh to’ I

unto me, for of such is the kingdom of heaven.”

up, at Jonesville, Dec. 12, at 9, A. M., and
at 1, ». M.
;
D. 8. FRroST.

Co.Q.

the Sauk

have obtained from the Emperor of Germany a
grant of 2,600 pounds weight of cannon, captured from the French, to be converted into bells.

read, “in fact or in effect.” By which
latter phrase I intended to convey the idea,

which

Lesson Papers, &c.

and

is this: ““There is in fact and in effect a
kind of competition,” &e. . It should have

depend oni correspondence, in-

Whe must

article,

of pecuniary aid to young men, farnished
by some institutions of learning, as being
in,compass too sweeping, it is but justice
to myself,to say, that, upon reading those
expressions in print, [ found that one of
them in particular did not express the exact

on the same terms as at the office in Dover.

dress.

his

sions of mine in a recent article, on the use

can be made

ders for the Morning Star, the Myrile

of

Having learned that exExrraNaTioN.
taken to certain expresbeen
ceptions have

denomina-

publications, has been opened at+250

is the substance

introduce the following explanatory note,
which the writer promptly furnishes, on being informed phat his previous
was
deemed open to criticism. The subjoined
paragraph will explain itself. -

Book Room, &c,,in Chicago.
of our

;

we put it in this form to save space, and

SAUK

There are now forty-nine Baptist churches in
Philadelphia.
The next one organized, it is proposed to call the Fiftieth Baptist church. - Only
three of them are without pastors, and. two o
these have regular supplies.
.

point made hy *‘J. F.” in the article referred
to.

En-

At the meeting of the Evangelical Alliance
the Rev. Dr. Angus said that *¢ with fifty thousand missionaries at work for ten years, and
with fifteen millions a year for ten years to support them, the gospel might be preached repeatedly, to every man, woman and child on earth.”

question, and especially that it needs to be

terms on

the

Dr. Howson says that there is a falling off ‘both
in the supply and in the quality of candidates for
the ministry of the Church of England.
There
are fewer volunteers for the service, and they
are not of so high a caliber as formerly.

lustrates the prevailing and uniform rule.
He thinks that to say. less than this would
be doing less than justice to the .school in

the head of *‘ Literary Review,” will be
found a notice of a new volume of History, in which cur readers are likely to be
‘not a little interested.
We shall be able

to

W.
Stront, of that
Windham Me., was for
afflicted

European Cough

rane Parks, We were glad, as we laid him away ,for

‘

Notice.
by the cars to attend

caming

take them
at Richmond,

ford, Coun., was observed on Nov. 6th. The
services were opened with a historical sermon
in the morning by E. Lathrop, D. D., the present pastor of the church.

school, that the manly, unsectarian and
Christian treatment a®orded to himself il-

bic J SHA

tington Q. M., at its next sessien, will

dowment Fund.
.
;
The céntennial of the Baptist church at Stam-

and learns, from students of various denominations, who are in attendance at the same

Denominational News and Noes
On

John P, Croser sent $5,000 as a gift,

and assures us,—what we assume is the
real truth,—that he was asked no questions
touching his special theological views, had
no special plea or offer presented to induce
his stay at the Seminary in question,
has been
treated precisely as other students representing the same deromination as the Seminary,

ly,’

Persons

The Baptist, Home for Aged Women, at Philadelphia, was opened November 6th, and Mrs.

and to labor for the diffusion and triumph | perience at the school where’he is studying,
of that charity which suffereth long and is
kin
which doth not behave itself unseem-

in New
and the

possibility of its abandonment is hinted.

ents to enter their classes and attend upon
be averted y | their instruction. He detai's his own ex-

hand 8. 8. libra
organized
Z churc

eats

Died

»

SEVERE COUGH, OF

WITH

LONG STANDING.

miMr. Wm.

oy

the words of Jesus,—* Suffer little children to come

needs a 8. 8. library. Brethren, look over your libraries and send them some books, and do a good
thing for God.
D. C. WHEELER.

unfavorable effect on

the new movement for a tabernacle
York, healed by Rev. Wayland Hoyt,

among Theological ‘Seminaries, in the ' way
of holding out special inducements to stu-

tered here and there in tones sullen and
passionate ; in view of which it is fitting to

Notice.
Any church baving a second
to sell at a low-price, to a newly

+ 7 | Smita mons yi hii

1

press itself freely in sympathy and aid | oo0rion to « statement which lately appear- | detisned for the occasion.
The panic has had a very
to the. needy ones among ue.’ It comes ed in the Star, touching the competition
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Rey 0 Muu.

i
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month, Rev, A.J. Gordon ef Boston preaches
to the young, with a responsive service specially\

tion, sends a frank and full communication,

which our gratitule to (God may well
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the family re-unions may well be occasions
“of social joy and devout acknowledgment
to Heaven.
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Porir.

couldn't ha' looked

aud

the | my thankfulnessby giving widow

.

'

*T'was given me my wedding day,—

read at mother’s. knee, ¢ Ho every one

It was new and handsome then,

thirsteth, come ye unto the waters, and

"T'was my Father’s wedding gift, Annie,

he that hath no money.”
much money, and I tried

In my happy days of youth,

With a prayer that I might ever find
It’s paths of peace and truth;
That I might love and keep its laws,
IVs precious promise prove,
And daily strive to keep my heart

me.

Spirit and the bride

come.)

say,

him a tract, and

Well I han't
to come; but

‘there wa'n't any room for

‘And

And sorrow, pain and care
Have often crossed my weary path,
And left deep traces there. ,
But some sweet words of comfort,
Upon these pages found,
Have poured the oil of healing in

good to them

madder chap.”

the

.And now I’m old and gray, Annie,

The summons soon will come, ”
Thit bids me lay my burden down,

And seek my heavenly home}
And T shall cross the narrow
yea,

GRAY.

Two Paintings.
T gazed upon the canvass, wrought
With wondrous care and skill,

that love

all that my father

The impress of a mighty thought,

lift me upg

Stamped at the artist’s will.

of my sins.

God.

Tt was

a

warm
me,

left

me

somehow ; for it
for

a moment,

when

he

I

one

* Our

and

the

And sin-sick souls the healing touch
Of love could understand,

pack o’ tigers, as if she’d like to tear me
in pieces. Anyhow, all the gigers of Asia
ready to spring at me couldn’ have changed ty feelings quicker’n that look did; and
when they all got up and-bent their heads

her head, and looked

As this good servant bade them note
The Great Physician’s hand.
And children leaving all their games
Her well-known face to see,
Returned, deep graven on their hearts
The sweet “ Come unto me.”

at

me

so piously, to receive the
’em all, and only wanted

crites.’

The wanderer learned redeeming love,
His erring path beside,
In pleading words and thorn-crowned brow
Of Jesus crucified.

I.didn’t

get

a

the

whole

From the great throne on high.

Christ, he must keep some other company
than these: for, “If ye salute your brethren

lady
out,

grimly as he rubbed , his swurthi§ hands
slowly together, and looked wistfully up at

wages he took the occasion

to give

me

a

tract on ¢ Original Sin,” and

preach

me

a

lack of ’em.

As for

original

the little stars, half wondering whether they

need tracts to

pitied or mocked him.

reason enough to believe

“It'sno

use; I'm
down, and I've got to stay down.
There's
not
a soul in Icetown so big that it ha'n’t

gotto spend all its time starching up its

are not as other men, and then go home to
their glutted tables oozing all over with
satisfaction. I s'pose the blessings al
needn't expect

’

any. No use to expect His face to shine
upon us; they stand between, fixed up Afor
hats,

convince

and

the

er-

me

in it, and

for

if the

toward the far off hills rising dim and hazy
little

chat, and indulge in mutual congratulatiops over the prosperity of their respective
business operations.
“ Yes,” said Henry, “ my wark has been
prospered during the past year, and I am

I remember that T asked her what we had

I don’t go to the old homestead. You, and
the rest of the children, will go to father’s,
but we must not leave the little sick
Janie.” Henry sighed a little as he glanced toward the lounge where crippled Janie
lay, and then went on cheerily;

wood

goin’

instead of

school, cause father spent so much

ney for rum that he couldn't afford to

send me.

And then I was sory that I had’

said it when
I saw her eyes fill with tears,

and felv her hand tremble as she laid it on

my head, and said, ¢ Love God and do His

will, my boy, and you will always have
something
to be thankful for. But I

‘n't done His will.
ter

+

“overd

s

then.

new

Perhaps

if she'd lived.

:

1 should

leaf for her sake, and’ have

\E o a

for next year.

8

I

can afford to be thankful to-morrow, though

denomination

years

old,

Oh,

and

Hard

squashes

rows of mince and pumpkin
to

them

gttle Janie talking to her’ dolls

others,'—you know it, John; we used to

learn such verses in the Sunday school, and
I've been thinking that if I was one of those

0

of

drawled

born loafer!” and I wonder if Johnny knew

how easy it was for strangers to recognize
him.
boy

is known

by

the

company

he

keeps, and Johnny Turaer is never seen
playing with the good boys of the neighborhood ; for the good boys hun him as if he
had some terrible disease.
And he thinks
they are a,very tanie set. So he keeps with
those ““wild:Arabs”

who

hang

around

the

streets all day, and nearly all night, on the
lookout for a ‘‘muss,” and who are so dirty
and depraved that it seems as'if they never
could be gat, white or clean.
These boys know more wickedness than
ever gets into the “newspapers: they
educating themselves for State prison,

are
the

loafer’s college. So, you see, it is a dangerous school that Johnny Turner goes to
every day, from which he will never graduate as a gentleman.
A born gentleman!
A born loafer!
What a wild difference there is between the
two!

There goes a procession of firemen, in all
the splendor of red shirts, headed by a band
of music and a crowd of ragamuffing,among
whom you may surely expect to find Johnny Turner. His father is a hard-working
man, and his mother a hard-working woman, for they

are

not

rich,

by

any

means,

biit Johnny has nothing in the world to
“Oh, yes, there's plenty of work to
done; but Johnny isn’t going to do it;
he! He won't be anybody's slave;

a separate life
This volume

moral purpose, He sie to profit as well
as to
interest bis readers,
His theories and methods

will not indeed command universal approval

but there seems

do.
be
not
but,

and

but

ing their theological position.
But we copy
that early Confession as one of the interesting
items of history which this hook furnishes, and
again commend our readers to the volume itself,
Here are the Articles of Faith:

a

master over m¢ as Johnny has. You think
lazy people, or rather, idle people, are hapPy, but they are not; they are often very
miserable. If you had your hands and feet
tied together, and couldn’ go where you

Virgin Mary, and did thereby take {nto personal
union humanity with Divinity,to make one complete Saviour, to satisfy Divine Justice, to make
an end of sin, to bring in everlasting righteousness for the fillen race of Adam,and to complete
redemption for sinful man—did
suffer under

like

wanted to, or do as you

to

have

wanted

such

to, don’t

you think you'd be very unhappy? Itis a
sign of good Liealth to be busy and active.
Johnny is a poor, sick boy, and he’ll never
be well until he takes the right kind of
medicine.
;

and be born again!

We

don’t want any

more bad boys, or bad men,

but we do need

rather, under twenty-one years

of age.

know

of the

wicked-

ness that is going on in our very midst!
is hard to reform an old

boys and

and

girls—for

sinner;

there

but,

It
dear

are *fast”

girls as well as *‘fast” boys, the horn loafers of society— before you enter
upon such a career, won't you
think ? Think how hard it is to
steps when once you are under
going down hill; think how you

rious Trinity to be the. Son

of God,

born of the

Pontius Pilate ,was crucified], dead and buried,and

rose again the third day, and ascended into heaven, and sits at the right hand of God, the Father,
a glorious Conqueror over death and hell,
3. We believe the third person in the adorable
Trinity is the Spirit of God, proceeding from the
Father and Son, equal in power and glory—infi~
nite.
5. We believe the Holy Serjotures of the Old
and New Testaments to be the mind and will of
God, and that which is contained therein isu
perfect rule of faith and manners,
5. We believe our justification before God to

be the only righteousness of our Lord Jesus
Christ, imputed to us,whereby we become right.
eous betore God.

6. We believe God created us in our first par-

ents, holy and upright in the image of God, and
in this happy and paradasiacal estate were happy
in the enjoyment of God, until our first parents,
and we in them, broke the law of our Creator, in
eating the forbidden fruit, which exposed us to
death; temporal, spiritual, and eterval, and as
It { fallen creatures lay exposed to all the curses of a
broken law.
Ob, dreadful fallen estate !

was dreadful to think:of.
So young in
crime.
“Why,” exclaimed a dear boy beside me,
‘I didn’t think there were so many people
in the world who wanted to do wrong!”
Oh, how little we

no room

for honest doubt as. to

his moral elevation of motive, and nobody will

is reasonable.

‘We shall welcome the remaining

volumes, which we learn are to appear with
great promptness.
‘We need only announce another installment o (

the Household edition of Dickens’s works, which

we have heretofore so strongly commended, and

which we take pleasure in comménding again.
One could hardly ask anything better us a dress
forthe wonderful list of personages to which the
great novelist has introduced two hemispheres,

elear convictions and and any word of special praise for Little Dorritt
settled plans, and so builded better than they would be an impertinence.
knew.
Tt is an interestingzand valuable account,
THE ROSE OF DiSeNTIS.
A Novel.
By Heinteaching-much and suggesting still more.
Ttisa
rich ZschokKke,
Translated from the German
piece of our own family record which few of us
by James D. Trenor. New York: Sheldon
& Co. 1873. 130. Pp. 284.
can really afford to do witheft, and it is a fragment of Baptist history too important to be ig- Miss FORRESTER.
By Mrs. Edwards, author ot
‘ The Ordeal for Wives,” ete. Same Publishnored by those who care to know the story of
b ers. 1873. octavo. pp. 159.
the great struggle in the world which will sureZschokke is a historical
novelist, vivifying
ly issue in the triumph of the t®®h which makes
nien free. The work is well printed and neatly events a¢ well as painting characters.and embodying experiences.
He writes with a beautibound, and can be obtained at this office.
ful
simplicity
and
naturalness,
which embody
“We use the space
ful to reproduce from
the pages of the volume the “ Church Articles of some of the highest elements of art. The style
Faith,” adopted by the little company that enter- is pure and seems to be the expression of a highed into the organization at West Stephentown. It toned spirit. The scenes set forth in this very
has been supposed that these articles were, in pleasant volume are laid in Switzerland, and besubstance, carried to N. Y. from-R. L., though long to the later years of the eighteenth century,
the proofis not clear. Bat it is clear that Calvin- while France was in the throes of révolution,
ism instead of Arminianism was embodied in and a large part of Europe was rent by contend
ing diplomatists and shaken by the tread of arm."
the theology of those who framed and those who
intelligently accepted this confession, Whatever ed legions mustering for terrible wars. They are
these people might have been justly -called,~ episodes of the great struggles, and develop*¢ Separates,” ‘New Lights,” ** Covenant Break~ ments in a land vot directly suffering much but
ers,” or what not,—they were not apparently in indirectly burdened with the fears and horror
much danger of being christened “Free Willers.” of actual strife, which are here set forth, bat the
For they speak unhesitatingly pf our first par- pictures so vividly drawn are full of freshness
Itis a peculiarly® pleasant book,
ents, “ and we in them,” breaking the law of the and meaning.
Creator; and refer to the nghteousness of Christ and heralds the coming of several others that
as © imputed to us,” just as the most unquestion- promise to keep up the interest which this awak:
ing believer
in the
Westminster
Confession ens.
Mrs. Edwards’s novel has been running as a
might use the words.
We presume that most of
serial through ove of our magazines, and it takes
their successors in these churches have outgrown
that early Calvinistic bent, and would now in- a creditable position beside her previous produc.
sist upon * the form of sound words” in defin- tions, all of which have exhibited evidenevs of

1. We believe there is only oue true God, subsisting in three persons, Father, Son and Holy
Ghost, one in essence, equal in power and glory;
a glorious mystery, trinity in unity, and unity in
trinity=-incomprehensible.
2. We believe the second person in the glori-

dear me, I wouldn't

*

4

it that springing from their

out. And it was written all over him, too.
A voice beside me said, “That boy is a

A

ney

venture to cull in'question his’ genius, his art, or
during
the period of nearly sixty years covered by its his mental robustness and vigor.~It is one of the
separate life. The work shows the results of handsomest editions of a popular work which
the Publishers are here giving us. Paper, type
labor and painstaking on the part of the author,
in collecting and arrsuging his sometimes scanty and binding are all very excellent, and the price

as

afd custard
eat

ma]

SRE

:

gives us the history of the denomination

thoroughly
stop and
arest your
headway,
will disap-

point those who love you; think how youn

7. We believe that when our first

parents, and

we in themn, had lost all orizinal
righteousness
and got all original sin, God Almighty, being
selt-moved to show mercy to his miserable creat-

ure, man, gave his own

Son a Covenant

for the

people, that he should take into personal union
umanity with divinity to mdke one compléte
Saviour,that by bis active and passive obedienca,
the just to suffer for the unjust, thereby making
an end of sin and bringing in an everlasting
righteousness, every way suitable for us, that,
being imputed to us, we may become righteous

art and power, and

none of which have catered

to low passions or given us
sions of life.

mischievous perver:

THE
TMMATERIAL
ELEMENTS:
Their
butes and relations. By. Eli Dinsmore

gent, M. D.

Poblisbed

attriSar-

by .the Author, 1873.

12mo. pamphlet. pp. 100
The author of this pamphlet deals with many

of the most significant questions that have arisen
in the domain of scientific inquiry during the last

thirty years, such as Matter, Force, Correlation
and Convertibility of Forces,Origin and Phenomens of Organic and Animal Life, Psychology and

Mesmerism, Lower

Animals

and Superstition, &e.

and Man, Science

Of course nothing fs thor-

oughly treated, as it could not be within such
limits, and there is a great lack of simplicity and
clearness when it appears as though the author
really understood his topic,~which is not always

the case. He attempts and assumes and promises too much; his language is attimes sadly tilt
ed and painfully inexact; he is almost.dogmatic
where the profoundest thinkers and the ripest
scholars find strong reasons for modesty, and the
book fails to suggest any definite and practical
object.
Tt may give hints of the mental wealth
which lies in the domain he traverses,
and which
waits to be appropriated; it may open doors to
fresh knowledge and serve to stimulate inquiry,

but it is not likely to do much
isfying it.
THE LIVING AGE
which establish for
their own substantial
refusing to sacrifice

in the way of sat-

is one of those those things
themselves a character by
merits, and maintain it by
<olid worth to the more su-

perficial qualities that attract inferior minds,

It

has kept on its worthy way with a steady step
from the first, satisfied that it had chosen wisely,
and finding substantial encouragement in the
approval and patronage of a large class of intel-

ligent and

appreciative

readers.

It was never

better than to-day. The issue for Nov, 15 offers
us the following table of contents: The French
Press; Nina, the Witch; Petrarch; Juck and the

Beun-stalk ; Madame du Barry;

Sunset on Mont

before God again.
8. We believe
whoever is bora of God again,
agreeably to John 8:3—5, is of that incorruptible
seed, that shall never perish.

Blanc; The Use of Looking at Pictures; Prophetic days; The Uselessness of Abstract Preach-

9. We believe that baptism and the Lord’s Su

THE ILLUSTRATED CATHOLIC FAMILY ALMANAc for 1874 is a creditable publication, on the

per are gospel ordinances, to continue in the
church until the second coming of Christ. By water baptism we show forth the death, burial, and
resurrection of our

Lord Jesus

Christ, and also

ing.—Boston; Littell & Gay.

whole, containing much matter valuable to all
classes of readers, ond

more

or

less that

only

our death to sin, and fesurrection to newness of Catholics would find acceptable. Itgives statistics
life. By the Lord’s Supper We commemorate the of the Catholic forces in this country, and notes
bitter passions of our
Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ, and keepin
perpetual remembrance his most of the occurrences that have taken‘’place
death and sufferings
for us, till he <aall come the during the year illustrating the movementsof
second time in the glory of the Father, and
with the Cavholics, in church building, education, or-

will disappoint One who died upon the cross
to save you from the terrible end to which
Henry Ray weut up to the church, in the you are willfully hastening. All you need
frosty November morning, with such af to do is to think,not of pleasure ; not of im- the holy angels, to judge the world in
ous=
and also show that we bave eaten
flesh
glow in his heart that everybody wondered munity from toil ; not how to escape detec- ness,
of the Son of Man, and drank his blood, spirituhow Mr. Ray could look so comfortable,and tion,but of your soul, that deathless part of yon, ally, without which there is no eternal life.
10. We believe that Jesus Christ, of the seed
sing so enthusiastically when they thought which you think perhaps is easily made way
of David, born of the Virgin Mary, will appear
the church so cold, and did not feel at all with, or cared for without your assistance. the
second time without
unto salvation,
huvBat it is something you can not get away ing all power in heaven sin
like singing.
’
snd earth committed to
him,
and
all
that
are
in
their graves shall come
Joel Barlow sat down on a log, after he from, any more than you can escape death, forth, and ‘shall. stand before
his judgment seat,
Satan works on the ten-hour system with to hear their final sentence, come
had gone, and revised and modified his
“ye blessed, or,
go ye
Blessed, yea, blessed are they
meditations of the previous night. “If most of his employecs; but, at the eleventh hat arecursed.
called to the marr
e_ supper of the
they were only all like that, now !" mused hour comes Christ! and at twelve, eterni- Lamb, to enter’ into the joy of their Lord forever
and ever.
But woe, woe, woe! to him or them
ty!
Can
you
afford
to
give
so
little
of
your
e. “I know that one man’s had a change

companiment.

of heart, for it showed through on the outside this mornin’. Tve been down long
enough, and now
I will go up. Mr. Ray

the shape of ‘musicil compositions
that come
from that quarter, There is nothing hero really.

time to soul-calture? If you have given
Satan one hour's Service, turn about and

give the remainder of your life to him whose

shall find that X can be somebody yet, and, servants ye are, and whom ye ought always
that I can appreciate a kindness. 1 guess ‘tosobey. 1 hope Johnny "Purner will read

I'll go and see if 1 can find that verse in the this article; but I am afrajd he won't, since
Bible about all the ends of the earth” comin’ he scoffs at better things. Why, 1f I should
unto
Him and bein’ saved, and see if it give you his real name, with its wonderful
since wo can not go with you and the rest,
don’t ‘Say somethin’ about His not bein’ significance, you would understand how
John, I am ‘going into the” by-ways and
strange and unaccountable a thing it is to
hedgesto get enought6 eat my feast, I willin’ that any one should perish, but want- find him u born loafer.—8. 8. Times.

heard my

maintained

Me., the twain became one flesh.

I think,

too old tp go to school.

which

utitil the year 1841, when, at the meeting of the
F. Baptist General Conference held at Topsham,

“I am hoping that next year I may
thank God for health to my little one. - But

I. thought 1-day about, the golden rule, ‘Do unto

night that perhaps it was not
to turn
I thought. I'd t

onions

mull?

a regiment, and nobody

getting well beforehand, brother John.

blind, and Thad to chop

the

final

«ed with woodbine, and my mother was telling me what Thanksgiving Day was for.
sister Ellen was

at

saints

I's

to be thankful for, when

How's work

Yi

And

Publishers, 1878, octavo, pp. 304,

and each of those churches was the germ of the

good boys who love to do right, and fear to
ever I suppose. Well, you see, Joel, (with- do wrong, and then we won't need to build
out stopping Yor an answer), we're in a any more prisons, or houses of correction.
prison
lately, and
predicament, and we thought may be we I was at “Auburn
could get you to come apd help us out of among eleven hundred and five prisoners,
it. I've gota turkey and a moose and a the majority were young men, or boys,
son.

and apple pies, and sweetmeats enough for

house of his brother Henry, to have a

cottage cover-

the
sea-

I've

in the moonlight.
Meanwhile John Ray sought the spacious

. the 1ittlé boys on the street talking about
Thanksgiving. I was thinking of the time
when I was a boy, and sat on the old worn

said Henry Ray, cordiall§ §&rasping
other's hand. ‘tNice weather, for the

mutton leg and

sin, I deni:
o' that.

for

A born loafer! O Johnny Turner, how
How do you do ?™ I do wish you would turn over a new leaf,

‘Good morning, Joel.

heaps of other stuff, and my wife has whole

in-

thinking it over the other day when I heard

not

she and I and the little girl, and we thought
o’ Icetown have had a change ‘0’ heart it's perhaps you'd do a neighbor a good turn,
not visible yet on the outside. [I'm dis- Joel, and eome over to tlie house, and help
esteem it a favor, Joel.
Your
couraged, that’s- all. It's no use trying. us. We'd
If the angels get at my heart one minute, friends, MrJfAllwrong and his wife, have
there’s demons enough in Icetown to drive promised to come, and the widow Sorrow‘em away the next. If folks will treat me ful said she’d come, and bring that little
like a dog, I might ag well be a dog, and boy who has n't any palate, that I've heard
you take a fancy to. So you'll come of
done with it; but I'll show ’em that even
dogs can bite. I s'pose if there's a hell course, Joel. Diener hour, three o'clock
Good
morning.
Remember
somebody's got to go into it, and 1 don’t precisely.
[ know what else I was born for.” And Joel that we shall expect you.” And with another
Barlow pushed the damp hair back from hearty grip of the hand (was it that that
his brow, and bent a look of stern despair sent the tears into Joel Barlow's eyes?)
sin, too, for that matter;

own holiness for fear i'll lop over, and
hit the muddy hearts o’ the sinful. Let 'em
ring the bells, and go into their velvet
cushioned pews, and thank God that they

come to a focus and drop into the church

my

ror o’ my ways. Is’pose he thought he'd
try to hide a multitude o’ sins. He's pg

Joel Barlow

squeaky boots, and lavender kids, and
tercept all the rays.
‘“ 1 know I ha'n’t done as I ought to.

stray

he gave me

sermon on the duty o’ turnin’ from

etl)
@ es |

do

eating house where he took his meals,

Mr.

stopped and shook

work at John Ray's, when

Day.

only, what do ye more than others?

the big men of Icetown,

But then

sheep, and then went home safe in their
own righteousness.
ui The*other day when I'd finished a day’s

L. WYMAN.

shiny

church, and that if he would be a Christian
in the true sense of the word, and follow

blessin’.

wickedness and total depravity o’ the

| The Funily Circe

known

he kept for his own profit were his Bible,
his books and papers, and the society of his

hands among themselves, and lamented the

—

be

with his elbow on his knee, hand~on his
brow, meditating that the company which

Extranice wore a silk hat, and a broadcloth

‘When they have laid life’s burdens down,
And entered inte rest,
Which, think ye, will the Master own
Hath painted Christ the best?
—Anua B. Troth.

I shouldn’j-walityjo

light, though she is only a washerwoman,
manages the one, and the prince o' darkness manages the other, as I have cause to
know. The deacons, and” the elders, and

you.”

the

Loafer. .

zy, 1--a—z—y; just as if he had

old, and had followed a pretty straight line
ever since, giving twenty-five cents a week
for the cause of foreign missions, doing lus
part to support the means of graee in Icetown, never cheating any in his business,
and condemning swearing, drinking and
gambling in every prayer-meeting.
While
his brother Ienry sat where he had lefthim,

coat, and his shirt-bosom was white as his
soul is black, for one of the children o’

He noted every touch with care

much

even the publicans so ?”
The next morning found Henry Ray on
his way to Mill Hollow. When he went
from the little unpainted house ofthe widow |
Sorrowful, she bore a striking resemblance
to the widow Glad; and when his kindly
face emerged from the tumbled down tenement of Mr. and Mrs. Allwrong, no one
would have guessed from their beaming
faces that they were not all right. He met
Joel Barlow just returning from the cheap

consequence, I assure

Born

He is about thirteen

by

joined the church when he was twenty years

blessin’, I hated
to hiss, * hypo-

any o’

separating

and good friends, like Johnny Turner,

*“The easiest way to turn

by the character of Jo Ra,
but tastes
differ. Good night.” And
off went the
righteous John, meditating how that he hdd

Mr. Extranice stepped on- her long dress,
and tore the ruffle; but she. said, with a
smile, ¢ Don’tbe at all troubled about it,
Mr.
Extranice.
It is n't of the least

These paintings side by side shall share
God’s scrutinizing eye;

door-sill of the little bréwn

like

It wa'n’t meant for me.
‘When the
with the feather on her bonnet went

And by the lonely mouruer’s hearth,
She left, with bended knee,
A picture of the living Christ,
Who wept at Bethany.

their

he keeps!

a sinner,’ that He would hear me, and show
me a way out o’ this wretchedness. J hinking o’ this I moved a little forward, and

put out my hand ; but it hit "a bit o’ the
feather on a lady’s bonnet, and she tossed

by

of a boy who had a fie howe, kind parents,

if your plan carried into effect would be
countenancing wickedness, and giving yénr
influence in the wrong direction. When I
was a boy I used to read in the reading
book, ‘A man is khéwn by the company

1've

Adam.

It may not perhaps be generally , The first three of these volumes are so many
known by our readers that the Free, or Free installments of the
new and admirable edition
Communion, Baptists, in some sense originating Wilkie Colling’s works, in ten volumes, whichof
in R. I, and afterward flourishing chiefly in the
the Messrs. Harperare issuing, and which the
state of
New York, organized their first
author’s
presence and public readings id “this
chirch at West Stephentown, N, Y., in 1783,
about three years after the first Freewill Baptist country will help into notice and approval, Mr,
Collins stands in the front rank of living novelchurch was organized at New Durham, N. H.,
ists. “He writes with eminent skill and 's high
by Randall and his associates. ‘This is the fact,

to them

Isu’t that a dreadful thing to say of any
one? And how much worse when it is said

none of ny business ; but it appears to me as

Father

The Master said was best,
One who with loving, oatstretthed arms
Said? ¢ Come to me and rest.”

A

“Well,” said John, rising rather irritated
and uncomfortable, ‘‘your house is your
own, and you can do as you please. It’s

His

rest,

done,’

Mount Vernon, N. H.

a slim chance of getting into heaven.”

mother’s knee

and say,

‘Well

off

‘‘a religion that’s based on grace ought to
make us more charitable.
I suppose if God
should weigh our good deeds in the scale
with perfection, the best of us would stand

to

of

say,

of

went

Loe oge

&B
, 1878, 12mo.
pp. 648,
Williams,
D. D. Dover, N. H.: F. Baptist
os M1Lg
Printing E
blishment, 1878. 12mo. pp.
204,
nd OH. - Same p author. and Publ ishPoor
This volyuie has been long and somewhat anx{ ously
waited for, especially by.the older mem- THE NEW MAGDALEN,
. Author, and p
Same, "hor and pubs
bers of those churches once belonging to the ec- : lishers, Pp. 895,
clesiastical body here dealt with, before it be- Litre DORRIT. By Charles Dickens, With
fifty-eight illustrations by J. Mahoney: Same
cafe an integral and vital part of the F. Baptist

silently thanked

a and marking these for Satan, and those
God?" |

think

“Young in years, but old in sin,” muttered John, remembering his recent rebuff.
“I tell you what, John,” answered Henry,

most forgot it, it's so long since I've'said it.
It seemed as though if I should clasp my
hands, and cry, ¢ Lord, be mercifal to me

For weary-hearted, this design

with

po more

needn't

Too]

t

ration we bettors and Fag

a sledge-hammer of course! Boys of that age,
and of that information, in seeking to find the real truth
condemnation, but by showing hing some of stamp, are so very, very wise! Is that when it must be drawn from conflicting testimouy: and it evinces a determination to learn and
the enjoyment of better ways.
You must true? No, indeed. The fact is,
that study
make allowance for. the way Joel was is real hard work, and work of any sort is put down the facts just as they existed, even if
it were easy aud natural to wish them otherwise.
brought up. Who knows that you and 1 what Johnny is opposed to.
The spirit animating the book t always appreciwould have done better if we had been. in
We were looking out of the window the ative and generous, and while the leading actors
his place? He is young yet. Its not too
othet day, and saw Johnny pass the house, are never belittled by words of disparagement,
the fact is constantly taken note of, that they
late for him tg be a man before he. dies.”
Every step he took spelled l—a la, z—y were often yielding to an impulse higher than

re-

seemed

ag if I was

which art in Heaven,’

The pencil—fervent prayer.

the occasion,

hon-

tares from the wheat ere the harvest is ripe,

a

pounding at him with

died,

and

almost

to do at

twenty years ago,

And placed in her uplifted hands

and we that stand outside

saw

a man from the error of his ways is not

ol thought of this until “he got

kneelas T used

Her canvas, even human hearts,
The Master did prepare,

muttered

I

1 actually believe he

Henry, seriously.

children ; as if when I should go up to the
loft that night to bed TI should want to

saw her paint with patient love,
So slowly, day by day,
A picture which, through endless years,
Shall never fade away.
x

use,”

and

about the | who think to help him

never

He said he was

gave | of the harvest

than your actions there, brother John,” said

member them : * Enough for ma® to know
that the Lord reigneth, and he knows and
loves his children.’ It made my heart feel

where a Christian trod.
in lowly guise,
heaven-bound pilgrims should,
beneath the skies.

no

|the seat beside him,

making him. a blanket tb hide a“ waultitude

I s’pose

to the last®vords of his sermon,

Calm, pure, but human was the face,
‘With patience in each line;
Yet in-that form of gentlest grace,
I Sg not Christ Divine.

“It’s

to him
you

sinner than I was, and

good sermon, and his words were not so
big that I couldnt understand. I remember that he said, ¢ Our joys are Strands in
“the rope of love by which Wwe are lifted
nearer and nearer to the pearl-gated city
whose King is Love.” It may b& so. I
dont know.
['mever had many
joys.
Then he said, * Our sorrows are like
weights, and have a tendency to drag us
down ; yet weights, by a proper adjustment
of wheels and pulleys, may be made to lift
us up;’ and I forgot the cold faces around
me long enough to wonder how the wheels
and pulleys of my life could be adjusted to
make the poverty and degradation and
scorn which was my birthright. and was

And soothed the aching wound.

ADDIE

{for foreign missions, and the business

when the Spirit says, come, the bride says,
worse than he came. No use trying*to betgo.
: ter such folks. Mightas well let them go
“ The minister
preached a good sermon. their own way, and take the consequenc:
.
1 stood EE
— and heard:it. His text es.”
“I believe your intentions were better
was, * All things shall work together for

"Tis threé-score years and ten, Annie,

Thanksgiving

talked

error of his ways, and

the Bible's trud; but it ‘pears to me that

‘With Faith and Hope and Love.

BY

| Literary Review,

daughtersof

-

er
eternity. O Lord Jesus, help ourdo
unbeli#f} if{
esty, and the periodical warnings to the unx
Ra &
Tali
godly; while_his brother Henry offered
THE WOMANIN W
A Novel, By W
MEMORIALS OF THE FREE COMMUNION BAP- Collins.
half of his hymn book to Joel Barlow, in
With
|
Nastratione
en? Wkle
TISTS; also called Free Baptists. Ry A. D.

Sorrow -

and Joel

when Jo Barlow was at work for me,

that

batty

OS RE

the rest. I wonder if they really did put | There's nobody so ungrateful for such |God that he was as other men, so that he
the emphasis where I thought they did. | favors as those you expect to appreciate | could know howto reach their hearts, and
It seemed to me as if they meant, * The | them most, It don’t amount to much |to sympathize with them,
Lord is my Shepherd, not yours.’ * 7 shall stooping to such folks; better let them
‘The minister did not ask the question, but
not want, because Jam so good; but you | alone. Now, the other day I bad some |a thoughtful person went home from the
will, bécause you are so bad.
I used to. such an idea about lifting up the fallen, and | church that day pondering, **Will the Lord | denomination.

1 have read this precious volume
For threescore years and ten,

And press the silver strand ;—
This precious Book has guided me
To gain that better land.
EDITH

——r
ee
MI

SE

in’ all tJ live with Him.”

that shall hear the sound, depart!
11, We believe that believers in Christ Jesus
and Nove but believes, have Any oF ht il gospel
a
; that is to say, church me;
baptism, and the Lord’s JAN)
bership,
12. Now as touching the glorious day ifn whi

dination of priests, &c. Tt is a fairly well printed pamphlet

of 100 pages, with

about 50 pages

more devoted to advertisements, &c. - One gets
from it a pretty good and

this ecclesiastical body

adequate idea of what

is doing ‘and

attempting

in the United States.~New York : Catholic Publication Society.
From
we bave

Ditson

&

received

Co., Boston

and New Yori,

a generous package

of sheet

music, a; part of which is exclusively for the
piano, and. a part for the voice

with piano ac-

Tt has attractiveness and chat-

acter, a thing that is true of nearly everything in

poor: some of the pieces

are particularly

rich,

and magnetic, ' The titles are as follows:
;
SEA SWALLOWS. Words by Geo, Murch, Mujoyful and happy by joyful

we live, of the outpouring 5 God’s how A we jon

lieve, and are truly

experience, that
ated the

low

in, sunk down

Almighty God has compassions

and miserable
in an empty

state that we were

sic by Virginia Gabriel ,—~—A NIGHT IN VENICK.

Duet. Music by Lucantoni

Arditi,——Do THI

form of religion, des:
power, and ‘others of us declaring BfST YOU CAN. Motto Song. Words by Capt.
Gontorrlia, not
of the un= P. Kelley. Musicby F. Younker.,~=DANCING
ruitful works of darkness. ashamed
‘God Almighty, by QUAKERS. Bueft, Arranged by Charles E, Pratt,
unmeritéd mercy has gent forth bh is. wi Sd
i ~——MAMMAYCOME SING
ME T0 SLEEP. Words
such mighty
power, which has called &
: by 8. N. Mitehéll® Music by W. A. Huntly, ——
of

titute of the
ux sins like

us out. of darkness into his marvelous light,

The word of Godis the foundation and every detiomination amongst us, and has cans-of | How I LOVE TO DANCE. : Berio-Comic Song.
ed ug to sit together in heavenly places in Chris J! ‘Wordsby Harry, Miller, . Music: by Franz Buthe good pastor dwelt on the reward of the | standard
af all the trae wisddm'; it is the Jesus.
© Oh, joyful day and m ¢ glorious | H
|dik. ——FANCHETTE GALOP. Arranged
by C.
faithful,ending
with that sublime commen- | pearl of great price, and precious in the our hedven ‘is begun;
The Sunday [vllowing Thanksgiving Day,

dation which the weakest

poor mortals I'd be grateful toany one who | despairs. of hearing:

saint never quite | Christian's eyes.

‘Well

done,

good

when
I heard em singin’ in the little yes- would give me a helping band in the right | and faithfal seryant; enter thou into the

Wi

The love of the world, in its power

and

try,I went near, and looked in ; but nobody direction. Yes,” pursued Henry,musinglv, | joyof ty Lord.” John Ray straightened |}, onor, is as inconsictent with the spirit of
I go into the church, to'thank the himsel up in his costly pew, and thought | op e gospel ad the love of the grossest vice.
noticed me. Twent a litle nearer; but if “ before

here the lon Hes dowd
with the lamb ; here we see him who. isinvis ble;
and begin to cast the crowns of , all joy and v tory at the feet of Christ Jesus; for the Lord God
omnipotent reigneth, and we are glad, and give
glory to him that sits on the throne, and to the
Lamb, for what he is in himself,’for what has
one for us, most miserable sinners, and for
what he is doing for the miserable soms and

=

—

Wheel my chair close to the window,
For the sun is getting low ;—

:

eolder,

:
“Ha! ba!" laughed the surprised John,
to sit down. Pretty soon they sung: ‘ The
Lord is my Shepherd, I shall not want,’ and | ** you'll get sick enough of your bargain,

"And the Bible,~mine, you know;

2

any

women didn’t take in an inch o! their ruffles ful, and Mr. and Mrs. Allwrong,
and furbelows, and 1 couldn't see any place | Barlow a call.”
-»

Bringme my glasses, Annie,

I turned to
Each day
‘Walking as
No home

26, 1873.

the men's eyes had been made of stone they | Lord for his blessings, I'm going to prove | comfortably of the twenty-five cents a week

1's Bible.
—

NOVE MBER

STAR,

THE MORNING

’

| BE. Pratti—~MAROH
DES

'TROUBADOURS. * By’

| Henri Roubier.,~~LA SYLPHIDES. : Polka. By
A.
JUNGMAN,~—AUBADE NOCTURNE, By W.'
Kaffenberger,——LA FILLE DE MADAME AUGOT.
Arranged by D. L. Downing.——Music may be

ordorad of these Publishers in the fullest confi-

dence,

fos

;

Ee

ood

fires

have

their

it.

worth

living in

after

all,

as

tender oin steak as this

associations.

longas

‘is to be

such

had

in

" How
T used to rejoice when h new backBut ough Miss Landon thus sought to
log was to be put-on! The fire was allow- make herself out a mere worldly characed to burn low, and Billy McKay was sent ter, I do not think that %he really was so.
for. Bill was a tenant tarmhand of
an- She remained to the last the cherished 'fatio strength, ' He knew how’to handle a vorite of ‘a circle. of warm and: devoted:
man or back-log, for there was not-a. fight-. frien Is; but selfishness does not win and
er in the country that dared touch
Bill. retain for itself the love and devoflon of
The last time I'saw himhe was old, but it those who see it and feel it for years in
the old

of Hercules.

borou

He stood like

daily life.

Shé gave me the impression of

stooped

slowly

and

was the result of some . bitter, unacknowl-

embraced him around the waist. = That Sired disabpointment in early life,
was the moment of our
boyish triumph. ‘and

there in her writings

Here

the spirit crops

Bill and'the back-log went into the house out, as in some lines, the eoncluding stantogether, ror did the log stop until he set zas of which, as I remember them, read :—
it upon the ‘great wide hearth, and then
gently
laid it to rest in its ashy bed, where
“The neck of the
peacock
The irivs dyes,”
for a wi
its great bulk and.
in©0l

ity

would resist the

‘attacks

the hot fire that burned
were wood
ee
tions
: which

it.

imita‘people build in

sentimental

town are not even moons beside

ory

this sun.

think the enjoyment

mostly a mattersof

of

Those

the

mem-

of wood fires is

memory.

If I could

go back to the old days before the first
stove was ever brought into the house,

when kettles hung on cranes im the wide
old kitchen—if I could go back to that time
and feel as 1 felt then—I should enjoy a
wood fire.
How
delicious the . biscuit
looked baking in a “reflector,” And then
when the wood fire burned low on the
hearth, and we children strejched ourselves
out with chin in hands, and stared

into

the

coals and built them into palaces or firemountains, those were moments of ecstacy.

But do you think you

can

prods any

such emotion by making little fires in’ little city fire-places? 1 coufess 1 never, sce
such a fire in a friend's house now-dsdays
without thinking of but just one thing—the{
enormous price of wood, 1 find my senti-

gingerly,

mental friends burn their wood
saving

the

brands,

and

calculating

the

amount of heat that is barely needful to
keep
them in tolerable comiort.
Now
nothing spoils a sentiment like an economy of it. As soon as yoa get ‘‘saving”
with

your

»

your

poetry

eva

es.

And when go this attempt y roduce the
fine effects of a roaring wood fire with a
few sticks I grow vexed. The thing is a
sham, a delusion and a snare. .
As for these tin fictions of painted wood,
arranged to blaze by means of gas, they
are the most hypocritical of humbugs., The
man who will cheat me into the belief that
1 am by an open’ fire when there is only a
pale gaslight and the heat of a register, is,
westhetically considered, a Pharisee.
I{
had one of these patent falsehoods in my
it into the street before

house, I would put

The light of the opal,
The April day skies,~

Would

el be lovely, °

But for the chance

i»)

expensive, grew wild
mon

nettle Ew

there, and the com-

to a tree from sixty

ninety feet high.

were present, and more than one of these
took occasion to express,
in flattering

terms, their high appreciation of the amiable and talented lady from whom they
were now, alas! about to part, perhaps for
long years. In reply the bridegroom rose
and, in the coolest tone, said ‘‘he hoped
Mrs. Maclean would deserve these encominms.”
Years afterwards, Bulwer, re-

lating the circumstances “to an intimate
friend, added: “Imagine what a shock it

must have

been

to

us!

he

poor

bride

turned pale as a sheet; and not a guest
the table but deplored her fate.”
It is inconceivable

how

any

man,

at

with

the slightest pretension, one need not say
to conjugal affection, but to the common
amenities of social life, could have ‘uttered
the coarse, unfeeling words,
When one
reads that, after the lapse of a single year,

fields like turnips; and the lily, which

her escape from 8 wedded lot too hard to
bear.
Grief, isolation, and an unhealthy

night, It is about as much like a real fire climate, acting on a frail body and a senas the moonshine of a panorama. is like sitive nature, sufficiently account for prereal moonlight, or as.the love of ‘the cheap mature death.
story-writer is like the love of real men
A shudder went through the literary
I rather like a successful circles of London when "her fate was an- |
and women.
cheat, but thisis too thin and hollow to nounced,—a shudder, ard probably a sigh
Seeeive. It is a failure as well as a swin- of relief and an application (one word
dle.
changed, of a well-known line,
memories deceives ‘After life's fitful fever, she gleeps well!”
poetry of early
The

in a

is more

think that’ theFe

We

us.

been

had

wood fire than there

is.

If we

reared to anthracite,

the

matter would

be

different. The next generation will expatiate on the steady glow of a red-hot
anthracite fire, much as we do on the flicker of the old wood fires,
Now the plain truth is, that wood is
goed enough for people who can not do
any better; Indians and f{rontiermen, for

instance. But coal is civilization.

burns
coals
nearly
you.

Wood

your face, smokes your eyes, pops
out on your carpet, has to be fed
all the time, and never quite warms
If Ilived in a wooded country, I
grate

my

for

wish

should burn it, and

of

—Atlartic

Monthly.
BD

Woman's Position
a

in Burmah.

a

Women in Burmah have been from time
immemorial in full possession of all the rights
that the ‘‘strong-minded women’s tights associations” are compassing heaven and earth

to obtain.

The wife is the treasurer and

keeps the cash,

When

money

is wauted,

the husband goesto the wife, and not the
wife to the : hasband. : The women do_most

:
fapmes
superintend
trading,
oflawthecases,
and occasionally”help their hus.

. Married wombands on the judicial ben
But even the much-abused en often trade independently
hard ceal.,
of their husfurnaceis better than wood fireplaces. It bands, and can acquire and
hold property
warms the whole house, or at least mod- in their own names. They can sue and be
It sued, and whenever they are weary of their
erates the climate inthe whole house.
does not: blister your face, and leave your husbands, they can obtain legal divorces on
;
back to shiver,
no stronger plea than ‘incompatibility of
But, after all, nothing quite equals the disposition ;" still the ‘‘suits relating to
open grate ‘of antbracite. Hard coal is a marriage, dower, and divorce,” in all the
The courts of British Burmah,
type of all steadiness and constancy.
for 1869-70,
red-hot heart of a hard coal fire js a type were only 1178 in a population of two milof friendship that outlasts the longest and lions and a half,
darkest and coldest night. You may forNotwithstanding these masculine features
get your fire, but when you want it the of female society in Burmah, they are in noyour call wise incompatible with commendable fered heart of fire answers to
dancing male traits. The characteristics of a good
blazes and
Talk of flickering
shadows and antique andirons and bright wife are, secorting to the Books: ¢She
nickory coals! Give me the rosy twilight knows when her
husband is hungry and
of an anthracite grate or a mica-windowed that he may eat, puts before him the ‘best
4
base-burner.
food in the kindest way; and dresses him
We'd just as well start a little sentiment becomingly, seeing that his clothes are not
on this side of the question; for the wood old or dirty ; and keeps him in mind of his
will soon give out if we should all insist work and his duty. As friends consult
Therefore Tet's see the each other regarding their profit and happion burning it.
beauty of good, staunch, honest anthracite, ness, and assist each otber, she, having conthat makes less flicker, and gives more sulted her husband, lends her assistance and
warmth—slow to kindle, but a constant looks on; and behayes to her husbands refriend when lighted.— Hearth and Home.
lations as to her own, and does not. dispute
his authority; and if he goes to the chiefs
house or other place, she waits till his return and eats not her meal till she eats it in
The Sad Story of L. E. L.
company with him.”—F. F. Mason, D. D.
—

PO

I made the acquaintance,

appearing from time to time, who
Tle

even

to

their

Lafe in Australia.

celebrities,

the

of

to London, of one
visit

during this

best friends,

are a

Letitia

Elizabeth Landon, author of the Improvisatrice, the Troubadour, and many minor
(under
ieces which appeared occasionally
a signature of .E. L.) in the (London)

Literary Gazette, then edited by Jerdan,
y was’ usnally charaeterized by
Her
“deep feeling, sad and romantic; and it h
won her for the time a brilliant reputation,
albeitit has Soaroely outlasted the ge in
Moore
She and Thomas
whigh she wrote.

Rev. John Graham, an

fif-

church

in

Australia,

in the shad lecture recently delivered
sketch’ of
in London, gives the following
life in Australia:

Lifein Australia, he said,

Anecdote

ound emotion ;

manner,

in her

4 yibing that eared

jestingly

speaking

of

declari

she of Sydney

Harbor...

ani. although

of ev. the climate was warm; hydrophobia has

sm, and

never

been ‘| sgen ' there.

“The gum-trees

were believed to be ‘conducive to health

transplanted. to
peared in her poetry was but a dressed. np and they were now being | The
musquitoes
Naples and other cities.
were rather troublesome at night; but acown heart)” ‘The real things, shé was wont cording to Mr. Anthony Trollope (whose
to say, were good dinners, nice suppers, work on Australia was. once referred toe
with approbation), they were contemptibl
handsome
apartments in busy. |
ies,

when compared with the American

proton
age, and alllo the appoint
oxo

Bol oloo

Ly

’

wart,

place.

Here

|

MRs. M. E.

Bro.

Bilishoroush,
health

were, bad

digestion,

very

feeble.

Ca tas

1869,
having
some
1871,

ke

At evening he was

attacked

he soon

A.

potraied frequently during his most violent

per-

thing

provincial town

was done} but within thirty minutes

fore

dissolution

ensued.

Indeed,

04
ralgia,
Back,

his fist furiously

you may blay in de church—for we read,
de Lord is long suffering
of great kindness,
forgiving iniquity, transgression and sin;
you sal blay in de church, but you sal not
blay for me,” and, snatching together his
manuscripts, he rushed out of the room,
leaving his astonished performers to draw
their own conclusions.

Lips. :

ts

Firm and compressed lips always
courage
marked,

note

and
and

thought,

denote

fortitude;
calm lips, well
closed without
effort,
de-

judgment and firmness;

if

weak, and constantly mroviag, weakness
and changeableness.
Fleshy, red lips, with

be-

1874 The Register. 1874

note the poetic temperament.

lips, de-

A short upper

lip, hollowed in the middle, is considered
‘‘aristocratic” in appearance—a sign of gen-

tle blood ; it however denotes wit and

live-

liness ; while a mild, over-hanging lip generally denotes a good disposition. Projecting underlips indicate a. somewhat passive
good nature ; but when compressed against
the upper, indicate a scornful nature. This
must not be confounded with what is called

the *‘anderhung jaw,” which imparts so dis-

agreeable an expression.
A moderately
large mouth is manly; and donotes energy ;
while the sinall mouth is feminine, and
degaping mouth
otes less power. The large,

stupidity, and hort kn

its

small

mouth dullness and feebleness. The straight
mouth like a line, as if without lips, implies
coldness, industry, order, preciseness.. A
vanity ;

Great

are

al-

Libraries.

good may be diffused by the circulation of
books, but it may safely be asserted that the
general tendency of the literature of the
world is on the side of virtue and true
almost

Even books

always

some

them, which may find

accounted evil have

seed of goodness
root

among the

im

en-

emy's tares, But books of a vicious character may be entirely excluded from a public library by vigilant officers. The power
for good of really good books is indeed inestimable. Greater than the work of the
longest and the noblest life, may be the
work of a good book which once finds lodgment in the affections of men. It goes from
hand

to

hand

and from

generation.

to

Vermont,

her age.

Oct.

Her death was

in

Location can

Expenses only

The

reat trial,

But

friends

dwell. She leaves but two

who loved

their mother,

lived

;
SPRING

By

DANIEL

page.”

single square can well be afforded to
obituary. Verses areinadmissible.

ery
ling.

each.

They

any single

Young

died at his residence

Veron Co., Wis., aged
y

in

83 years.

glows with

Men,

“Our

J his Intest

Ladies,

x

J

274 Main

dr

Opens

LITERARY INSTITUTION.
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

hans

014

AAPGAL

viaEan

:

Miss ELLEN A. PERKINSPenmanship.
CALENDAR:

Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 26, 1873.
Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins
ecember 2. 1873.
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 13, 1874.

Primary Studies,
Common English,
Hither English,
Latin and Greek,

Feb.

a

in the

State, is ro-

mountains
:

of

this

institution

-

$150

«.
iim

550
6 00
6 60

French and Music extra.

NEW

4

N. H., Aug. 10, 1873.

HAMPTON

associates,

INSTITUTION.

A. M., Principal,
X

Six regular courses for both sexes.

ten weeks

Four terms.of

CALENDAR:
Fall Term begins Monday, August 25, 1873,
Fall Term closes Friday, October 31, 1878.

coplet

Jor

everr

St., Springfield, Mass,

Vacation two weeks?
Winter Term begins Monday, Nov. 17, 1873.
Winter Term <loses Friday, Jan. 23, 1874.

ei

.

-

-

_ °.

duced tuition.
Beard from $3.00 to $3.50 in

The new, commofious

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

em

families;

mn

clubs

T Termoy
8 MondayMonda Feb. ¥ 2, 187474.
Term closes Pang Apel 10, 1874.

[
Vacation two weeks.
ks
Summer Term beging Monday, April 27, 1874.
Summer Term closes Thursday, July 2, 1874.

i For further particulars, apply to the Principal, or
E.C,
LEWIS, Sec. Trustees,
New Hampton, N. H,, July 22, 1874,

building, ample

in its ar-

versally admired hill scenery of Vermont. The Lyndonville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is but
ten minutes walk trom the Institution. It is thus
easily accessible from all parts of the country, and
at the same time removed
from the activities and
temptations which tend to divert the attention and
corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
For further particulars, address the Principal at
Lyndon Center, or I. W. SANBORN, Secretary\at
Lyndonville.
yndon Center, Vt.. 1873.

WEST

;

VIRGINIA

31

COLLEGE,

" FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA,
This Institution offers to students important aud
peculiar advantages. For particular information,
send for a Circular to
REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M.. President.

§

TREATISE.

“The New Treatise, just revised by order
of the General Conference, can

now

be had

on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, of
4 cents each for two
ders are solicited
MAN

: IN

or more

copies.

GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY

CHRISTIAN

BAPTISM

This little book has been revised by the
been clothed in an entirely new dress pb
:) Jor Some
a Vipin
It Shou
aptis
y,
Let every
r i church-mem
ber have a copy of this Tobwly revi
and useful
Look. Price, iin cloth, only ‘25 ots,;
1m paper covers
15 cts. Postage extra, on the former; 4 cts., on the
latter 2 cents

ey

48. M, PETTENGILL & ©O,, 10 State
Street, Boston, 87 Park Row; New York, and 704
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, are our Agents for
procuring advertisements for our
paper (name men-

tioned) in the above cities, and authorized to con.
tract for advertising at our lowest rates.
Yours truly,

or 180M: PETTENGILL
& 00.

tr

degen

boa obi’
Syd a

w

¢

AER

Or-

or, the
Biblical account of Man’s Creatiow
tested by. Selautific Theories of his
n and Anti
quity,
Joseph P. THOMPSON,
D. D,, LLD.
one vol., 12mo,
Price, $1. Will be sent prepaid /
post, on receipt of price, by
;
I. D. STEWART.

iy

AAR I

at

rangements,
recently erected for the use of the
School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village
of Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the uni-

with eight

each.

ing
pring

-

-

-

lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.

will

_ Board and Rooms can be obtained at reasonable
rates.
;
For further particulars address the Principal, or
E. 8. TASKER, Secretary.

A. B. MESERVEY,

.

-

-

LOCATION :

NORTHWOOD
SEMINARY.
The FALL TERM of eleven weeks will commenced WEDNESDAY, Sept. 17, 1873.
WILLIAM‘H. COTTON, A.B. Principal.
Miss CLARA E. CASWELL, Preceptress,
The tuition will be as follows :

Northwood,

:

g@-Clergymen’s children'and students relying on
their own exertions for an education, received at re-

w

Common English,
Higher English,
Classical,
-

.

Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
Penmanship, 15 Lessons,

commence Dec. 8th.
:
The enlargement is fully completed, at an expense
of over $30,000; and the facilities of a first class institution are furnished to both sexes, at moderate
rates. ' Send for Catalogue.
,
:
J. 8. GARDNER, Principal.
Whitestown, N. Y., June 4, 1873.
10

Primary Branches,

-

-

Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),
Instruction on Guitar,
-

SEMINARY.

The 32d Academical year

TUITION

- .

French (extra), .
Instruction on Piano or Organ,

25, 1874.

extra,.....i..

WHITESTOWN

her

of

For Catalogue apply to
WM. REED, Sec. & Treas.

Miss MARY E. MOREY, Music.

Theology.
A special effort will be raade, by the Principal, to
[rendre those students who may have the Gospel
finistry in view, by furnishing them every assistance
in his power towards the prosecution of theological
studies.
i
For further particulars, address the Principal
Waterbury Center, Vermont.
33tf
Yok up

' the -same torrie) |fos

Teachers and Clergymen in

1.50
1.50

Faculty :

VT.

mantically
situated amidst the highest
and grandest scenery of Vermont.

D.D.

county. - Send Sr Cuiar ad secure first
hort
ZIEGL
& Tino

12 weeks.

Location.
The Building, one of the flnest

children,

Employ

:
|

Students may enter school at any time of the

Flowers, &c., each extra.

living light on ev-

and best work,

$7.

be had at reasonable

J. S. BROWN, A. B., Principal.
Miss L1zZIE CALLEY, Preceptress.
Miss MARY C. BRADFORD, Associate.

from

Father's House,” nearly 100,000

should now canvas

to

clubs, about

for self-boarding may

on

Book-Keeping, Penmanship,
Pen-Drawing, Instruction in
Penciling, Crayoning, Pastel, Wax

The style is full and flowing, clear and sparkts
1d of the aut or's former works, “Nigh

Scenes,” and
‘Piome Ld

“It

$2.00

Ridgeville, Ind., July 18, 1873.

Instrumental Music,..
Use of Piano and Organ

This work teaches how men lived in Bible times and
how
to live in all times, ** It pleases, prodita, pays
“It

is precious #8 gems.”

rates.

Calendar:

TERM,

French,

FO

MARCH,

4]

term, paying from such time to.the close of the term
at the regular rates.

Common English,
Latin and Greek, extra,

ent
HOME
Sx
|
A _4 BIBL
WANTED

El

ends Aug. 21.

Vocal Music, twenty lessons,
Penmanship, fifteen lessons,

Tuition:

Bl

AGENTS

f

G. T. Swasey, L. A. Butterfield, E. C. Smith, Miss

duty undone till for his mother there was none
to yy Text. ¢ Blessed ace the dead which _ die
in the Lord.”
i B. 8. Moopy.

:

&

|

1875-1.

begins June 2, and

fo

Rooms

Abbie Lyon.

her

with

i

Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,
$10.00
Use of Instrument for practice, per term, 1.00

SEMINARY.

CENTER,

§

Ei
4}
£

EXTRA CHARGES.

Faculty: *
Rev. R. H. Tozer, A. M., Principal.
Mrs. E. C. Smith, Principal Ladies’ Department.
Miss M. E. Prentiss, Assistant.
:

son’s wife, he having a few ménths ago gone to
But she,faithful to her trust,left no
us reward.

equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Not more than a
Brevity is specially important.

ANOIL N. TRUE

8he

MOUNTAIN
WATERBURY

the

into

relief

si

LYNDON

commence

¥

!

Board, per week, in private families,
>

of 13 weeks,

Hi

EXPENSES.

College

INSTITUTE.

TERM,

FOR

Room rent, per term, from

1y48

WINTER

GREEN

After her

found

Agricultural

the

COLLEGE.

Tuition and incidentals, in advance,

FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Sept. 2, 1873.
WINTER TERM, 12 weeks. Opens Dec. 2, 1873.

express

her

M.,

Term

1874.

Complete courses of study for both sexes.
. G. H. RICKER, Prin.
North Seituate, R. I., Nov. 3, 1873.

his trial, and ever after went about doing
good as opportunity and circumstances permitted.
er Christian life told more for

.

L’ersons wislung obit.
PARTICULAR NOTICE!
Star. who do
uaries published inthe Morning
with cash
them
ny
accompa
must
it,
not patronize

DA.

soon

led

I"

Obituaries.

Hillsborough,

she

‘would,

Summer

year of 40 weeks

Wednesday, Dec. 10, 1873.

Christ than the good words of many,
As a
Doctoress many have reason to bless her, while
hundreds of dollars have been saved Lo tire poor.
Her husband and six children preceded her to
heaven where she longedto be.
The writer in
his many visits to the dying has never seen one
die with a firmer hold on God.
Death was no
terror to her but a key to the pearly
gates into
the mansion
where
Jesus and
her departed

puplicas she

$175 for College

LAPHAM

apples of gold in pictures of silver;” but
what simile shall we find for books fitly
written to record the triumphs of the human
mind in its long search after divine. beauty
and eternal truth ? Let good books gather
around us year after year, aud let us hand
them forth to the multitudes as freely as
other educational facilities are offered them,
and we may have to find a recompense for
the wise liberality of the present day, in the
better enlightment of future time.— Friend's

mind in

not

healthfulness,

ready achieved.

the result

interesting.

could

in

3

Fall Term begins Aug. 25, and ends Nov. 14, 1873.
Spring Torm
begins Mar. 10; and ends May 20, 1874,

_ The Spring Session of the above mstitution, located
near Bellefonte, Center Co., has opened under very
pleasant circumstances. Already upwards of one hundred students are upon the roll, and others have signified their intention to enter. Professors Collier
and
Downey, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, all formerly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this institution, and are much encouraged by the results al-

experience

she

surpassed

Miss JANE W. Hoyt, A.
P. O., Center Co., Pa,

generation on its gracious mission, reproving evil, encouraging virtue, and by
questionings and suggestions
directing
minds away from darkness and error to
light and knowledge. The wise man of old

-

very

be

CALENDAR

Not sectarian,but

including Tuition, Boarding,
Washing, Rent, Fue
and use of heavier Furniture.
: For Catalogue or further information, address the
President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., or the Preceptress,

MRS. JUDITH G. MAGOON, wiflow of the late
Moses Hubbard, died in South Wheelock,
Nov.
9, aged 87 years and 6 months,
Sister TH. was
born in Shapleigh, Me., moved to So. Wheelock
64 years ago when it was a wilderness, but here
and there a dwelling,and with her husband lived
to see it a fruitful field. She experienced religion under the faithful labor of the Rev. John
Colby and was baptized by him.
Her Christian

was

not

SEMINARY,

RIDGEVILLE

beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.

of pulmonary consumption, with which disease
she was a pte sufferer for many vears.
Yet
through ull, her kindness of heart, her gentleness of manneryand her Christian faith and fortitude never forsook her. At the ripe age of
sixty-seven she passed away in a manner consonant with her whole life, that of a m2ek and
earnest follower of Christ. Few are the records
of such lives; they live after death, beacon lights
of encouragement to those who knew them.
A
husband deeply mourns the loss of a ** life partner” of half a century.
Seven children,—now
men and women,~—are left to mourn the departure of a mother whose care and influence ended
not when ber children left the paternal roof.
Eulogy is unneeded.
Her life is her lasting
monument,
CoM.

conversion, feeling

COLLEGE

thoroughly Christian.

'

Trustees to conduct ifyfor five years to come, thus
| giving permanency.
CALENDAR:
FALL TERM opens Aug: 26, 1873,—ends Nov. 21.
WINTER TERM opens
Dec. 9,—ends
March 6, 1874.
SPRING TERM opens March 24, 1874,—ends June 12.
For tucther particulars, address,
Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.

PER ORDER.

Tea Professors and Instructors.

EVANSVILLE

the school, recently enterea into a contract with

11 weeks,

.
OF PENNSYLVANIA.
AGRICULTURAL,
SCIENTIFIC and
CLASSICAL.

and other

1873,

Winter Term

continues

AGRICULTURAL

the

The location of this institution at Evansville, Wis.,
is-a beautiful one, being surrounded by a rich, productive, farming country. The village of Evansville
can not be surpassed inthe high moral tone of its inhabitants, having no liquors or bi
d saloons.
The school enters upon its fifth year with increased
facilities for the accomplishment of its work, Prof.
Bradley and wife having, after four years’ charge of

it# Fall Term September 2, .Continues

"Vacation during holidays.

Catalogues sent to inquirers.

trust, being

24,

-

INSTITUTE,

followed by Spring term of the same length.

MRS. SARAH WYATT, wife of Tsaac Cary, died
7th year of

Great libraries are great civilizers. We
do not mean to deny that evil as well as

progress.

Commenced

16 weeks.

at

men’s are formed.
Rooms and board in private families at reasonable

WILTON, MUSCATINE CO., IOWA.
commences January 5, 1874, and

commence

rates.
For farther particulars, address the Secretary, af
Pittsfield, Maine)
:
31
C. A. FARWELL, Secrelary.

Catalogue and Report for 1873,

COLLEGIATE

Half terms

beginning and middle of the term.
he price of board, in clubs, varies from $1.60 to
$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentle-

&ec,

A
furnished on application.
Office 554 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
132
©
H. E, HIBBARD, Principal.

M. A. QUIMBY.

at Waterbury,

.

BOSTON, .MLASS,
Course of Study, Commercial and Common English branches. Students received at any time when

WILTON

25, 1874.

Jasiment,
Miss
LINDA C. VICKERY, Teacher of French.
Miss ELLA C. HURD. Teacher of Music.
Penmanship will be taught by an experienced
Teacher.
No deduction for less than half a term, except on

Bryant and Stratton College,
there are vacancies.

onde

Miss CLARA A. FORBES, Teacher in Normal De-

account of sickness.

Daurgin,

sisters

mourners.

but the same, when close, pinched and dry,

denotes avarice and anxiety, which
ways found with it.
:

bereaved brothers and

'

Academies,

MARY FRANCES, daughter of Dea. Jacob Perkins, died suddenly in Meredith, Nov. 10, aged
nearly44 years. Miss P. was highly respected in
the community for her social and amiable qualities of mind. “ Twenty-two terms ' of successful
teaching in common schools had given her a
valuable experience, and made her life useful as
a teacher of children and youth.
In her deportment she was watchful of her ways and careful
of her words; pleasant in disposition and Yenevolent in Christian work; firm in friendship and
ever
trustworthy
in confidence.
Some
six
ears ago her mother died; since then she has
A the home companion of her honored father, and most deeply does he feel his loss and
the pang of parting.
But the blessed hope of
meeting again is his joy in sorrow, and the com-

fort of

similar mouth, drawn upwards at the sides,

denotes affectation, pretention and

and

Summer term commences AD

100 copies, $7.00.—Send the

orders to this office.

linia

KINGSBURY BATCHELDER, A. B., Principal.
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Associate Principal.
Miss R. ANNIE DR
, Teacher of German and
Mathematics.

paid, single copy, 10 cents ; dozen copies, $1.10;
00 copies, $8.15. At the office. or by express,

one of the first presidents of the Great Falls and
Conway Railroad,and for a number of years one
of ‘the trustees of Lewiston Seminary, besides
holding other positions of Hhpotia ee. He was
a man of pre-eminent religious devotion, and
will be greatly missed in the social meetings,
as well as in his family -and neighborhood. He
leaves to mourn a wife and three children, besides many other relatives,
Com.

and indolence ; large, thin, in-drawn lips, a
cold and passionless intellect.
Soft, full,

medium-sized

positions of honor

PITTSFIELD, ME.

HE Register for 1874 is now out of press, and
will be ready for delivery as fast as they can
be bound, at this office.—Pri¢e, by mail, post96 cents;

y
y

Furnishes Collége,
Preparatory,
Normal, Academical and Ladies’
Full course of : study. Terms, 1
weeks.
“
Fall term commences Aug. 21, 1873.
Winter term commences
Nov, 6, 1873.
Spring term commences Feb. 5, 1874.

A MONTH! Horse and carriage furnished.
Expenses paid. H.B. SHAW, Alfred, Me,

dozen copies,
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OL!VER HILL, Esq., died in Berwick, Me.,
Oct. 27, aged 70 years and ‘2 menths.
Mr. Hill
was born in Elliot, Me., where he lived until he
removed to Berwick.
He experienced religion
when a young man and united with the Congregational church, with which he remained for
many years, but in consequence of more liberal
views on some points, for the last twelve or
fourteen years he worshiped with the first F.
Baptist church in North Berwick.
He was for
many
years extensively engaged in business,and
contributed very liberally for the cause of education, the support of the gospel and all the
moral enterprises
of the present day.
.He occu-

pied many

the lower one protruding, denote sensuality
delicately-curved,

bottles will

y

died in Limivgton, Oct. 7, 1873, aged 19 years
and 5 months,
The subject of this notice was a
young man of much promise.
He experienced’
a hope in Christ in the winter of 1872, lived a
consistent Christian and the following spring
was baptized and united with the F. B. church
in South Limington, where he remained a worthy member until death removed him to the
church trinmphant.
Thus he was early called
| from the church of fabor to the church of rest,
leaving to mourn their loss, father, mother, one
brother and sister, besides many more distant
relatives.
;
D. A. MADDOX.

at the terrified man and the instrument,
said; ‘You blay in de church—very well—

a

‘From 2 to 6

Sprain

Lame

rer day! Agents wanted! All classes of yorking
peo-

he was faithful in his attendance and help in the
prayer meeting; and for nearly 2
years he had
the church,” added an old man behind a been Superintendent of the Sabbath school.
:
Wherever
he
was
known,
his
influence
was felt
violoncello. “Very well, blay dis,” said
His life was
the side of right and religion.
Handel, distributing the parts. This done, {son
san honest and hearty contribution to the great
and a few explanations delivered, Handel sum of human happiness; and when the final
retired to a distant part of the room to en- awards are made up, He that is Judge will say,
joy the effect. The stumbling, fumbling, *¢ He hath done what he could.” The remains
and blundering that ensued are said to have were conveyed to Merrimae, the former residence of the deceased.
J. PHILLIPS, JR.

WESTON, son of DaVid and

July 29. 1873.

$5 to $20 ple, of either sex, young or old, make mére money at
work for us in ticir spare moments or all the time than at anything
else, Particulars free. Address G, Stinson & Coy, Portland, Maine.

the Wis. Y. M. . As far as his health permitted,

the insult, and clapping his hands to his
ears, he ran to the old gentleman of the

5

ou

n
"Geometry,
Special
dec!
, composition,
ing, &c.
e locati

tica, Rheumatism, Neu-

aint, Contracted Cords,
ists.
HL

friends suspected imminent danger, he was beyond
the power of speech. The stroke has
nevertheless fallen with sad and crushing weight
on many hearts. He'leaves a wife and ason 14
years of age, to mourn him.
Bro. True was
or a long time clerk of the Sauk Co. Q. M.
Afterward, and until his death, he was clerk of

been indescribable. Handel's sensitive ear
and impetuous spirit could not. long brook

'* «wi

ptr
oed
Sindetts fod a

brother had breathed his last, So sudden was
the approach of death, it is hardly supposable
that the knowledge of the nearness of his end
could have more than flashed upon his mind

i
Piaginsing

o

Hoy

s450

The special work of thig school is to fit students for
College, and he is opun fo! bod sexes, The school
mg composed
of only one
department, a
.
oben doin their ORK is
ed from Bonn ong

and great difficulty in breathing. A physician
was - immediately called, and every .possible

Having occasion to bring

i) pig We

J

- l=

Nr

COMPANY,

and

home he was seized by a severe fit jof coughing,

His best jokes were

Expression of The

&

by; a slight

went out to a political caucus. The meeting became unusually exciting—a state of things which
he was poorly prepared to endure. Going

violoncello, and shaking

8S. BARNES

however,

overcame,

comfort,

Those wis
J
themsel
Yea
rooms near Jing
the
Acad —, "
ELIHU HAYES Focrotary:

West Lebanon,

plod for SPECIMEN PAMPHLET. Address,

Saturday, Oct. 11th, he seemed even better than
usual, and was in the store nearly ‘the whole

day,

:

-

Useof'Piamo,

$3.00 per week,
can obtain

Tunes” and CHEAP EDITION -of the * Hymns only.”

While under treatment, iis health, appareatly,
rapidly improved; and his friends were’ led to
hope that his life might be prolonged a number

Handel was one ef the most humorous of
mortals, and, at the same time, one of the

passion.

vo

J

Mar Notice CHAPEL EDITION, of the Hymns and

Notwithstand-

in’ June,

‘schcol embraces

|

At times these would partially subside; but per-

home
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© i one for colog or pik:
es
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- Common Engligh; =
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Middle

ing his weakness, the largest portion of these
two ) Years were employed in active service. In
April
of the current year, seeing the imperative
need of immediate relief, he went to Sparta,
. Wis., to be under the care of Dr. W. H. Mosley.

Returning

i

:

cities,
«+
The 2 prison managen ent take
:
Dloasure in
presenting
the O.
of Teachers to the attention of
parents and guardians and the p
as eminently
Jualified to fit scholars for every honorable position

difficulty in eatin. 4 after the 8 ght exertion,
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His symptoms

a distressing
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FLINT, Teacher of Justrawonta]
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I. G. N. FISK, Teacher of Vocal Music,
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and he was quite content that that, country

in that

chill, which, however,

Smallpox and typhus

féver were not known there,
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The last two wears of his life were passed in

of Handel.

.

flippancy
pains to diselat

.| Tuesday,

he married Mrs, Elizabeth Allard, of , Merrimac.

1)

of

The

‘he almost immediately re-entered the store
where he had been previously employed, and’
their brethren in religious principles, with- only a few days of work sufficed to br ng back
his Drevitus symptoms. ‘He now fell into a
out ,which the country might become a rapid
decline. Becoming aware of his critical.
moral waste,
.
: condition, he had almost decided. to: pass the
coming winter in Sparta with Dr. Mosley. On

has its poetic and its prosaic side, but it
was tact and not fiction, From the immense
extent of the country, every variety of climate and occupation might be found. The
temperature in Sydney was very similar to
that of lisbon, and the heat was never ‘Intelligencer.
vorite
any
youth,
early
my
in
bi,
almost
more trying than in England, The air was
think,
I
read,
had
TTT
ayer published. Great was clear .and healthful, and . the nights were
in
slocp
his
sacrificed
often
He
splendid.
my amazement when I met the writer, Pretjust a order to enjoy the beautiful moonlight views
withy,
ty, careless, it seemed, livel

touch
took

1

buried two infant children, and in March,
he was bereaved of his: wife. Finally,
closed bis business, he engaged again
for
time in teaching at Baraboo, 8auk Co, In

teen feet high, with a floweras large as a
lady’s bonnet-—though that might not con-’
veya very distinct motion of size. There
were 600 species of birds, very) beautiful,
but without song, except
e magpie,
‘which whistles. ‘Swans ave jet A
es
are without stings, The lecturer
gave a variety of similar facts; and with reference to
the future of Australia, said he had no fear
either for its social or political future.
They had sagacious politicians, and the constitution was the same as that of England,
The only danger, he thought, lay in its
wealth. If men had not moral character
to guide them in the use of wealth, they
may fabricate chains for their souls; and
as
government education was limited to
secular subjects, it was necessary that the

has said that “words fitly spoken are like

English clergy-

years resident

man, for some

yh

|
residence in M. and until the vime
he held the office of deacon in the F. Baptist

here

was a most delicate flower, ‘there grew

the wile died at Cape Coast Castle and was
buried on a rude African shore, one need
not credit a vague ramor which had a certain currency at the time, that she hastened

ER

rimac, Sauk Co., Wis.
Here he en
- cantile pursuits, for several yeurs.

to

Pihe-appies grew in the

out one of his oratorios in a

(uot then Lord Lytton)
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AT WEST LEBANON, MB. =~
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Lydia M. Chadars after,
this he removed to the West, and settled at Mer-

;| of England, he began to look about for
such material to complete his orchestra and
Love should light in an fnstant,
chorus as the place might afford. One and
. As quickly
decline.
another was recommended, as usual as beHis blushes,
his sighs,
ing a splendid singer, a great player, and so
Are bewildering
things;
on. After a while, such as were collected
Then away with his fetters,
And give me his wigs iid
werg gathered together in a room, and,
after preliminaries, Handel made his apMiss Landon was but twenty-five when I pearance, puffing, both arms full of manumet her. ‘Jer after story was a sad one. Senipis
*“ Gentlemen,” quoth he, ‘ you all
At the age of" thirty-six she married a gov- read manuscripts P” *¢ Yes, yes, "responded
ernor of a British settlement on the coast from all parts of .the room.
‘We play in
gave her away. At the wedding ros
fast a‘large number of literary celebrities

(}

of inside, as here. leaving school, he married Miss
Plants, which in England Wwere—pare—amd:
v
>
TK

“Breathe mo vow tome,
I will give none of mine; . -

‘of Africa. Bulwer

:
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ursts of

And the change that are there?
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and afier, is
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re. Tra fra
from the small end, hung trom the large end, school,
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n teaching.
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an
v smaller at the
top, The stone of the uently
e was eminently successful. Shortly after

most irritable.

As all of them are,
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on end,

fo

o ts homestond arm, nd 3

e
in his own district or at the New Hamp
ton Literary
Institute. It was during his attend-

an unshaken
Doric pillar po the com- a dejected woman, , whose heart had. been
bined attacks of time, of
rty, and of wronged, and who thought to. face it out,
whisky. Good-hearted,fu
humor and by deriding
the dreams she had failed to
animal life, he was a favorite with us all. realize. 1 do not believe that she was deBill said he would select his back-log, void of the devoted affection she had so
while we boys stoodby rejoicing anew to
and so charmingly portrayed.
As
witness the feat of aorta strain which often
Maria Edgeworth has somewhere said;
we had seen so often. It was our only genuine feeling is seldom.. successfully
circus. Then he would Jift the great green counterfeited ; the tone of stimulated emolog on end. So heavy were these lo
tion is pitched either too high or too low,
that in Bill's absence two men would
as deaf persons bawl or speak in a whisrequifed to lift one on end and ‘‘walk"
T.
it into the house, But Bill, havin
stood pe 1 think Miss TLandon's mocking
spirit. churches should do their titmost to instruct
the monster

.
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News

Summary.

two have resigned on account of a

Cooke

a Jersey

City

saloon,

.

!

ie

;

The

fe

that

F.

V.

Turner

on Stratford

of New

Reef,

day, and three of her crew were

ver-

dict, Wednesday, of guilty on every count—two
hindred and four. A motion in grrest of judg-

®

ment was made, which was argued

| ‘house.

Saturday.

-and packages from 16 cents to § cents, commencing the first of January next.
filibustering

steamer

General

‘Sherman has been seized at Aspinwall
United States steanter Wyoming. °

by the
;

The present season of the
Gloucester . fisheries foots up with a loss of twenty-four vessels,

with a tonnage

of 1287

tons,

a valuation

110,000 and 152 lives.

of

»

John True Gordon was found guilty of murder in the first degree, at Belfast, Me.,, Wednes-day.
Sentence was not imposed, as exceptions
were taken, on which a hearing will be had.

Twenty-five men were killed and wounded
an explosion

in

the

Wigan

(England)

Thursday.

by

colliery,

;

*

Age says
de

Staél a

supplies

carried on in the

a large

portion

of the

asphalt used in the construction of roads in Europe, and also exports it to America.
New

York

is about

to locate in

for the practice of law.

Garabaldi wrote. recently to a friend in England: * I am earnestly hoping for the consolidation of the Republic in France and in Spainé wy
I think there is mo reason to despair in regard
to either country, in spite of priests, who would
recall the times of Torquéihada.
A Pennsylvania lady softened the <lell of an
egg in vinegar, inserted the egg in u !ive-gallon
demijohn, placing # in a hatching oven, and lo!
she possesses a half-grown chicken in this curious coop.
She proposes. to raise an American
eagle next, in a similar manner, for ihe centennial exhibition.

The San Francisco Bulletin says that experiments have been carrmed far enough now to show

The failure of Edgar Thompson, president of
the Pennsylvania Railroad,
was
announced
Thursday.

sthat all the raisins needed for consumptionin the
United States can be made in California, and not
inferior articles either, but equal to the best im-

Samuel C. Cobb has accepted the
nomination for mayor of Boston.

The National

stoek yards

democratic

in‘ East St. Louis

were formally opened on Thursday.
The yards
"are the largest in the country, having an area of
666 acres.
The present capacity is 10,000 cattle, 15,000 hogs, 7,000 sheep.
Peter Burgett, a wealthy planter residing at
Cot Island, 25 miles below Memphis, while rid-

"ing in company with Major Godshaw,

was shot

by an assassin concealed in a cave and instantly
killed.
Godshaw
was dangerously wounded,
the weapon being a shot-gun loaded with buckshot.
,

ported.

:

A memorial church is to be erecfed in the district of Dyer’s Hill to the memory of the late
Vicar of Sheffield, to be called the ** Sale Memorial Church.”
About £6000 has already been
subscribed toward the project, including six donations of £500 each. Amoug the earliest subscribers were a Wesleyan and a Jew.
It is related that while a balloor was passing
over a California farm-house a bag of instruments was thrown out to lighten it, and a little
girl seeing this, thought one of the men had fallen out.
She went to search for him, and while
climbing over the rocks, found the skéleton of a
young lawyer who committed suicide some time
since.

The greatest herdsman in the world is the title
The aspect of the Virginius affair is no longer
claimed for Samuel W. Allen of Texas, who
warlike.
Official despatches from Madrid give
owns 225,000 cattle. He ‘has one ranch eighty
assurance of as favorable a condition of affairs
miles long and forty wide between the Nevada
as could be desired, and of an intention on the { and Colorado rivers, the largest on the contipart of Spain to leave the United States no cause
nent, which pastures 130,000. Two others acof complaint.
Delay beyond the time mentioned
commodate respectively 70,000 and 35,000. These
in the despatch from our government has been
cattle all subsist on the nativ# grasses of a part
formally asked by Spain and granted by the
of Texas. His herds require the attention of at
United States, and it is likely that the whole
least 400 herders and branders, and the use of
matter will rest here until the meeting of Con3000 horses.
He brands 60,000 calves every year
gress.
to keep up the supply. The value of his stock,
exclusive of the land, exceeds five millions and
Tweed was sentenced by Judge Davis in the
a half.
e
court of oyer and terminer, at New York, on
Satarday, to imprisonment for twelve years and
The students of Cornell University, who have
a fine of over twelve thousand dollars.
hitherto been content with the publication of a
The favorable aspect of the Cuban question
twelve-page weekly, called the Cornell Era, edcontinues, and it is now thought at the State
ited by five members of the junior elass, are
department that war can not resalt unless
soon to issue a rival hebdomadal called the Corthrough an excited state of public feeling. The
nell Times, with two editors from each of the
most probable course of settlement is said to be
four classes, a quarterly review of one hundred
the submission of the disputed points to diploand twenty pages, after the model of the monthmacy.
!
ly Yale
Literary Magazine,and
a monthly
newspaper, to be printed balf in English and
At 9 o’clock, Saturday evening, a severe shock
half in Portuguese, and conducted by the Brazilof earthquake was felt at Yreka, California, and
sian students.
.
:
lasted fifteen seconds.
The shock was also felt
at Grove
Creek, Oregon, one hundred miles
A new life-boat, built wholly of cork and cane,
north of Yreka, and was the severest ever exwas tried for the first time at Liverpool recently,
and was found to be in many respects a great
perienced in that part of the country.
improvement on the boats generally in use. It
While
workmen were
engaged,
Saturday
weighs one-third as much as the boats constractafternoon, in slating the roof of the Chicago
ed out of ordinary materials; its strength and
malleable works at Chicago, a tie beam broke,

and a portion of the roof fell to the ground,

car-

rying five men with it, two of whom, ‘Nicholas
Vogel and Andrew Sellinger, were
instantly
killed, and the other three, Charles Morley,

Frank Millan and

Joseph

Stratton,

were

seri-

ously injured.

‘Fresh insurrections have broken out in Yucatan and the State of Mexico—the latter of a religious character—and another

outbreak

is

im-

minent in Coabuila.
!
A severe encounter between Arabs and Turks,
in the district of EI Asha, Arabia, is reported,
in which the former had 300 and the latter seventy men killed and wounded.
Sir John A. Macdonald declines the nomination for the Dominion house of commons for
Toronto.
Indictments for murder have been

found against Riel and Lepine. Serious disturbances are said to have occurred among the
Indians of the Northwest.
~ The small-pox is. steadily

on

the

increase

at |

Montreal, and complaint is made that the city
authorities are not taking steps to prevent its
spreading into an epidemic.
Reports from the English expedition against
the Ashantees are that the natives have been

defeated and driven back with severe loss,

y

Another stormy debate on the prolongation
question took place Wednesday in the French

Assembly.

A motion

by

M.

Rouber

reference of the matter to a plebiscite

hy a decided vote.
In the French

i

for thé

was

Assembly on Wednesday

lost
night

an amendment to the report of the committee on

* prolongation, providing that President MucMahow’s powers be prolonged seven years inde:

pendently of the constitutional bills, was adopt-

ed.

The membersof the cabinet “waited

upon

President MacMahon and tendered their resignations, but he refusédto accept them.

:

A dcfuloation of $175,000 was discovered
Thursday

ow

in the accounts:

of two

Pittsburg; Pa.

of Robert

Finney,

fire insurance companies

Ne

:

in

‘stories of the assassination ‘of General

Bickles appearto have arisen from the fact that
on Wednesday night a mob nade riotous demon-

stratlonsin front
of the legationat Madrid, but

was at oneé dispersed by Spanish troops.

’

elasticity ave

such that it can not

be broken by

rough use; it is. self-emptying, and can not be
capsized in any sea; it can be launched without

the aid of davits and

tackle, and it is less costly

than any other so-called life-boat.
The trial was
as thorough and severe as it could be made, but
it proved successful in every way, fully answeripg the representations of the inventor, Captain

G, J, Coombe of Liverpool.

FOREIGN.

ministryhas withdrawn
thefe resignations.

that, because
or

will

There

are

their land

net

pay

is

for en-

tenth than you could to add two, three, four, or
five-tenths to a poorer

soil.

If it now

first-rate crop without manuring,

yields a

it will be less

and less able to do so after. each crop

The farmer is a manufacturer
bigh-priced staples from elements

value.

hereafter

and transforms

K.

architects, Calvert ‘Vaux

Radford, for the main

exhibition

building,

pavilions, 140 feet in diameter,

ranged in the

ar-

form of a rectangle 2,040 feet long

by 680 wide, with additions at the center and ends
extending the width to 980 feet, These vaulted
pavilions are connected each with each by arched openings 100

fect

wide, with

interior courts

36 feet in diameter. They are in’ all essential
particulars alike, and the convenience of the
plan is that they can be multiplied to any

extent

that may be found necessary.
The net earnings

of the European

and North

American Railway, from all sources, during

the

something

but little,

that

is worth

It is his art to know

if what shape he may buy cheapest that which
will sell for a much larger price.
;
is generally valuable in direct propor-

tion to its composite or heterogeneous

character,

If it be pure sand or pure clay,it is of little
worth; whereas, the same area of equally mingled or blended sand and clay would be fruitful
and valuable.
Thus the Platte, Kansas, and
other streams which traverse the Great Ameri¢an Desert, bedr therefrom the elements which
form the rich, fertile bottoms of the lower Mississippi.
To plow oftén, plow deeply, and turn

up the subsoil to air, light, and warmth, are
of themselves conducive to fertility ; though they
may be contervailed and overborne by taking
off crop after crop of grain or other seed and
adding nothing in return.
Deep, thorough, frequent working of the soil, so far as it is cultivated at all, is the basis of all good farming.
As to fertilizers, plaster excepted, the nearest
are generally the cheapest.
We send half way
round the globe for guar, at a cost tothe farmer of $60 (gold) per ton, yet allow materials to
run to waste, and poison our waters and atmosphere, which would afford an equal amount of

plunt-foody_at
good farmer

tions of bis

less“ than

will make

-ammals

half the ‘cost.
the

most

to begin

of

Every

the excre-

wilh; and

to this

end he will have a barn or gattle-yard, hollow
in the center, and raised on every side (like a
saucer), so as to give his animals dry footing in
the wettest weather, yet keep the center moist
and prevent any escape of liquids.
Into this
yird he will cart muck, if he can get it, leaves»
weeds
cut green, stalks, straw, and every other

vegetable substance that he can

find

mo better

use for;if these are deficient, he will cart in
load after load of swamp muck, leaf mold, or
even turf or loam, if he can get nothing better.
Muck is worth drawing a mile if his land is quite
poor, but not if he can get a prairie soil in abundance at band.
To make a big pile of manure, and have it thoroughly ripe for use when
be wants to apply it, is the second step mn good
farming.
If be can not make enough of this, he

may buy what are called commercial

manures—

flour of bone, phosphates, lime and even guano;
but his cheapest and best fertilizer, after plaster,
if not before even that, will be that made under
his own eye, in his own yard. And of this the
more he makes, within his means, the richer he

will become.

Millions of

farmers

have gone

into bankruptey for want of home-made manure ;
I never heard of one who was bankrupted by
making and using too much of that.
|" On our Eastern granite soils, I am satisfied
that unleached wood ashes are worth thirty to
fifty cents per bushel, according to quality ; but
on a Western prairie, of which the soil.is large-

ly composed of asi and .whose -grain-is-mueh

cheaper, they can not be worth so much; still,
no wise man will ever sell any, nor will he leave
them unused. = Even leached ashes are worth
carting half a mile, and applying to very light,
warm soils.
I think shell lime, unslaked, pays
on my place, where it costs twenty-five cents per

bushel applied.
be procured in

T doubt that any lime that can
the West will often pay that

price.
Yet I advise every one who can get
quicklime for that price, to buy a little,and give
it a careful trial; sowing and leaying strips alternatély , staking them carefully, and watching
the result, not oh the first crop only, but on the
two- or three succeeding.
I suspeet that there
are many sections of the West that it will pay to
lime; and, T am sure,that farmers in this region,
who have made pork extensively for sale, would
have lost money thereon but for the manure
that, carefully
saved. proved of nearly equal

value with the meat. We have barely begun to
realize the value of manures. The older, and
in'some respects better, farmers of China and
Japan are therein our masters.— Horace Greeley.

Top-Dressings

and G.

with modifications adapted from designs present.
ed by the Sims brothers, architects, of Philadelphia.
These plans contemplate a series of dom-

ed 'square

it into

and will sell for far more.

The commissioners of the centennial - exhibition at Philadelphia bave accepted the plans of

the New York

of useful and
of far inferior

He procures what costs him

His soil

The whipping-post in Paris, Ky., was used recently, a negro receiving twenty-five lashes for
vagraney.
2
"

A patent was granted to ex-President Andrew
Johnson, Thursday, for a combination plane,

Two thousand dollars reward is offered for the
‘arrest of Sharkey, the condemned and escaped
murderer in New York.

poor.

:

JohnC. Breckinridge

‘v1 The Postmaster-General has issued an order
" reducing the registration fee on domestic letters,

Golden

Madame

in petticoats. Didn’t the reviews

Switzerland

)

The American

in the
called

Pearl-fishing will be actively
Gulf of California this season.

_ A house in Lenox, Mass., was robbed on Mon- |.
day evening by three armed men, two of whom
guarded
the family while the other searched the

imagine

than

grown on it. You may have a large balance in
the bank, yet if you keep drawing and never deThe recent ecclesiastical election in Geneva posit, you will surely exaust it; and so the
was’ held in the old library-room of John Calvin, farmer who grows crop after crop on a rich soil,
and the * Old Cathglics” won a victory that Juruing or wasting the stalks or straw, and
might make even that old moral fatalist shout
elling the grain, is surely hastening the day
for joy.
But the Pope denounces the successful when that soil will have ceased to be produce
candidates as * thieves and robbers.”
tive.

lost.
a

Smith

petticoats ®”

Tues-

The jury in the Tweed case brought in

farmer should realize that good land

good, it does not need

er mean that Heine called her * a whirl-wind in

York,

Conn.,

book-reviewer
Sydney

steam engine

iystantly killed by an explosion of sulphur in a
mine near Pottsville, Pa., Wedhesday.
The schooner,

brn

The Methodist reverses the order lately fol- riching, which is a great mistake. If your soil
lowed by
Zion's Herald, and ‘thavges from the contains nine-tenths ofthe elements required to
folio to the quarto form. But it transfers both secure a good, bountiful yield of wheat, corn, or
its freshness and ability to the new form. .
oats, you can better afford to add the remaining

Sharkey, one of the murderers confined in the
. New York Tombs, escaped Wednesday.
Seven men were terribly burned and one man

was wrecked

Every

tenths of our exchanges are mistaken.

York

and Salt.

a]

‘Great

mistakes

?

W

ule somiétimes

made

by

Baron

Liebig

(see

his “Modern

Agriculture,”

letter 4,°p. 53). IT much prefer and always use
the best Peruvian guano, mixed well with its
own weight of common salt, for in this mixture
you have nearly all the elements of plants, ex-

cepting

potash and

silica.

A comparative trial

in the same field will give satisfactory ev
when the crop is harvested. With nitrate of
soda the growth of straw

is forced, and it is often

mildewed. There are cases where nitrate of
soda is advantageous, such as on soils abound.
ments. Common salt I have used much the
twenty-five years, and am convinced of its
vantages on drained and well-farmed land,
pecially on light land; for where salt is used

al of the Pullman is,that in stormy weather their

moisture of the air will be more

weight prevents the train from making card time,
and also that the Pullman Company bear no expense in running these cars, except in paying

conductors. The directors say that the Pullman
are more than double the weight of ordinary
number of people

curs, and

that the average

who ride ‘in them

is but six,

thus making the company pay the -expense of
hauling what is equal to two and one-half ordi-

nary cars for the
gers.

accommodation of six passen-

Tt appears that ‘jute is to take the place of cotton, as the permanent fiber of India. In the two
years between

1870'and

1872, the

shipments

of

jute from Culeutta rose from 910,000 to 1,500,000
“bales, At the same time the fiber has been ap-

plied to more delicate purposes, and 'a demand
for finer qualities has sprung up.

the

use of nitrate of soda alone on poor lands as a
top-dressing.
It contains but very few elements
of manure, therefore the intensely green and improved color of the crop is delusive, which I
haye observed, and this is also the opinion of

month of September, were $70,000.
The directors of this company, on the withdrawal of the
Pullman cars from the day trains, three weeks
hence, place thereon new cars similar to the
Pullman in arrangement, and nearly as convenient, The reason now given for the withdraw-

first-class passenger

Liebig, in his “Natvral Laws

ing in phosphate of lime

propriated and retained.

and

other

fertile

ele-

last
adesthe

abundantly ap-

About five o’clock,one

fine summer morning, I noticed that where the
salt had been rown the previous day, every grain
of sult had attracted to itself the dew, and form-

ed on the surface of the ground a wet spot about
the size of & sixpence, the ground being general
ly very dry.

On our

light landsit

consolidates

them and makes them firm and_acceptableto the
wheat plant, whose straw will stand erect,
although 2 1-2 fob feet long. It is also unfavor-

able to Gertain weeds by thi consideration, It
prevents the ravagesof

ially favorable to shlfoe plants,

Fm. Tt i§ espec-

Such as mangold,

whose ashes contain fifty
per cent, of salt. I never sow guano,
weight of salt,

Successful Books!

except when mixed with its own
Like everything else, it has, I

am sOrTY to say greatly riken in price, I observe

that all erops seem to thrive ‘well on land near
salt water, especially where the land is drained,
Lumpsof rock salt should always-be placed in

’ RECENTLY PUBLISHED.

series of experiments, the crops of corn and
straw were remarkably. increased by the addition of common salt; and it is scarcely necessary

silicic acid, potash, etc., capable of being brought

into operation,‘
but
salt,

was

mot

which,

assimilable,”

without
' Liebig

says,

(p. 840): “The grass of a meadow which has been
manured

with

common

sult, is eaten

with greater relish, and preferred

by

cattle

to any other;

so that even from this point ‘of view common’
salt deserves attention as a manure .”—Cor, Live

- Stock Journal.
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Sheep

Oe

and Worn-out
—r—

upon

12mo,
trated

(Cotswold Sheep
t

The one great trouble in stocking the country
with sheep, and supplying the demand both for
wool and mutton, is the tear among many farmers of puying too much for them, though it is
plain enough to be seen they are a great improvement over our common sheep; so they go
on raising inferior stock in which there is no
profit all their lives, because they fear to run a
little risk. Their children are led to think farming a bard, uaprotitable business, and leave, the
first opportunity. Now let the farmer commence
with a few of these sheep, and have his children
share in the care and profit of them; they will
soon feel an interest, and no longer think farming unprofitable.
There is no employment on
the farm so remunerative and so, attractive for
children as the care of lambs.
The importance
of improving old, worn-out pastures is apparent
to every farmer. There is no way this can be
done so easy as in keeping sheep;
it will take

but a few years to double its value.
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MY

WIFE AND I: or, HARRY HENDERSON’S
History. 12mo. Extra cloth, stamped cover,
$1.75. Illustrated by H. L. Stephens.
This delightful novel is still selling rapidly. Everybody reads it, It is eminently a book for the
times, giving the author’s individual rdeas about the
much-vexed Woman Question.
“ Always bright, piquant, and entertaining, with
an occasional touch of-tenderness, strong, because
full

of womanly

logic
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‘In the selection of his materials the author has
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worthy of note has eluded his attention. , . Several
of the scenes are truly masterpieces of description.”
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COTTON.

The Cotswolds are just the kind to imprdve
rected against unwomanly tendencies, Mrs. Stowe
has achieved an unbounded success in this her latest
springy, swaley pastures.
They will thrive on
effort.”— Boston Journale’
rank, coarse feed, bringing in the white clover
and doubling its value in a short time.
Itis
m——
generally admitted that sheep are the best stock | that can be kept for the pasture, but for keeping
MRS. BEECHER’S New Cook-Book is pronounced
up the supply of hay they are generally sup¢“The Best Book of the Kind.”
posed to be inferiorto other stock.
Now the
MOTHERLY
TALKS
WITH
YOUNG
improvement of our mowings as well as our
MHOUSEKEEPERS.
With 500 Choice Receipts. By Mrs. H. W. BEECHER, With Carbonpasture should be considered.
No farmer can.
ator
hic Portrait of the Author. 12mo.
succeed unless he can keep up his hay crop, and
C
A
00.
it is of great importance that he should ascertain
“Unusually well described by its title. We do not
know a better book of its kind than this one.”—Nathe best kind of stock for doing this.
Having
tion.
myself commenced farming on a hard, worn-out
“ Nothing in the way of cookery or domestic econfarm that would not yield one-half a ton to the
omy seems to have escaped the writer's attention.”
— Cincinnati Gazette.
acre, no one has studied this subject more closebetter. For twenty years I have milked from
twenty to forty cows.
For about fifteen years I
have kept from fifty to one hundred.
Knowing
that it was generally considered that sheep were
not equal to cows to keep up the mowing 1 determined to satisfy myself which was best.
Some ten years since I commenced feeding the
hay on a small farm exclusively to sheep.
This
lot was in fair condition, yielding about one ton
per acre.
I let the sheep have the stable, spread
the manure oun the grass, going over one-half of
it each year.
The grass continued to increase
until it yielded not less than three tons to the
acre.
The manure. from this yield gave it a
heavy dressing.
For a year or two the grass
bas not beer. as heavy; the ground appears to be
burnt with manure.
Last spring I ploweda
part of it to re-seed and sowed it with wheat.
t grew very rank, but the weeds grew ranker—
such weeds as grow on Sony rich ground.
This
land had been dressed with clean manure from
the stable, and the grass had been free from
weeds.
There had been no manure
put on previous to plowing.
That such weeds Rb
grow
ona swig well turned, shows the ground to be
very rich.
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